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ABSTRACT 
This study explores educators' current and desired 'adaptations' of Euro-Canadian 
scbools to Inuit culture, in five communities in one region of Nunan t  Communities 
ranged in size fiom 800 to 3500 residents, of which on average 90% are huit. Prïmary 
data collection occurred in the five communities through ta@ interviews with 20 
educators, as well as informal conversations with 8 educators, in April, 2000. Al1 those 
who volmteered to take part after hearing a description of the study, became participants. 
1 of the 20 participants in the formal inteniews, and 1 of the 8 in the conversatior~~, were 
Inuit AU other participants were fiom Southern Canada. 
This study creates a reference to cumnt and desired 'adaptations7 *ch can be used 
by educators in Nunavut when considering change. Reported and d e s M  'adaptations' 
are grouped into seven themes. Very few instances were reported where comrnullity input 
was solicited, desired, or used in determining the di-on of the schools, or where 
schools explicitly taught Inuit values. Examples were given of a#empts to incorporate 
'Inuit curriculum' udo schools, or the desk to do so, and many practices were 
documented which are educators' attempts to interact with sîudents 'like Inuit do'. As 
well as adaptations toward Inuit culture, many changes were reprted or desired which 
are current Southern practices, teacbing ESL practices, or practices designed to respond 
to the effects on students of societal problems. 
To uicrease the success of Inuit students, the main recornxnendations fiom this study 
are: 1) Increasing community ownership of schwls through meaningful comdtation, 2) 
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Increasing the number of Inuit educators in schools, and supporthg them in re-mainïng 
Inuit rather than adopting EumCanadian ways of being/teaching 3) Creating an 
orientation to Inuit cuthire, leaming styles, and communication patterns for new teachers 
Iiired from the South, 4) Inse~cing Southem teachers on cultural and ESL issues, 5 )  The 
creation and effective distribution of relevant, culturaily sensitive crPncula and mources 
in Inuktitut and (ESL sensitive) Engiish. 
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ADAPTATIONS OF EURO-CANADIAN SCHOOLS TO INUIT CUL- IN 
SELECTED COMMUNlTIES IN NUNAVUT 
CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
This study examines "'adaptations" which are currently in use, and those desireci, by 
some schwl personnel in selected schools in the Kivalliq region of Nunavut 1 begïn by 
introducing the reader to the topic and its importance, and by describing the methodology 
used in the sîudy. Next, 1 review the literature as it relates to "adaptationsn in Iauit 
schools. Findings nom 15 formal and eight informal interviews are then presented and 
interpreted with respect to school documents and the literature. The data are then 
summarized, and recornmendations aimed at improving the quaiity of education for Inuit 
students in the communities are made. Finally, 1 present wnclusions drawn fiom the 
work. 
1.1 Background 
Formal schooling is less than one huudred yean old in the Kivalliq region of 
Numvut (Van Meenan, 1994). Ewo-Canadian schmls, when they arrived, superimposed 
Southem educational traditions on the previously existing Inuit system of education 
(Douglas, 1994). As with most of the colonial policies pimued in Arctic North America, 
this schooling was ofien aimed at the assimilation of northern indigenous peoples into the 
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"mainstream" (Lipka Bi Stairs, 1994). Due to the size and power of the iflstitutjon, 
assimilation is ofien the result of transplanthg schools fiom the dominant-culture to 
minority settings, whether or not the school system was, or is today, intentionally 
assimilationkt (Henze & Vanett, 1993). For indigenous peoples,"it is extremely difficult 
to be educated in a western way and, culturally, remain who we are" ( La France, 1994, p. 
20). This is panly the case because Yormal education is aot only aiien to Inuit culture 
but, as initially transposed fiom the south, is in direct conflict with indigenous modes of 
transmitting knowlecige across generations7' (Stairs, 1988, p. 3 15). 
ûver the last four decades an awareness bas been growing about the potential 
damage to students' self-esteern and school performance when the school does not 
reflect and value their native culture (Bennetî, 1999). Wright, Taylor and Ruggiero 
(1996) noted that Tanada's Inuit also experience persistent, disproportionate academic 
filme" (p. 734), and Binda (1999) wrote that "the high dropout and failure rates and 
negative impacts of schooling testiw to the dysfimctional effects of a Eurocanadian 
education system of seNice delivery for Aboriginal and Inuit people" (p. 87). Stairs 
(2994) noted some of the common difficulties indigenous students have in dominant- 
culture classrooms: "These ùiclude a reluctance to perfonn in front of peers and to 
compete with them, avoidana of communication with teachers, non-comprehension of 
decontexnialized verbal instruction, and general withdrawal from and even resistance to 
classrwm life and routines" (p. 68). Wright et al. (1996) found that Inuit children do not 
arrive at schwl lacking intelligence, nor develop it more slowly once in school, ruling 
out the possibility that an intelligence deficit mode1 couid be rised to explain the 
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disproportionate failure of Inuit children in the E ~ r o - C ~ a n  school system-- 
Historically, the systems of education imposed on the Inuit of Nunavut have not 
reflected or valued Inuit culture. Efforts to do so have increased over the 1 s t  three 
decades (Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly Special Cornmittee on Education 
LASCE], 1982; Serkoak 1989; Northwest Territories Education, Cuiture and 
Employment W C E ] ,  1996). These efforts have resdted in "adaptations7' to the 
Eudanadian school system at various levels and to varying degrees. For example, at - 
the board level, 'Inuit' curriculum has been developed; at the community leveI, some 
control has been transferred to District Education Authonties; at the school leveI, cultural 
inclusion programs have been instituted, and at the classrmm level, educaton employ a 
variety of strategies to try and make leaming relevant for Inuit students. "'Adaptations" 
which change school culture toward community culture are efforts to "contextualize" 
schools. In this study, the word "adaptations" is used to denote changes in structure, 
procedure, or habit from the noms of Eufolcanadian schools to fit the conditions of 
schools Ui Inuit comrnunities. It is also used for everything reported by participants as 
adaptations, and thus includes changes and stnitegies which may not represent 
adaptations at dl. "ContextuaIizingn is used to mean making the schools more congruent 
with the communities in which they are found. 
At the 1983 Inuit Circumpolar Conference, the general assembly pas& a resolution 
"that our ducational systems are to prepare our childrm for life based on values and 
skills fiom the Inuit culture and the western culturen (cited in Stain, 199 1, p. 290). There 
is a mandate, then, for some forrn of EurcKhrdian schooling to continue to exist, but 
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the literatm suggests that it should move toward Inuit culture to increase student 
performance and well-king Stairs (1994) cautioned, however, that ' t h i s  emphasis on 
'culturai compatibility' may also mean that students are offered a relatively nanow and 
unchallenging education inadequate for strong wmpetence in both inâigenous and non- 
indigenou worlds" (p. 68)- and Corson (1992) offered Philips' concem, based on studies 
of cultural minority pupils, that "teachers themselves are too busy and powerless as 
individuals to make much impacty7 (p. 488). Annahatak (1994) cautioned that there are 
many questions involved in deciàing how to structure 'Inuit' scbooling: "They have k e n  
questions with no easy amvers, and 1 see it even as dangerous to approach these 
questions t w  simply with only educational issues in minci" (p. 15). There is no agreement 
regarding to what degree the schools should be changed to reflect Inuit culture, nor how 
this should best be achieved. 
Do we need to rexnove EuroCanadïan schools and Southern teachers altogether? 
Leavitt (1991) claimed that "'it is possible to provide culturally appropriate education for 
native Indian and Inuit children within the framework of the Euopean model of 
schooling" (p. 266). Stairs (199 1) thought it possible to adapt the Eurdanadian school, 
wiih native teachers "looking to students for clues about the best ways to help them leam 
within the formal educational system [whiie] simultaneously searciing the system itself 
for modifications to allow more appropriate responses to the needs of native students" 
@p. 287,288). Also optimistic, Annahatak (19941, an Inuk, commented that "a value in 
my culture is to accept and negotiate chauge" (p. 15). And Wright a al. (19%) claimed 
that ''there is no Inuit model for formal institutiondized education. The introduction of 
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formal education itself represents an intnision into the indigenous culture. T h e  even a 
tnily ''Inuit school" would have to borrow much h m  a mainstrearn Canadian model" (p. 
737)- Shply removing Eur-an schwls and Southem teachers does not seem to 
be a viable option. 
The marriage between Western classrooms and indigenous peoples' values is not an 
easy one. Annahatalc (1994) wrote that "more often than not Inuit values are lefi out of 
school (p. 1 7). Douglas (1 994) noted that in one Nunavut community, "values associated 
with schooling are seen to be inconsistent with the Inuit way of life .... The challenge 
posed by recontextualizing schooling in Arctic Bay lies in part in resofving these 
inu>nsistencies" (p. 163). huit culture is undergohg a rapid change in values, due, at 
least in part, to the foreign institution of western schooling and other western practices 
(Crago, Annabatak & Ningiwvik, 1993; Eriks-Brophy & Crago, 1994). Melding two 
dissirnilar but 'static' cultures would be a formidable task. 'Resolving the 
incoasistencies' under the present circumstances will be even more difficuIt. 
Educators in Nunavut make changes which may be seen as attempts to contextualize 
theu schwls and classrwms. Some changes are imdoubtedly made on pragmatic 
grounds, while others are based on a belief in the appropriateness of trying to fit the 
schools to the communities. Will isolated changes be enough? Ryan (1989) believed that 
the dienation of students would persist as long as the values of the dominant society 
permeate the school. With isolated changes, these values are likely to remain unaltered, 
although the quaiity of some students' educational experieaces may irnprove in the 
interim. Cummim and SkutnabbKanp (1988) wrote tbat 'We stnicture of interactions 
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that leads minonty students to internalize shame remah intact" (p. 5)- A conqerted effort 
at many levels will likely be needed to substantially alter this situation, and the 
"disproportionate failure~' of Inuit -dents. 
1.2 Researcher's Personal Ermerience in Nunavut 
LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (1998) suggest that when doing phenomenology the 
researcher "'bracket" hidher perspective, which c'allows the reader to identie how her 
perspective may idluence her hdings" (p. 224). It is for this reason that 1 include a short 
account of my own experience teaching in Nwmvut. 
I was hired in May of 1997 to begïn my teaching career teaching grade seven in a 
comunity in the Baffin Region of Nunavut (then the Northwest Temtories) in late 
August of the sarne year. Ninety-five percent of the population of the wmmunity was 
Inuit. Many people had goverment jobs; some were privately employed; there was much 
unemployment, and many people still hunted and fished. 1 was employed by one of three 
school boards (now operations centres) in what was a part of the Northwest Temtones, 
and is now Nunavut. 
Included in my orientation package was a copy of The Inuit way (Boult, ad.), 
Piniaatavut: intepteci Dra- (Batfin Divisionel Board of Education [BDBE], 1989), 
Inuuwit :  The cmkulum from the Inuit arspec0 .. 've. (NWTECE, 1996), and ûur 
1s now h ~ l e r n e n t i u  Inuuq&g& (BDBE, 1996). The first is a 28 page document 
- .- 
mermt to familierioe people with Inuit culture. This document, together with b u u w  
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served as my only orientation to Inuit culture before starting my teaching career in the fiir 
North. The lack of an orientation period represented a step backwards from the early 
197% when the adaptation that saw a two to three week orientation period was deemed 
insufficient, and a longer orientation was recommended (The Arctic htitute of North 
America, 1973). Piniaqîawt "is a program, not a cux~ïculum" (BDBE, 1989, p i ) ,  and 
served only to suggest possible themes to use for teaching grade seven. The third 
document, Inuuaatieiit, is a curriculum document to be used in wnjunction with other 
documents, and Our future is now is a blueprint for scfiool change. 
Upon arriva1 I found several cUmculum guides which had been adapted fiom those of 
lish laneua~e arts curriculum and southem provinces, includuig the m i o r  hiefi Ene 
@de (Northwest Temtories Education -1,1988)- In other areas such as 
science, no curriculum documents were available. 1 was startled to realke soon after the 
beginning of school that most of my grade seven snidents, dl Inuit, had only fonnally 
started to learn English when suddenly immersed in it in grade five. This meant that most 
textual material that was accessible to them was intended for students in the primary 
grades, and that rny Southem expectations of student progress had to be modified. This 
was refiected on one page in the language arts curriculum document, which adviseci 
teachers that in ESL environments, much less material could be expected to be covered 
than was set out in the d ~ ~ e n t  (NWTE, 1988). 
Unfortuuately most of the cunicuium documents were of limited use to me as a 
teacher. Although the reasons varied fiom one document to the ne* problem fell 
mainly into one of two cstegories; a) curriculum was beyond my students' abilities or of 
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littie interest to them, or, b) cumculum was beyond my ability to teach or facilitate, since 
it deait with traditional Inuit knowledge. The cmïculum documents served at ben to 
guide some of my decisions, and as resources to be heavily modifieci. At worst, in the 
complete absence of documents, 1 decided on what to teach, when to teach it, and how to 
teach i t  This was reminiscent of much of the history of forma1 education in the Canadan 
Arctic. 1 ofien felt unqualified, I had been poorly prepared, and 1 had few resources. 
When teaching, then, I did my best to use and modiQ existing curricula and 
resources, and to create cumicula and resources which 1 believed wauid fit the needs of 
my -dents and help them leam I often needed to change my teaching methods, my 
classroom management procedures, my assessrnent techniques, and my lesson content 
fiom what 1 imaginai were the nonns in Southern schools. 
Some of my colleagues, my d e ,  and 1 used to fiequently discuss the roles of 
Southemers in Inuit communities. We were aware of some of the dissonance between the 
cultures of the institutions we represented (the healthcare system, and forma1 education), 
and the culture of the people in the communïty. Sometïmes we tried to second guess 
'what would be best' for the community, and what we could do to help. We did this with 
an awareness that we could not know 'what would be best'. We did not know how the 
community could be meaningfûlly involved While the District Education Authonty 
[DEA] (elected by the community) was, by its mandate, responsible for creating certain 
policies, which should have insured a messure of comrnuniîy input, the task usuelly fell 
to a schwl cornmittee. The DEA approved our proposds. 
When addressing the problem of violence in the schools, there was reticence among 
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staff to the idea of holding a school/comunity meeting to address the concequ. In the 
preceding years, colleagues reported that the DEA Anaual General Meeting, open to the 
public, had tumed into cornplaint sessions lasting late into the night This happened again 
in my fint year of teaching, while in my second year the process was abandoneci 
altogether. We lacked a process for dialogue, and the skilis to facilitate it 
Near the end of my second year, several colleagues and I, frustrated by the lack of 
success of some of our students, and uncornfortable with the negative effects of retention, 
sat down to make a plan We thought that perhaps by removing grades seven, eight and 
nine, and by expecting that most students would take at least four yean to becorne 
prepared for success in grade ten, that the stigma of failure wuld be removed and we 
could create flexibility to m o d e  programs to Mer fit the students. We were, for the 
most part, designing in the dark, and the idea did not get beyond the board of education. 
When, almost e d y  a year later, 1 heard that a community in NunaVUf was using a 
modified junior high program, the seeds of this study were sown. It was importarat, 1 
thought, for educators to know what othen in Nunavut were doing that they believed was 
successfbl, and what others would like to try. 
1.3 Purpose of the Study 
The piirpose of this study is to examine adaptations in schools in selected 
communities in Nunavut. The major questions are; 
1) What are some of the adaptations cumntly k ing  made to help selected Euro- 
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Canadian schoois fit the Inuit communities in which they are located? 
2) What changes do educators in these schools think shouid be made to better fit 
, their schools to the communities? 
This study documents what has been done in selected communities and what educators 
would like to do to better fit schools to local culture. 
1.4 Sienificance of the Studv 
Educators in Nunayuf are isolated fiom one another by vast distances, the absence of 
comecting roads, and in some communities the lack of reiiable htemet access. They 
have few opportunities to meet with colleagues fiom other communities, to share 
concens and work together towards solutions. This isolation contributes to schwl staas 
and individual educaton working with differing awareness and levels of cornmitment 
toward the goal of adapting EUT-an schools to fit the local communities. It also 
makes it more dificuit than in the South to share strategies that would help to increase 
the effectiveness of schools in their present forms. 
Although s h e d  documents exist which are designeci to help in the process of 
adapting schools toward Inuit culture (BDBE, 1989; NWTECE, l996), and dthough texts 
exist documenting adaptations to culture on a case study basis (for example Lipka & 
MoW& 1998; Tompkins, 1998), no reference document could be found descnig 
practices across a region of Nunavut. A common reference document such as the one 
created through this saidy will be valuable for several reasons. It can be used as a 
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resource by educators in Nunawt who would like an overview of adaptations cunently in 
use in Nunavut schools, by suggesting possible changes at the school or classroom level. 
It will also provide support for educiiton attempting change, since a desired adaptation 
successfully in use in some schools provides greater hope that it might also succeed in 
another setting. The documentation of adaptations des& by educators will give 
interested parties a starting point in their search for ways to improve Nunavut schools. 
Finally, where the literature suggests changes which were not reported by educators in 
this study, their discussion will illuminate fertile areas of potential growth for teachen, 
anministrators, board and ministry personnel. 
1-5 Limitations 
Limitations of the study vary with the ethnic background of the participant, 
The Inuit participant may have had a limited ability to identify ways in which hisher 
schwl differs h m  a E u r o - C ~ a n  model. Most Inuit teachers have not beei schooled 
in souttiern Canada, and may therefore not recognize some of the adaptations. For 
example, callhg teachers by their fkt names, standard practice in Nunavut schools, 
would not seem different to someone who has no experience with addressing teachers by 
their sumames (common practice in Euro-Camdian schools). Some Southem-Canadian 
educators also disclosed their lack of extensive experinice teaching in a Southem setting, 
which may have similarly limited their ability to discem ciifferences in practice. 
Southern-Canndian educators' ideas about desirable adaptations to fit schools to Inuit 
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culture will be based on their conceptiom of Inuit culture. Many of these eduqtors will 
have spent at most several years in Arctic Canada, and it is assumed that even long-time 
residents will undentand Inuit culture to a fm lesser degree than do huit, despite stuciy, 
observation, and interaction- This may mean that SouthemCdian educatorsy 
recommendations for change are based on flawed assumptions, and would in practice be 
of little value. Counteracting this mechanism will be the professional judgement of 
educators who develop or advocate for adaptations. This is predicated on the assumption 
that what teachers h d  or feel will 'work' with Inuit students, may primarily be things 
that better 'fity those students. Paradise (1994) called the ability of mainstream teachers 
to recognize and respond successfidly to rninority children's culture "'practical 
consciousness" or 'kacher radai' (p. 69). 
My incomplete knowledge of Inuit culture may have limited rny ability to interpret 
some contributions, as 1 may f i l  to understand or may misinterpret the w ~ e c f i o n ~  
between an adaptation and its relationship to Inuit culîure. Mitigating agaimt this to some 
extent is my experience living and teaching in Nunavut (1997-1999). This experience has 
given me an understanding of the context of this research, although it may also be 
responsible for introducing biases which have limited my ability to fairly interpret 
participants' contributions, as may other biases stemming from my background and 
upbringing. LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (1998) wrote that "researcher bias will color 
whaî is learned by wvertiy directing o d t i o n  and inteniew, as well as shading the 
interpretation of data' (p. 2 18). My own lack of experience as a researcher may have 
limited my effdveness in conducting intetviewsY limiting the breadth or depth of 
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information *ch resulted 
Maguire & McAlpine (1996) defended the invoivement in certain contexts of 
mainstream (Emdanildian) researchers studying ma- involving Aboriginals. This 
rnay be more of an ethical than a pragmatic question. 1 believe that, wfüle not ided, it is 
defetlsible in this wntext, as I attempt to be aware of my position and potential biases. 
Nonetheiess, it is important for the reader to remember that the h e  within which the 
data collection and d y s i s  took place, is a Southem one. 
Participants volunteered to take part in îbis study. It is possible that, given the nature 
of the study, those who chose to participate are generally more supportive of the goal of 
reflecting Inuit culture and values in Northem schools. This may mean that the picture of 
awareness and willingness to accept and enmurage change which emerged, is skewed, 
and conclusions about the general level of adaptations cmnt ly  employed or desired in 
the schools should be drawn with extreme caution 
Nunavut has three distinct regions in terms of education, which were formerly 
administered by three different school boards. Policies, programs, and philosophies may 
have varied considerably between these three boards. My teaching occurred in one 
region, and this research took place in only one region (a different region). It m o t  be 
assumed that the same adaptations are employed and desired in al1 three regions. 
M y  one Inuk volunteered to be inte~ewed, perhaps because the asking of direct 
questions may be perceived as invasive by Inuit (Boult, n-d., p. 18; Lipka, 1989). That the 
researcher is non-Inuit, and was only in each comrnunity for a very short period of the, 
may also have wntributed ?O an unwillingness among Inuit educators to volunteer. Due to 
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the fack of Inuit participants it canwt be claimed that the findiags represent views of 
Inuit educators. 
An Inuk researcher would likely have had more Inuit participants, and would certainly 
find other adaptations king used and des- perhaps dong with many found in this 
study- He or she might also h d  disagreement with some of the fïndïngs of this snidy. 
That is as it should be. Participants in this study were not always in agreement, and the 
practices reported and desired by these participants should be viewed as points of 
dcpamne for the discussion, not final amwers regarding what works or what does not 
work in contextualking, or malsng effdve,  schools in Nunavut 
1.6 Delimitations 
This study does not mdertake an exhaustive study of multicultural educational 
practices in Nunavut, d e r  it documents adaptations perceived or desyed by educators 
in selected Nunavut schoots, and relates these to the literature, including @uuaatiniit: The 
cwncuium fiom the Inuit ~ersbective, - (NWTECE, 1996). The study does not analyze 
each suggested solution to problems of incompatibility between the Euro-Canadian 
schools and Inuit culture, but presents educators' ideas about changes which could be 
made to reduce the incompatibility, and/or increase the school's effectiveness.. 
The author assumes that the goal of adapting Nunavut schwls to reflect and value 
Inuit culture is an important one. The shdy is not meant to debate this question, but to 
detennine how this is currently king done, and how Northem educators think it could be 
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done better, 
The study does not assess the effecfiveness of adaptations which are currently in use. 
Infonnants' perceptions have sometimes been included, but no attempt to corroborate 
their beliefs has been undertaken. In the discussion, adaptations are situated with respect 
to the literature. 
1.7 Definition of Terms 
Adaptation: A change in structure, procedure, or habits to fit 
different conditions. In this study this inchdes al1 
things reported as 'adaptations', even when they are, 
for example, strategies in common usage. 
The process of trying to adapt Euro-Canadian 
practices to fit the cïrcumstances in which they are 
king employed in Inuit communities. 
This is used to mean the structures and practices 
usually associated with schools operating in the 
dominant culture in the Carindian provinces. Also 
'Southem school'. 
huit Culture: The beliefs, values, habits, and other endeavors 
characteristic of the Inuit. 
Southem (CanadisnlEducator): This is used to mean a nomInuit person who lived in 
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the dominant culture in Canada or in another 
Western country before his or her employment in 
NuMVUf. 
These terms are used to denote Arctic Canada and 
people, places, and things indigenous to -Arctic 
Canada- 
Sïngular of Inuit. 
Several assumptions underlie this work which are important to its success and 
usefùlness. They are: 
1) Many educators in the North struggle with their roles in schools which are to varying 
degrees culturally inwmpatiile with the wmrnunitiw in which they are situateci, and 
these educators desire changes to the way schooling is done. 
2) Educators who adapt standard Euro-Cansdian schwling @ces, or who seek 
changes which would help midents to achieve grea@r academic and social success, 
without this desire king based on beliefs about cultural incungmity, have still 
contributed to the study and are still able to use the findùigs of the study. It is assumed 
that most adaptations which a h  to increase student success or well-being, and which are 
successful, will be so because they help to better fit the school to the student. Where this 
is not the case, educators may still chwse to use adaptations which might lead to 
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increased student peflomuince or well-king 
3) Comrnunities, schools, and the Inuit culture are suniciently similar across Nunavut for 
there to be a possibiliîy that adaptations used in one location will be usefiil in other 
locations. 
4) Mmy ideas from other indigenous and minority education situations may be relevant 
to the Inuit and Norihem schools, as they will be general strategies rather than site or 
culture-specific solutions. Ideas nom Arctic regions may be particularly relevant since: 
with many parallels in their surroundings, life styles, and historical 
circumstances, al1 indigenous peoples of the Far North have experienced similar 
problems and changes due to the introduction of Western culture and schooling. 
Since education often motivates and facilitates change, it is reasonable to e-t 
that the effects of western education on the various Northem indigenous 
societies have been similar in many ways. (Dame11 & Hoem, 1996, p.7) 
5 )  Continuity between Inuit culture and school culture is desirable. 
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This is a survey study designed to explore the phenornenon of 'adaptations' within 
selected Nmvut schools. The data were collecteci through semi-structured inte~ews, 
observations, the analysis of documents, and personal reflections. 
2.1 Site Descnoti . . on 
Five communities in one region of Nunavut were chosen for this study. The 
communities ranged in size fiom 800 to 3500 inhabitants, with an average of 90% Inuit 
population. Most Nunawt wmmunities share many of the characteristics of the five 
comrnunities selected for this study. Ail N u ~ v u t  wmmunities are remote, that is, they 
have no road access to southern Canada or to each other (with the exception of Arctic 
Bay and Nanisivik which are c 0 ~ e ~ t e d  to each other by road). The schwls empioy 
predominantly Inuit teachers at the primary level, and predominantly Southern-Canadian 
teachers at the intermediate and senior levels. 
2.2 Particinant Selection 
A wnvenience sample was used from the population defined as including any 
educators (including student-teachers) fiom the five communities visited who wnsented 
to a voluntary, t a p i  interview, or who agreed to speak Mormaily with the researcher. It 
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was assumed that ail participants who volunteered would have somethuig to cqntribute. 
1 spent between two and four &ys in each commuaity, and visited each of the nine 
schools in the capacity of f d t y  liaison for shdent-teachers doing a placement there. In 
each school, 1 posted a description of the study and a request for volunteers in the staff 
room. 1 also introduced myself and my -ch to people in the staffrwm, and to others 
whom I met, and indicated that they could approach me at any time if they would like to 
volunteer. Twenty participants took part in tifteen taped interviews. One participant was 
Inuit, and nineteen were Southem-Canadians. Four were student-teachers near the end of 
a four week placement The other sixteen included educators with a wide range of subject 
and grade experience, includiag administrators. In addition to the formal interviews, eight 
participants spoke with the researcher casually. One of these participants was huit, and 
seven were SouthemCanadians. These participants indicated their willingness to 
conîribute, but were not interviewai formaily, largely due to scheduling coI1StTaiLIts. 
A m e r  accounting of the gender, grade and subject of teaching, and experience of 
the participants is not offered. The goal of the study was not to determine differences in 
attitudes or practices relating to any of these variables, but rather to find a broad 
description of adaptations desired and in use by Nunavut educaton. 
Although this sample is small and non-random, it is believed that &îa were obtained 
which represented the vie- of many educators in this region, due to the conmon 
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recurrence of ideas. Further, the sample comtituted about 10% of the region's- educators. 
Small çamples have legitimacy in exploratory studies, in areas lacking extensive research 
(LoBiondo-Wood & Haber* 1998; Mueller, Schuessler, & Costner, 1977). 
Due to the small number of Inuit educators involved, it cannot be assumed that the 
views of Inuit educators are adequately represented h m .  More research is needed, 
especially research conducted by or with Inuif to find the views of Inuit educators *ch 
relate to adaptations in Northem schwls. 
Participants in this study were ~e~selected.  This may have resulted in selection bias 
toward edUCEtfOrs who support the goal of moving Eurolcanadian schools in Nunavut 
toward Inuit culture. For this reason, care must be taken in generalizing findings to other 
educaton within the region regarding the level of cornmitment to adapting Northem 
schools. 
One threat to a study's validity can be the effect of mxtivity (LoBiondo-Wood & 
Haber, 1998). In this study, reactivity might have caused to descnbe 
adaptations which had not actually been made, or to glori& the success of describeci 
adaptations. Although this cannot be ruied out, confidence increased when more than one 
participant described the same change. Some adaptations could be supported hou& the 
existence of documents describiag the adaptations, or observation of the adaptations. My 
exmerience as an educator in the North has given me a sense of the context in which 
nonhem educators work, thus providing another point of reference for weighhg and 
V n g  data. 
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2.4 Intem-ew Format 
Observations took place and interviews were conducted during a two week period in 
AMI, 2000. The interview guide was tcsted (March, 2000) in a pilot prior to the 
depamire of the researcher for Nmavut. in the pilot, four in te~ews  were conducted, 
each with a student-teacher from Lakehead University who had done a student teaching 
placement in Nunavut It was found dt even beginning teachen with limited first-hand 
lmowledge of Inuit culture could describe adaptations tbey had seen, made, or desired. 
Interviews for this study were scheduled to last approximately one hour. They were 
semi-structured and began after the participant signed a consent form attesting to the fact 
that he or she had been informeci of the nature of the study and the purpose of the 
inteniew, and that hidher identity would remaï~~ confidentid. In some cases more than 
one participant Yvas interviewed at the same tirne. 
At the beginning of each intenriew 1 brïefly outlined my interest in the topic, and 
disclosed my experience as an educator in Nunawt. This serveci to "break the ice" 
(Bogdan & Bikien, 1998). My first question was an open-ended question about what 
adaptations of the Euro-Canadian schwls to Inuit culture they were familiar with. 
LoBiondo-Wood and Haber (1998) recomrnend the use of opencnded items when the 
researcher cCdoe~ not know al1 of the possible alternative responses" (p. 3 16). 1 interacted 
with the participant(s) to broaden or deepen their responses, and to encourage the 
participant to explore ail areas related to the fht question. The interview questions 
emerged as participants named arpas of exploration that 1 had not thought to include in 
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my initial interview guide (see appendix A). The guide provided me with prompts for 
probing questions, which 1 used if the participant seemed stuck The focus of each 
interview evolved as participants stressed that which resonated most strongly with them. 
When a participant had no more current adaptations , I asked the next question,. 
pertaining to desired changes, and allowed the participant to respond, asking for 
clarification where necessary. Finally, I asked the participants what they thought of 
previous participant's selected suggestions (without identifying the source of the 
suggestion). These 1 selected according to how much allotteci t h e  was remaining in the 
interview, and what similar themes 1 had fecognized in the participants' interviews tbus 
far. In this way the interview questions emerged. The formal interviews were audio-taped 
for later analysis. 
Although the i n t e ~ e w s  were expected to take approximately one hour, several took 
more than an hour, and others were wmpleted in 3545 minutes. in some cases, 
interviews ended naturally when the intewiewee seemed to indicate that s/he had no more 
ideas, and in others, demands of scheduling meant that the interviews ended at an agreed 
upon tirne. One interview was lost due to technical problems. Notes on this interview 
were made fiom memory and used as data 
The informal i n t e ~ e w s  took the form of discussions with participants who indicated 
that they had something to contribute. Bnef notes detaiùng the content of these 
discussions were recorded following the discussions. 
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2.5 Observation 
Observations were recorded as field notes for later reference- Salient features of Inuit 
culture were also noted Observations made during my time in the five commUIilties gave 
me a sense of context for the data obtained through the interviews, and served as an 
additional source for triangulation of obvious structuraUprocedural adaptations in the 
schools. 
My own expenence of what adaptations were king made in the community in 
Nunavut in which I worked, and rny desire to h o w  what others were being tried, 
provided the incentive to begin this project. The experience helped me to fornulate the 
research question, to understand adaptations described during the interviews, and to be 
able to interpret what the participants said. 
School documents such as cuxriculum documents are used to help illuminate topics 
. *. arising nom the interviews. One important document was InuugB;epiit: the cUmculum 
rn the -ctive (NWTECE, 1996). Teacher perceptions of adaptations and 
desired adaptations are situateci with respect to Jnuu-. This serves to determine 
whether they have been officially suggested or sanctioned 
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2.7 Data Analvsis 
Data were analyzed holistically. Observations, documents, and personal reflection 
were used to help understand and organUe the interview data The tape rpcorded 
intemievus were transcribed anci coded to group &ta into categories which emerged 
durhg the interviews and tniascnption Fielchtes written after the casual interviews 
were aîso coded and used In some cases overlap existed and adaptations fit into more 
than one category. For each category, nndings were recorded in two parts, one with 
adaptations to a Ewo-Canadian school mode1 which are currently employed, and one 
with adaptations desired by educators. Although this representation reflected my initial 
intent for this study, by creating a guide to adaptations in the region, it did not lend itself 
to interpretation, and so was distilleci into a point f om summary, which can be found in 
appendix B. 
The data were then reconsidered in ternis of type of adaptation towards Inuit culture. 
The genesis of this taxonomy was Stairs' (1994) discussion of the 'what','how7, and 
'why' of schooling, which will be elaborated upon in chapter 4. A M e r  theme, 
'negotiating culture' was added, to include destxipti0n.s which move the school closer to 
the community, or the comunity closer to the school. Finally, since many of the 
'adaptations' described by participants were not, in fact, moves toward huit culture, 
themes to organize these include 'nonadaptations to Iauit culhire', 'adaptations to the 
ESL environment, and sound pe&gogy7, and 'adaptations to the effects of cultural 
dissonance'. The emergence of these themes is d i s c d  in greater detail in chapter 4. 
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Within these themes the findings are presented, discussed, and situated with respect to 
the literaîure. 
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CHAPTER 3: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In order to understand points of confikt between Inuit culture and Euro-Canadian 
schools, it is necessary to have an understaridhg of some features of Inuit culture which 
may be important in the context of schooling. These witl be descnaed briefly, with a 
focus on traditional Inuit ideas about education, and will help the reader to understand 
why certain adaptations might be made or desired. 
Formal education in the Canadian Arctic is a relatively recent phenomenon It is 
important to be aware of this short history, and to understand recent trends in the Eastern 
Arctic towards education which reflects and values Inuit culture, in order to understand 
the historical context in which Northem educators function, and in which adaptations are 
made and desired. This historical wntext is descriM Next, the 'hidden cti~~iculurn' is 
discussed through literature relating to Southem schools in Northem settings. By 
pointing to its damaging effects on students, this will help to orient the reader to the need 
for adaptation of the Euro-Canadian school mode1 for schools in Northem settings. 
In order to understand the context of individual adaptations which will be discussed, 
it is necessary to have an o v e ~ e w  of different theoria and thoughrs on ways in which 
changes in the culture of schools, which serve minority populations, might take place. 
This is presented, with a focus on Northem educaton' perspectives. Finally, cumnt 
adaptations to Southern school models, found in the iiterature, are described 
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3- 1 Inuit Culture 
It is important to note that, with the exceptions of Mary May Simon, who is part 
Inuk, and Oscar Kawagely, who is a Yup'ik Eskimo, the authors cited in this section are 
h m  the dominant-culture. Thus, it should be remembered that this description of Inuit 
culture may differ significantly fiom one wrïtten or told by Inuit fiom their perspective. 
Before contact with Euopeans, Inuit lived a nomadic or semi-nomadic life in the 
Arctic regions of Norih America. They lived in camps which ranged fiom single families 
to many families, and subsisted by hunting, gathenng, trapping and fishing (ESrody, 1975). 
Often al1 members in a camp were related either by blood, marriage, or by adoption. 
Minor (1992) described the importance of relationships for Inuit: 
Arnong the Inuit, the emphasis upon relationships allowed cooperation and 
assistance without mistrust or guilt Group cooperation was the basis of physical 
sunival, within which a complex system of kinship temiinology clearly 
specified the relationship and responsibility of the individual to the group ... .The 
use of relationship designations in speech was valuable in efforts that required 
collaboration, for when one huk addressed another, each was reminded of the 
duties in their relationship. (p. 46) 
She reports sharing and partneahips as k i n g  vital to the sutYival prospects of groups of 
Inuit. 
Briggs (1998) reported the Inuit love of  children, and the absence of anger show 
towards them: "To be angq with a child was demeaning; it demonsîrated one's own 
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childishness, and one older woman told me that, as an educational device, stol-ding was 
likely to cause a child to rebel" (p. 5). Minor (1992) wrote that "the rearing and teaching 
of children gave meaning to the life and stniggles of the Inuit, and immense joy and 
happiness" (p. 52). Inuit tended to marry Young, often having children in their mid-teens 
(Maguire & McAlpine, 1996). This is still the case for many Inuit women, making 
staying in schooi a sometimes stressful choice. 
The rhythm of traditional life were much different than the rhythm of Euro- 
Canadian schools or work (Maguire & McAlpine, 1996, p. 225). ''They corne fiom a 
culture where precision in t h e  is not a valuable comrnodity* @. 23 l), and, with 
continuous dayIight for part of the year, people often slept al1 'day'. Inuit children often 
helped with chores and with looking after younger siblings. Today this can create confiict 
with the school as some teachers view 'babysitting' as an inappropriate reason for a 
student' s absence (Douglas, 1994). 
Inuit valued independence greatly, and as a consequence believed in not interfering 
with others' choices. Direct requests, even of children, were thought to be d e ,  and no 
explanation was expected to explain a person's behavior (Boult, n-d.; Minor, 1992). 
Unwanted behavior was dealt with in a number of indirect ways, including: ignoring the 
behavior, ridiculing the person, gossiping about h i d e r ,  shaming the person, and in 
extreme cases ostnicizing bimfher (Boult, n.d; Briggs, 1998). These methods were well 
suited to camp environments, but are less effective in the larger settlements which were 
created in the 1950s and 1960s. They are very diffkrent fiom some of the normal modes 
of discipline in EmCanadian schools. 
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Inuit believed/believe that a baby receives a recentiy departed relatives' soul. Babies 
are therefore often named afier relatives who have died. This is another reason why 
parents rareIy tell a child what to do, "as this would be equivalent to ordering an elder 
about" (Boult, n.d., p. 10). E d a n a d i a n  teachers are often fhstrated by the 
unwillingness of some Inuit parents to set b i t s  on theh children's behavior. Students 
getting to school late and tired cause disruption in a Southem school; teachers in 
Northern schools may misunderstand parents' unwillingness to intervene by sending their 
children to bed as a lack of concem for the child's well being. 
Inuit are reported to trust in authority (Annahatak, 1994; Tester & Kulchyski, 1994). 
This may play many roles in schools which are sWed by both Inuit and non-Inuit, and in 
communities where local elected bodies have only recently assumed 'control' of the 
schools. 
Inuit feel close ties to the land and employed a "rich mythology that sought to explain 
both the natural and spirinial world" (Boult, nd., p. 5). Boult also reported that Inuit 
admire those who reflect on a problem and solve it (p. 16), rather than coming to a hasty 
conclusion. This can be inconsistent with the expectation of Southern teachers who often 
expect quick answers- 
Minor (1 992) reported the attitude of the Inuit, when faced with tragedy or seemingly 
insoluble problems, as being sumrned up by the word ajufnannot, 'it can't be chmged'. 
She writes: "They simply wuld not waste time in despair or yearning, because they were 
faced each day with the reality of finding f d  and shelter" (p. 53). Instead, they wcepted 
the loss, and carried on living. This can be seen as fitthg the often harsh conditions 
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within which the Inuit existed Minor (1992): "they are men and women who 
accomplished tremendous and ingenious feats in their will to sunive and built highly 
effective approaches to interpersonal relationships into their culture* (p. 54). 
Unfortunately a tendency to accept a seemingly overwhelming problem as insoluble, and 
meeting it with quiet resignation, can be misunderstood by Southem teachers who value 
"making an effort", in some cases even more than they value success. 
"When a traditional Inuk is asked how she learned to sew skins or how he learned to 
hunt, and who was the teacher, the most common answer is that no one taught her, that he 
just learned or knew how" (Minor, 1992, p. 66). Traditionally, Inuit children learned by 
observation and example, at convenient times, and as long as their interest held (Boult, 
nd., p. 1 1) . Later, they got "strict and consistent education in matters of sumival" 
(Minor, 1992, p. 52). Stairs (1994) contrasted the traditional Inuit educational mode1 
(Isumogsoytrq) with the Southern educational mode1 (ilisayuk): 
Isumnqsayuq is the way of passing dong knowledge through observation and 
imitation embedded in daily family and community activities, integtation into 
the shared social structures being the principal goal. The focus is on values and 
identity, developing through the leamer's relationship to other persons and to the 
environment. In contrast, iiisayuq is teaching which involves a high level of 
abstract verbal mediation in a seaing removed from daily life, the skill base for a 
friture specidized occupation king the principal goal .... Native leamers typically 
develop concepts and skills by repeating tasks in many difTerent situations, such 
as hunting under varying conditions of weather and animal movement and with 
various types of equipment They do not traditionally make explicit verbal 
formulations of basic ideas or rules for success, but rather recount what they 
have experienced and listen to stories which present concepts and pinciples 
implicitly .... the praise and punishment so central to the 'push' of ilisnyuq are in 
isumaqsayuq either the positive inclusion of the child in comrnunity activity or 
the negative non-response-and sometimes teasing-of the group .... The social 
structure of iszmulqsayuq is easily and often misunderstood in ilisqyuq 
classrwms. In forma1 schools, where maturity is equated with the achievement 
of autonomy and individual success, observation and cooperation may be 
interpreted as inattention or even "cheating". @p. 28 1-284) 
Stairs (1 994) continued: 
. . .activities are acquired as wholes rather than in a senes of sequenced 
steps. .- .The motivation seems simply to be included, to contribute, and so to 
strengthen bonds of relationship. Children appear confident in what they have 
leamed; they b o w  what they know without k ing  judged by adults .... the 
initiative for leaming cornes nom the leamer, it is seldom directed or controlled 
by older relatives or other 'teachers' .... Even the cursory description above 
reveals many levels of conaast with standard classroom practice which is 
characterized by professionalized teachers, teacher direction, sequenced student 
practice and peflonnance, cornpetitions and evaluations and exûinsic rewards, 
and an overall decontextualization or removal fiom everyday life and 
relationships. (p.67) 
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Crago (1992) sîudied the way Inuit fatnilies use language to interact, and found it far 
different than the way language is used in Euro-Canadian schools: 
The nature of caregiver accommodations to the child found in North American 
dominant society are not the same in Inuit families. Inuit adults do not use 
questions to draw their children's attention to such things as names of objects 
and events. Both French- and Engiish-speaking non-Inuit second language 
teachers in northem schools, however, often still use 'transmission' style of 
teaching in which a child is singled out to respond to a question whose answer 
the teacher already knows. (p. 499) 
Another traditional fonn of education which differs markedly fiom Southem 
concepts is presented by Briggs (1998): 
A way of stimulating children to think and to value that Sîairs does not ciiscuss 
was to present them with emotionally powerful problems that the children could 
not ignore. m e n  this was done by asking a question that was potentially 
dangerous for the child being questioned and dramatizing the consequences of 
various answea: 'Why don? you kill your baby brother?"Why don't you die so 1 
cm have your nice new shirt?"Your mother's going to die-look. She's cut her 
finger-do you want to corne iive with me?' In this way , adults created, or 
raised to consciousness, issues that the children must have seen as having grave 
consequences for their lives. 
These questions and others equally potent were asked kquently and 
repetitively in interactions between adults and al1 small chilcirem ...q uestionen 
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were simultaneously and to varyïng degrees teachhg and testing, chailenging 
and teasuig ...In a sense, this education was a trial by fire. For uninitiated 
children who were not yet able to understand either the motives of their adult 
interlocutors or the playful aspect of the questions, the challenge might be severe 
and the tease a tonnent ... these interactions in various ways enhanced the 
children's safety and protected them fkom defeat, even h i l e  they elicited their 
fears. @p. 6,7) 
Bnggs (1998) wrote that these questions were asked to preschool aged children fiom 
Aiaska to Greenland, and that they can still be heard in modem Inuit communities, 
although she cautioned that the chance of misunderstanding is "vastly increased" in 
'komplex c~mmunities~~ (p.7), by which 1 believe she meant any of the modem 
communities, as opposed to the traditional srnall hunting camp of 60 where she did her 
research. It seems likely that without a thorough understanding of why this questioning 
was done, Southem educators wodd find it banling. It is uicluded here to illustrate how 
wide the gap may be between Inuit and Southem concepts of socialization/education. 
Formal assessment did not exist in naditional Inuit education, however Kawagely 
(1995) has pointed out that "competency had an unequivocal relationship to sunival or 
extinction. You either had it, or you didn'î, and svvival was the uitimate indicator" (p. 
88). This, the most 'authentic' of assessment, differs greatly fiom the typical testing and 
examination strategies in many western schools. 
Eiders were respected for their knowledge, wisdom, and story-telling ability (Bouit, 
nd; Minor, 1992; Simon, l992), and played a key roie in helpîng to resotve conflicts. 
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Minor wote that "issuma is an Inuit concept somewhat comparable to 'the ability to 
reason' ....[ it] may be said to be the gaining of knowledge over time and experience. This 
concept provides some insight into the respect provided by the Inuit to the elderly" (p. 
56). She explained that an older person was ofien chosen or appointed to help resolve a 
conflict, that the helper would listen intently, and arbitrate the matter if the problem had 
not already k e n  resolved just by talking about it (p. 57). Minor expressed admiration for 
the patience of elders in listening to a speaker, and even waiting for a time after the other 
had finished, in case she has an afterthought. An Inuit listener will reportedly often 
repeat back what a speaker has said to ver@ that it has b e n  understood @. 57). 
Minor (1992) described 'advice giving' as another critical skill, with respect going to 
those who give good advice and whose advice was followed. The recipient could choose 
to follow the advice, accept the trauma in silence, or act on the disharmony: "the results 
were swift and clear. Depending on the dishmony to the camp, several actions or 
punishments would be enforced .... if the matter was not settled the whoie camp could 
pensh" (p.58). Boult described this as Inuit culture being superbly fitted to the conditions 
in which it existed; the focus was on maintainhg harmony in the camp, essentiai for 
sumival in the harsh environment. Thus, disagreements were oflen settled with fist fights, 
wrestling matches, or song duels, after which the conflict was deemed to be finished 
moult, n.d, pp. 6,8). 
Contact with whalers, explorers and traders began to change Inuit culhire, a process 
which accelerated with the arrival of missionaries and govemment personnel in the 
Arctic. Jenness (1964). writing largely about the period prior to the movement nom 
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camps to the settlements, said that the children lacked the desire to leam, and blarned this 
on a lack of encouragement fiom their parents. This, he in tum blarned on contact with 
White society and the disappearance of the herds of caribou after the white man arrived: 
"The Eskimos of today are a beaten people, bewildered by al1 the changes that have, 
buffkted them since the beginning of the century, and unsure both of themselves and of 
their futures" (p. 133 j. 
Residential schools, of which there was one in the region currently under study, often 
alienated children from their culture and farnilies (Tompkins, 1998). Beginning in the 
1950s the Canadian government moved farniiies away fiom their camps and into 
settlements. With permanent housing replacing seasonal dwelïings, wage labor 
competing with subsistence hmting, fishing, trapping and gathering, snowmobiles 
replacing dog teams, and cable television bringing images of the South to the North, Inuit 
culture has had to adapt rapidiy. This rapid change has resulted in "an incongruity of 
cultural values" within Inuit culture (Sampath, 1992, p. 146), and even the creation of 
'youth' as a social category which previously didn't exia (Thorslund, 1992). The 'new' 
communities are composed of extended fami l y groupings which traditionally had limited 
contact with each other. Jordan (1988) blamed the schools for destroying the identity and 
culture of Inuit, and Minor (1992) descnbed the destruction of tradition brought about by 
the contact of Inuit wiîh the powerfûl White society: 
Today young Inuit are surrounded by conveniences of white society. They have 
no need to hunt or to challenge the elements as their ancestors clid, nor is there 
any longer a pressing need to set goals or to reflect upon their spirituai 
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experience. There is clearly a lack of roles in cornparison to the tradïtiom1 Inuit. 
Through a lack of traditional communal order, the emphasis has shifted from 
communal responsibility to individual swiva l  .... a growing gap between the 
youth and the elderly causes an alienation of trust and a diminished desire to 
share. This results in ambivalence in both parties towards mutual interaction, 
and thus a loss of role models for Inuit yo &...The youth are not only lost in the 
conking aspects of a foreign culture but also find themselves in a cultural 
vacuum where the elderly are powerless to help them. 
A common psychological response among youth to this confusion is 
boredom, and this boredom often leads to violence, alcoholisrn and suicide .... A 
vacuum bas been created and the attempt to f i l 1  it with matenal goods renders 
the traditional philosophy of life meaningiess .... The youth so wish to be true 
Inuit, but their Levi jeans and Hudson's Bay jackets are just not strong enough to 
allow them this k d o m .  So much of what the youth depend on takes away their 
Inuit culture and chanwlsthem in a direction of uncertainty. (pp. 80,81) 
Minor's accotmt of troubled Inuit youth is cirastic, and is included to orient the reader to 
the degree of change which traditionai Inuit culture has undergone in very recent times. 
'Which culture?', may be an important question to ponder when considering adaptatiom; 
traditional Inuit culture, or the culture of Inuit youth today (Henze & Vanett, 1993)? 
3 -2 mstorical Context of Northem School~ 
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Forma1 education was introduced in the Arctic regions to the Saarni peoples of 
northem Scandinavia in 1596 (Darnell & Hwm, 1996). sometune later in Greenland, 
Alaska, the Canadian Western Arctic, and most recently in the Canadian Eastern Arctic. 
Prior to the advent of forma1 schwlùig the peoples of the Arctic leamed through an 
apprenticeship model, whereby children observed adults, emulating them in play, and 
taking on responsibilities appropriate for their ages (Northwest Temtories Education, 
Culture and Employment, 1996). 
Formal schooling came to the Canadian Arctic with the anïval of a small number of 
mission schools in the late 1 800s (Tompkim, 1998). These schools taught western 
religion and English, concepts foreign to the Inuit (Van Meenen, 1994). By the 1920s, 
boarding schools had been established in the Western Arctic, teaching religion, school 
subjects commonly taught in Southern Canada, and practical skills. In the Eastern Arctic 
missionaries predominantly taught classes where Inuit tended to gather for periods of 
tirne, such as trading posts and whaling stations, teaching religion and the reading and 
writing of syllabics (Van Meenen, 1994, pp. 146, 147). 
By the 1930s there was some government attention k i n g  focussed on Inuit 
education: 
The ovemding concem was that the Inuit 'should not be deliberately 
transfonned into White men, who would inevitably demand public schools, 
medical care, and other seMces that would entail a considerable expenditure of 
public hds. '  (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 149) 
In the midst of difficult hancial times the Canadian Govenunent was wary of destroying 
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Inuit culture, primarïly because to do so would have expensive implications for the 
future. The govemment did increase funding to the mission schools, and by 1937 there 
were seven day schwls in operation, teactiing nom curriculum and using methodologies 
chosen by the missionaies, few of whom were trained as teachea (Van Meenen, 1994). 
By the late 1930s there were voices cailing for education which would prepare the Inuit 
for the encroachment of civilization without destroying their traditional lifestyle. This 
was a pragmatic approach and was based on the lack of industry or other opportunities 
for employment open to Inuit at that tirne. 
Another issue which surfaced at the same tune was the question of Arctic 
sovereignty. Jenness believed that Inuit should receive a vocational education to prepare 
them to take part in resource development This would serve to keep Inuit in the far north 
despite their declining population, thus ensuring Canada's continued claim to dominion 
of the Arctic archipelago (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 157). Although several efforts were 
made in this direction, there were still no govemment schools in the Arctic in 1940. The 
Depression and the advent of World War II cbcontributed to the govemment's 
ambivalence toward native people in general and the Inuit in particular7'(Vm Meenen, 
1994, p. 160). 
World War II brought much attention to the Arctic, which had a major impact on 
policy. The question of Arctic sovereignty loomed large with a recognition of the 
strategic importance of the Arctic, and its resource potential (Tester & Kulchyski, 1994). 
The Canadian Govemment could not reasonably claim that the Inuit were Canadians if it 
did little to police, educate, and assist them. If the Inuit were not considered Canadians, 
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Canada's daim to the Arctic Archipelago becarne extremely dubious, especiaijy since 
there were more Amencan scientists and military personnel in the area than there were 
Canadians at that time. It was in this climate that Andrew Moore began an official study 
of the ownership and operation of schools in the Northwest Territories (NWT) in 1944, a 
study which resulted in the m e r  of educational responsibility to the NWT in 1946, 
although the nmning of schools was contracted back to the federal govemment until 1967 
(Van Meenen, 1994, p. 162). The first public schwl opened in Tuktoyuktuk in 1947. 
At mid-century, with public schooling in the North in its infàncy and only 25% of 
Inuit children 'exposed' to any school at all, 'welfare teachers' were introduced, civil 
servants who would senie as teachers. They were to teach arithmetic, hygiene, games, 
conservation, and handicrafb, an4 "...in the absence of any official, standardized 
curriculum, they were expected to create their own" (Van Meenen, 1994, pp. 174, 175). 
At the same time the decision was made that al1 instruction should be in English, in part 
because the teachers spoke English, and in spite of the high proportion of huit literate in 
Inuktitut and the very low percentage literate in English (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 179). 
In the early 1950s education moved from a religious to a secular orientation. The 
first curricula appeared, based on Southem standards, and lessons for the fint two grades 
were in use by the mid-1950s. Regions in the NWT adopted the curriculum of the 
adjoining souîhem province, resulting in Alberta, Manitoba, and Ontario curricula king 
used in the NWT (Van Meenen, 1994, pp. l84,l 89). During a 1952 meeting it was 
decided that promising students should be trained to becorne the first Inuit teachers. It 
was also decided that itinerant teachers who followed the rnovement of the camps should 
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be employed, and that tent schools should be erected at sites where Inuit gather in the 
Sumner- In 1952 it was deemed allowable to instruct certain courses in French or 
Inuhituc which served to allow elementary textbooks to be produced in Tnuktitut, 
complementing the English versions. This was one of the first adaptations to a school 
system designed in Southem Canada and implemented by Ewo-Canadian, British, or 
Scottish administrators and 'teachers'. 
In 1956 al1 mission school teachers became federal employees as the governent 
moved towards assuming total control of education. This was part of a trend which saw 
the govenunent take more responsibility for the condition of the Inuit, whïch had 
declined in part because of a &op in fur prices (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 195). A CUmcula 
Section was established in the Education Division and streamed curricula were proposed; 
academic (for those who would cornpiete hi@ school), dl-purpose (for those who would 
not stay in school), and pre-vocational (to create slrilled tradespeople) (Van Meenen, 
1994, p. 200). By 1960, satisfactory curricula still had not been developed and there were 
few local teachen, but the Southem and European teachers teaching in the north were al1 
qualified teachers (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 20 1; Jemess, 1964, p. 127). 
In Baker Lake in the Eastern Arctic local Inuit were hired to -ch traditional skills U1 
the school in the 1957-1958 school year, but this adaptation was abandoned, apparently 
due to the lack of parental support. While many continued to advocate for the 
preservation of Inuit culture, the Superintendent of Education expressed the view that 
Inuit should be trained for the mainStream ecmomy (Van Meenen, pp. 204,206). With an 
almost complete lack of Inuit teachen and the preponderance of Southem cUmcda, this 
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was in fact what was taking place. 
Inuit were consuited for the first time regarding educatioa, and Inuit classmorn 
assistants began to be k d  during the late 1950s (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 212). These 
assistants formed a pool from which many of the first Inuit teachers were later hired. 
Hiring the fint Inuit during the 1950s was the first adaptation to stafting. With the 
removal of religion from the centre of Inuit education, the 1960s progressed with schools 
and curriculum still b e d  almost entirely on a Southem model, and ''the prernise that the 
transition of the Inuit from the traditional lifestyle was inevitable" (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 
225). Vocational training was a continueci focus, "to provide the most efficient path into 
the wage economy"(Van Meenen, p. 227). 
Until 1960, decision making about Northern curriculum had been made by individual 
teachers in the North, or at the Education Division in Ottawa, thousands of kilometres 
nom the Arctic. During the 196ûs, curriculum experts began to travel to the North, and 
curriculum cornmittees were set up in many communities, though without the inclusion 
of huit. By 1965, there were many curriculum documents which included Northern 
themes, but "they still did not directly relate to Inuit culture" (Van Meeneq 1994, p. 
235). In 1971, a federal study "5ou.d that children in northem schools could not relate to 
the existing teaching materials" (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 25 1). Adaptations to curricular 
materials were deemed necessary. A second survey by the NWT govenunent ended 
proclaiming goals for the role of education, including to "enable each individual to 
choose fieely between different courses of action in a manner such that he (sic) can live a 
satisfjhg prsonal life" (cited in Van Meenen, 1994, p. 252). The extension of 
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community schooling to grade nine, and the teaching of the fim few grades in *huktitut 
were two changes which followed fiom this survey. The switch to schooling in Inuktitut 
represented a major adaptation of the Euro-Canadian system. 
Also of great significaoce during this time was the increasing effort of the federal 
governrnent to move Inuit fiom theu traditional camps to settlements where policing, 
healthcare and schooling could be provided less expensively. This changed the culture of 
the huit dramaticaily, and allowed access to schools for almost al1 Inuit children. In 
1964, Jenness pointed to the problems of poor aîtendance and low achievement He also 
documented the practice of a Southem teacher diverging fiom the official curriculum. 
The 1970s saw more attention focusseci on the question of culture in Inuit education- 
A series of studies called the very structure of the school system into question, pointing 
out that Southem teachers' howledge and values belong in the South, and blaming 
schools for the loss of Inuit culture (The Arctic Institute of North Amenca, 1973). Poor 
teacher preparation was cited, with criticism levelled at the standard orientation period 
which lasted only 2 - 3 weeks for new teachers hired fiom the South (The Arctic Institute 
of North America, 1973, p. 136). Van Meenen (1994) comments that 'Ws process of 
recruiting and 'preparing' teachers almost guaranteed that they would not have an 
appreciation for their studemts or their way of life" (p. 261). and concludes that although 
well-intentioned, the government takeover of education led to the single-minded purpose 
of integrating the Inuit into mainstrwun Canadian society (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 270). In 
1977, Local Education Societies were elected to oversee each wmmunity's school(s) 
(Serkoak, 1989). This was a step t o m &  local control of education, and is snother major 
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adaptation to the Souîhem system. 
In 1982 the NWT LASCE tabled its report which called for substantial modifications 
to the educational systern in the Northwest Territories Arnongst many recommendations 
it called for the creation of school boards, community control of schwls, and the 
decentralization of curriculum wntrol. The report stated clearly the aim of educating 
students to have a choice between a traditional and a modem way of life. This time an 
Inuk was on the cornmittee, the report was written in English and Inuktitut, and extensive 
hearings had been held to encourage Inuit input. The cornmittee noted that "there is an 
immense gap between the Department of Education's conception and production of a 
curriculum and its implementation in the classrooms" (NWT LASCE, 1982, p. 34), and 
reco~xmended that curriculum development be delegated to the divisional boards of 
education (p. 73), to be developed with the input of parents and teachers (p. 77), based on 
research and systematic obsewation by teachers (p. 81). The recommendation to develop 
clirriculum locally was an attempt to make schooling more relevant for the predorninady 
Inuit students. 
In the following years many of the cornmittee's recommendations were 
implemented, although not all were adopted In 1985 the Baffin Divisional Board of 
Education became the first school board in the NWT (Colborne, 1989). In three phases 
the Department of Eduation published a language arts c ~ c u l u m  covering kindergarten 
to grade nine. In 1989 the M n  Divisional Board of Education published PiniaqtaMlf: 
Intematecl Pronaam, designed to help teachers move toward culturally appropriate 
teaching. The development of resources in Inulcîitut was stressed to support Inuit teachers 
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in the mary grades, and teachers teaching Inuktmit as a subject at the other levels. ESL 
materials were created to recognize the reality of the vast majorïty of classrnoms in the 
Eastern Arctic (Van Meenen, 1994, p. 293). Mauy of the changes were efforts to adapt 
the transplanteci EumCairadian mode1 of schwling in ways that would help it to fit Inuit 
culture- Also in the 1980s. two Inuit Circumpolar Confmnces were held which afnrmed 
that formal schooling should teach the "attitudes, skills, and knowledge necessary to 
achieve success in subsistence and wage economies" (Inuit Circumpolar Conference 
[ICC], 1992, p. 137). 
The 1990s were a time of accelerated change in education in the Eastern Arctic. Many 
Inuit teachers were certified through the Eastern Arctic Teachers' Education Program 
(Wilman, 1989). although most schools still switched fkom Inuktitut as the language of 
inStNction to English immersion, between the 3" and 5' grades. The Northwest 
Territones Ministry of Education, Culture and Employment published curriculum 
documents in 1996 in an attempt to move toward a t d y  Inuit curriculum. Pressure 
continued to be high for more integration of traditional knowledge, as there was not yet a 
'formai or explicit' cornmitment by govenunent to this concept (Legaî, 199 1). 
In the two years d e r  the creation of Nunavut (April 1: 1999), structural changes 
took place, with control of education being transferred nom the Northwest Temtones to 
Nunami. The new Ministry of Education, Culture, and Employment has expressed the 
goal of incorporating more Inuit culture into the schools, and it bas transfonned the three 
former boards of education into centres ofschool opexations. 
The history of formal education in the Eastern Arctic began with primarily religious 
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content taught by mi-ssionaries in places where the Inuit naturally Iived or gathered 
Cumicula then became assimilationist with the adoption of Southem currïcda, while 
schools were buitt and the Inuit were enticed or forced into Settlements (Tester & 
Kulchyski, 1994). There has recentiy been a breaking away fiom the pst  with the 
creation ofcurricula which reflect Inuit conceros and Inuit identity, and with the hiring of 
more Inuit teachers, principals, and classroom assistants. These and other adaptations to a 
EurcKanadiau school system are the focus of this study. 
3.3 The Hidden Cumculum 
"What goes on in schwls A s  an outcome of the curriculum, whether recognïzed or 
not" (Wein & Dudley-Marling, 1998, p. 409). The hidden curriculum includes a broad 
variety of school experiences not formally included in the curriculum. Some of these may 
result fiom formal constructs such as a discipline policy, but others are created by things 
like teacher attitudes, or fiom knowledge or experiences which are not offered, what 
Eisner called the 'nul1 curriculum' (Ornstein & Hunkins, 1998, p. 12). In the history of 
Mt education, including the recent bistory, the hidden curriculum may have been more 
important than the formal curriculum, and is one reason why educators try to adapt Euro- 
Cmadian schwls to Inuit culture. It has even been suggested uhat "the White teached 
living style is seen to be as significant a paxt of White education as is the school 
cmiculum" (J. Collier, 1973, p. viii). 
An histoncal pattern wSiich continues through the pment day is the presence of the 
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Southem institution of school in îhe Northern sming of small Inuit communitjes. In 
1958, Hïnds, a teacher in one of the first Eastern Arctic schools, wrote: "The Eskimo 
should remain an Eskirno no matter how much of white man's ways he is able to absorb. 
Othenvise he is a lost soul" (p. 108). Despite this grave wamïng7 schwls remained 
conveyors of White culture. In 1987 the BafEh Divisional Board of Education expressed 
the view that "it is widely recogniPd that a major fimction of schooling is the 
transmission of culture. But up to now, we as Inuit have had to ask whose culture the 
school was transmitting" (Colboume, 1989, p. 68)? Writing about the Yup'ik Eskimo of 
Alaska, Lipka (1990) stated that the Wup'ik Eskimo worldview differs markedly from a 
westem-oriented worldview in such fundamental ways as diEerences in time and 
space.. . ." (p. 19), and yet these differences have not been recognized by the -traditional 
Southem school model. 
It is almost impossible for Southem educators to leave their worldview behind when 
travelling to the North to teach. Schools in the North are almost d l  stmctured Like 
Southem schools, with buildings and schedules that represent White and not Inbit culture. 
In 199 1 McAuley wrote that the Ba* Divisional Board of Education %.. had to confront 
the posî-colonial legacy of what is essentially a foreign institution..delivering a foreign 
curricul m... in a foreign language ....(p. 45). Kawagley wrote of the Yupiaq that 'their 
schooling leads to disillusionment and alienation fiom the Native ways while Wlling 
values and aspirations nom another world that is out of reach" (1995, p. 99). Clemly a 
clash of cultures exists between the institution of schooling, and the Native cultures in 
whose communities Southem schwls are located. Reducing the culture clash has been 
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the goal of many adaptations to the EuroCanadian (or Euro-Amencan) school~model. 
Although many things have changed to help the schools reflect Inuit values, they 
remah foreign institutions. The vast majority of Inuit teachers teach prhary and junior 
classes, giving the impression that the prestigious (intennediate and high school) 
I 
positions are occupied by Whites. This sen& a damaging message to Inuit students. Lipka 
and Mohatt (1998) noted that Native teachers are often expected to behave like White 
teachers, thus serving to alienate students nom people of their own culture. Similarly, 
bringing traditional knowledge into classrooms which then treat the knowledge in ways 
consistent with the dominant culture, is unhelpful (Darder, 1991; Lipka & Mohatt, 1998). 
Bringing in elciers to teach in traditional ways is one suggested solution, but even this will 
be difficult to achieve in a Southem institution where 'guests' are expacted to arrive 'on 
h e '  .
H a m s  (1990) suggested that the damaging aspect of the 'hidden values curriculum 
can be controlled in situations of rninority-cdture education: 
The main point to remember hem is that teachers need to make it clear over time 
that what the children are leaming about Western culture they are leaming 
because it is needed for surviving in the Western domain, not because it is 
intrinsically better or more valuable. (p. 145) 
He also wrote that Aboriginal control of schwling wouid provide "the surest protection 
agaînst unwanted effects of the hidden curriculumy' (p. 1 18). 
J n u u e  attempts to address some of the issues in the hidden curriculum by 
dixussing Inuit values, including notions of time and discipline, areas of notonous 
culhue clash. Unfortunately in the bottom-line conscious late 1990s and early 2000s, the 
p & c e  of an orientation for new teachers no longer exists, despite the aforementioned 
recommendation that it be lmgthened fiom two weeks. New teachers leam about Inuit 
cuirne through d n g  and on the job. That these are the prirnary means of acquiring this 
Lnowledge, is to the detriment of themselves and their students. As well as poor 
preparation, Tompkins (1 998) noted problems with the transfer of Southem values to 
Northern settings: 
In some schools so much time is spent on detentions or on elaborate poiicies 
regarding whpt will happen if people wear hats in school that an alien visiting 
h m  another planet would think that somehow these things are what school is 
about. (p. 46) 
The issue of hats war, contentious in the community in which I tau* where respected 
elders would routinely arrive at school fimctions wearing baseball caps, while educaton 
spent t h e  and energy stniggiîng with shidmts about the no-hat de. This is an example 
ofthe culture of a sch001 remaining unresponsive to iocal noms. 
Community involvement and wntrol, although officially des id ,  remains highly 
variable. Local controlling bodies, now called District Education Authorities, have 
enormous power over what goes on in the school, but it seems that they are often unaware 
of this power and end up 'rubber-stamping' decisions made in the schaal. The 
bureaucmcy of the system is not of their making (Douglas, 1994), and not of thUr culture. 
often leading to communication problems between the predominantly Inuit Education 
AuthoRties and the predominantly non-huit aàministrators. Guides and elders are hired 
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by the schaols, and local people volunteex to varying degrees. Still, the schools remain 
largely White institutions serving largely Inuit populations. As Tompkins wrote, "it is 
next to impossible to create an Inuit school when most of the staff are not Lnuit" 
(Tompkins, 1998, p. 43). There continues to be high dropout rates, dienation between 
generations, and low participation rates in traditional and modem occupations (Van 
Meenen, 1994, p. 290), and the hidden cmicuium continues to work against Inuit 
students in spite of grrat changes in the official curriculum. Problems arising nom 
culture clash in the 'hidden curriculum' have provided impetus for the adaptation of the 
schools to the cultures in which they exist. 
3.4 Chanmng School Culture in Minoritv Fducational Settiw 
Effective education could bc the de- of harmoay between the students' 
culturally and environmentdly acquireà intelligence, and the leaming 
opportunities and intelligence developing procedures and goals of the school. 
Reasonably, if significant wnflict lies between Eskirno processes and the school, 
some variety of educational failure must be expected. Teachers may be seen 
teaching ideally with the flow of Native intelligence, or îeaching negatively 
against the Native strram of consciousness. (J. Collier, 1973, p. 4) 
Many models exist which seek to foster a change in school culture to d u c e  the confiict 
Collier refend to. Some of the sîrategies describeci in the literature are presented here. 
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Lipka (1990) detailed many specific areas and ways in which the culture of the 
schools can be edapted to the students' culture, increasing the 'bamiony' of which Collier 
wrote. He described a lesson wtiich; 1) used a culturally significant activity, 2) respected 
the Yup7ik cultural norms of group cohesiveness and individual autonomy, 3) used 
students' prefemed learning styles, 4) contextualized the classroom by connecting it to the 
community, 5) iised Yup'ik social orguikition and discourse style, and, 6) incorporateci 
and taught Yup'ik values. This lesson took place in a EUTO-American schwl with a 
Yup'ik teacher, and illustrates the successfiif integration of "Yup'ik cultural values, with 
western knowledge while reinforcing and building upon the children's existing Yup'ik 
identity" (p. 19). 
Lipka (1 990) called this a "culturally-based classmm environment'" using 
"cuiturally- groundeâ" pedagogy (pp. 18,19). Leavitt (1991) also called the result of 
incorporating the pedagogy of the native culture a 'culture-based' program, and wrote 
that the goal of a bicuitural curriculum is to teach native students in English in a way that 
%&es into account both the mainstream cultute and that of the community" (p. 275). 
This would, it was hoped, allow "economic and political independence" while 
cCmaintaining a native way of Me" (p. 268). Leavitt stressed the netive culture's material, 
social, cognitive, and linguistic cultures, as king the important bases for congniity 
between the teacher and students, and recommended classroom activities "centred on real 
life îasks, with childm involved as apprentices" (p. 274). 
Seairs (1994) wrote that historically the 'whst' of schwling was considered in 
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miwnty education, and so culhne and language were included as subjects. Next, the 
'how' was considered, and educators began to look at ''cultural models of interaction 
with the hwnan and non-humau world" (p. 73). This led to a focus on learning styles, 
which, despite its value, camîed with it the danger that "the l e h g  conte* the 
subculture of the classroom" would be underestimated (p. 68, also L. Collier, 1993). Now 
"we are reaching for the levels of the 'why7 of education-cultriral values and goals" 
(Stairs, 1994, p. 73). 
3.42 Indi~enous - teachers as c h a n w n t s .  
Congruence between the values of Euro-lanadian school culture and Inuit culture 
will not be easy to reach (Corson, 1992; Douglas, 1994; Lipka, 1989; OMndo, 1994; 
Stairs, 199 1,1994). Conflicting values can cause "tremendous intemal conflit%. when an 
individual tries to live according to two value systems that in some ways contradict each 
other" (Henze & Vanett, 1993, p. 124). One promising way to try to reconcile the 
differences b e e n  school and comrnunity cultures is through the use of indigenous 
teachers in Euro-Canadian schools (Enks-Brophy & Crago, 1994; Lipka, 1990; Lipka & 
McCarty, 1994; McAlpine & Taylor, 1993; Stairs, 1988). Problems, though, will be 
encountered by native teachers trying to teach in culturally compatible ways withïn 
Southern schools (Lipka, 1990; Lipka & Mohatt, 1998; Stain, 1991). These include paor 
evaluations by Souîhem educators who don't understand what is happening in their 
classes, the burden of king 'culturai bmkers' between native and nonnative, and having 
to gather information and then teach it in a rapidly changing culture. 
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Lipka and McCarty (1 994) discussed resistance to change, and the need for groups of 
indigenous teachexs to work together in "zones of ~afety"~ in order to gain confidence and 
Ychallenge conventional practices" (p. ZR), while Eriks-Brophy and Crago (1994) found 
that indigenous teachers were able to maintain 'haditional patterns of discourse" in their 
teaching, when teacher-trained in alternative teacher-training programs (p. 107). 
Indigenous professionais have been descnbed as key in the process of gathering a 
knowledge base and implernenting programs based on indigenous pedagogy, working in 
close consultation with Eldea (Harris, 1990; Lipka & McCarty, 1994; Stairs, 1988). 
3.43 Premrin~: students for cultural discontinuitv. 
In the absence of changing the culture of the schwls, Macias (1987) wrote of a 
program to help preschool Papago children leam the noms of mainstream schools, while 
rnitigating the effects of cultural discontinuity through carefbi structuring of the program 
environment. In this way children are stiil expected to adapt to the Western school, but 
they are 'taught' these skills in a respectful way. Macias claimeci that teachers in al1 
schools could be trained to be ethnographers, which would allow them to identi& and 
therefore better respond to their students' interactional patterns through positive 
interventions. 
3-44 Negotiating schoolin~- 
The theme of negotiating the direction of schooling with people fiom the community 
is prominent in the literatun (Armstrong, I3en.net & Grenier, 1997; Barnhardt, 1999; 
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Douglas; 1994; Corson, 1992; Lipka, 1989, 1994; Stairs, 199 1, 1994; Williamson, 1987). 
Banihard wrote that 'most of the significant changes in the school in recent years were 
attempts to recognize and meaaingfidly integrate what is important and valued in the life 
of the community with the teaching and learning which occurs in school" (p. 105)- It is 
apparent that in order to incorporate community values there mut, at the very lest, be 
cornrnunity involvement. In the Alaskan school case study discussed by Banihardt, the 
Alaska Onward to Excellence (AOTE) planning process was used: 
The AOTE process involves the entire community at the village level in 
determinhg the laiow1edge and skills students d l  need to succeed, and in 
detennining and developing action plans to meet those goals and implement 
those plans. T h u g h  this process, the communities and schools are building 
partnerships x, that the educationd system cm prepare our children to suMve 
and prosper in two worlds. (Lower Kuskokwim School District, 1998) 
She claimed that because of its structure, "the goals developed were clearly those 
identified and desired by a wider cross-section of the community thaa is typically 
represeated on advisory boards or strategic planning cornmittees" (p. 105). 
Armstrong et al. (1997) documented a process called Sattligiamiq in northem 
Quebec. It aimed at providing opportunities "for al1 stakeholders to involve îhemselves in 
reclaiming and redefining an education system which will remain true to Inuit culture and 
values while preparing children for the modem world" (p. 7). This pmcess involved the 
training of community representatives Who then carried out wmmunity consultations 
through a variety of strategies, leading to "ommunity ownership of the process....if 
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education was tmiy going to be different, everyone agreed, the stakeholders wguld have 
to be involved in the entire profess" (p. 8). 
Amistrong et al. (1997) described the consultation as the beginning of the process of 
transformation which would need to continue with the full involvement of the 
communities. They identiflecf secure political backing as a necessary support for the 
refom effort. Barnhardt (1999) also noted the local school district's support as a key 
fêctor in efforts to implement seIfdetermined educationa1 priorities, while Lipka and 
McCarty (1994) and Watahomigie and McCarty (1994) wrote of the necessity of financial 
resourws to support the efforts and collaboration of indigenous teacher groups7 working 
to combine traditional practices and values with western schooling. 
In a community in Nunavut, Douglas (1994) wrote of cornmunity involvement in 
setting the new course of the school there: "As they give direction to the goals and 
practices of schooling they are making the change fiom being passive recipients within a 
superimposed system to becorning active parîïcipants in an evolving process" @. 156). 
Although she sees this involvement as important, Douglas did not, however, make clear 
how this direction is given, beyond stating tbat "communïty members are perfonning new 
school-reiated roles" (p. 154). 
3.45 Communitv control for cultural s u r v i a  
Lipka (1989) went beyond the idea of consultation and comUI1ity involvement in 
the creation of culture-baseü schooling, asserthg that the coxnx.nunity must initiate 
changes in the curriculum, as otherwise "the school still knew what was best" (p. 224). 
This, he said, was important in places where c'issues of control, power, and Iack of trust 
defined the relationship between professionals and the co~~lfnunity~' (p. 2 16). He 
suggested that the traditionai relationship between schwl and community m u t  change to 
one where the school serves as a "resource to the community" so that schooling is seen 
"as supportive of the communiq's efforts to face the future-their own fiiture in their 
own way" (p. 2 16). Thus, the community would be intimately involved in deciding the 
curriculum, which would be Qiven in pari by "contemporary Native issues ... while 
concurrently providing for state required academic courses" (p. 227). "The community 
must see that the outcornes of a local curriculum are for the benefit of students and 
community alike" (p. 229). Similarly, Cummins (1988) wrote that "minority students will 
be empowered in the school context to the extent that the communities themselves are 
empowered through their interactions with the schwl" (p. 141). The need to empower 
communities fits with the view that Northem schools are ultimately necessary for the 
culturai survivd of the indigenous populations (Bw 1979; Kawagely, 1995; Simon, 
1996; Stairs, 1988). Kawagely (1995) wrote: 
In the past, Native people tended to view formal education as a hindrance to 
their traditional ways, but they have begun to look at it in a diffèrent light. They 
are seeking to gain control of their education and give it direction to accomplish 
the goals they set for it, sirengthemhg their own culture while simultaneousiy 
embracing Wesîem science ...." (p. 89) 
The theme of minority cultures taking control of their own education, and using it to 
ensure the suMval of their cultures, can also be found in the literature not limited to 
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Arctic peoples (see, for instance, Lapez, 1997). According to Homberger (1-7), with 
respect to changing the education system: 
*le non-indigenous govenmiental and non-govemmental or-tions have 
played significant, and at times positive , roles in many cases, it is fair to say that 
the efforts which have had the greatest impact and duration are those initiateci 
and camied out by the indigrnous comrnunity. (p. 357) 
Hams (1990) wrote in an Australian conte- and gave many arguments for minonty- 
culture control of minority education, including the possibility of reducing the negative 
effects of imeqaal p o m  relations on student leatning- Not having clear authority, he 
wrote, undemines the -tus of minority-cuitine parents and teachers, providing a 
disincentive for minority students. The schools will always be alienating, until they are 
refomed by Uidigenous people to becorne their own (p. 117). Schwls wntrolled by 
Aboriginal parents wilI also be able to contribute towards cultural maintenance. 
For a shift in power to occur, Hams thought that 
to some extent control, or independence, can be given rather than having to be 
taken. The responsibiiïty of non-Aboriginal teachers and administrators is to 
discern where desire for control is developing and, when asked, to support that 
desire, h m  behind the scenes in a non-manipulative way. (p. 1 18) 
He noted, however, that a shiît of power will take time and stniggle, and will need 
Aboriginal people to desire the wntrol themselves before it becornes feasible. 
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3-46 The illusion of local control. 
Kawagely (1995) noted that wmmunity input and control seems sometirnes to be in 
place, though it in fact may not be. The school boards, he wrote, although filleci with 
Native rnembers, "work within the piirameters established by the suite board of education 
with state des  and regulatiom. Local wntrol is mlly in the han& of newwmers, with 
an administration controlled by outsiders" (p. 100). He wrote forcefully for self- 
determination: 
The Yupiaq people have not been dehurnanized to the level that they are unable 
to devise and implement their own programs to release them from the clutches 
of poverty and self-degradation. The Western models of education and progress 
have not been able to bring to fiuition their promises, so they must acquiesce in 
their 'cognitive imperialism' and allow the Yupiaq people an opportunity to 
plan and work for their own destiny. (p. 10 1) 
When Maguire and McAlpine (1996) wrote about wntrol of the Eastern Arctic schools, 
they echoed Kawagely's cornplaints in Alaska: 
Fonnal, centralized, established institutions Wre the Ministry of Education, 
Culture and Empoloyment and the Keewatin Divisional Board of Education both 
articulate the importance of local control. However, they have an explicit need 
to evaluate and monitor it by extemal, westernized standards of schooling and 
success as represented in the normative lanyage of benchmarirs, indiaitors, 
outwmes, and instituîionalized symbolic foms such as tests and report mds. 
(pp. 227,228) 
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In this way control seems to be transfened, but is in fm maintained at higher levels by 
policy structures and expectations. 
3.47 The need for communities to value schoolin~. 
Ogbu (1992) argued Wiat the crucial issue in cultural diversity and leaming is the 
relationship between the minority cultures and the ... mainstream culture" (p. 5), and 
wrote that culhnaVlanguage diffeiences exist which "cannot be remedied through 
cul îud infusion into the curriculum or teaching and leaming styles" (p. 6). Wtead, he 
felt that the "meaning and value that students associate with school leaming and 
achievement play a very significant role in determining their efforts towards leaming and 
perfomance7' (p. 7). In other words, changing the curriculum and the pedagogy of the 
schwls to fit Inuit students is not likely to d u c e  failme significantly, unless 
communïties and students corne to value schooling (Ogbu, 1987,1989,1992). This is 
moa likely to occur through parental/community involvement. As an example, 
Watahornigie and Mc- (1994) credited panatal and community support for the 
success of reforms aimed at strengthening the Hualapai language and including local 
ways of knowing in the school curriculum: 'Genuine bilinguriVbiculniraVf,iliteracy 
education requires local initiative and control, and the realbtion that indigenous 
commimities have the power to transfonn the school curriculum" (p. 41)- 
Ogbu (1992) identified 'involunm minorities' as peoples brought into a society 
against their dl, for example, tbrough colonization, end describeci the trend wherein 
involuntary minority groups do poorly in dominant culture sch001s, while other minori@ 
goups o h  succeed. He postulatecf that 'secondary cultural diEerences7, largely in style 
(cognitive, communication, interaction, and learning styles), develop in reaction to the 
subjugation of the minonty people, and that "the minorities have no strong incentives to 
give up these differences as long as they believe that they are still oppressed" (p. 10). 
This is not a wnscious process. Voluntary minorïties seem able to adopt White cultural 
h e s  of reference for some purposes, while they maintain their own *es of 
reference, and their cultural identities therefore remain strong. They can, for example, 
adopt 'White ways' which help hem to succeed in school, without living those ways 
outside of school. Ogbu thought that involuntary minonties were less able to do that: 
cbInvoluntary minonties do not seem willing or able to separate attitudes and behaviours 
that result in academic success fiom those that may result in linear acculturation" (p. 10). 
Student resistance may, then, be a strategy for cultural survival (Darder, 199 1). 
Ogbu (1992) also noted that involuntary minorities rnay believe less strongly in the 
"material payoff later" that dominant culture schooling promises, and therefore have l e s  
incentive to '%y to overwme culturai, language, and other barriers" (p. 1 1). This may be 
especially important in an Eastern Arctic wntext, where materialism is a radical 
depamire fiom traditional Inuit values, and where there are limited employment 
opportunities in the wmmunities, plus cultural baniers which discourage people fiom 
leaving them. Ogbu reco~mended that teachers help involmtary minority students to 
c'recognk and accept the fact tbat they can participate in two cultural or language fiames 
of reference for different purposes without losing their own cdhrral and language identity 
or u n d e d g  tbeir loyalty to the rnimrity community" (p. 12), while Darder (1991) 
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advocated student involvement in the selection of crimcdum, and wrote that @ucators 
should focus on transforming "the traditionally oppressive structures of educational 
institutionsn (p. 96). it should be noted that while Ogbu wrote of involuntary minority 
student effort in dominant culture schools on average, individual schools and individuai 
teachm in classrooms will affect d e n t  motivation to varying degrees, even within the 
confines of comm~ties which may not genedly value the traditional model of Eure 
Canadian schooling. Thus, educators in wmmunities thet do not wholly support Euro- 
Canadian schoding, or feel agency with respect to the direction of the schools, will still 
be able to make signifiaint changes that affixt student motivation and success (Henze & 
Vanett, 1993). 
3 -48 The Australian two-wav schooline model, 
Beyond advoating Aboriginal control of schools for Aborigines, Hams (1990) 
developed a 'two way schooling' model, in which the school would be split into an 
Aboriginal domain and a Western domain. It was thought that this would be the best way 
of teaching Western content and culture while maintahhg Aboriginal culture, as it 
'kach English language and culture, school-type learning and sumival skills, and 
sunicient orthodox school subjects to allow enûy to high schoois for those who desire if', 
while the Aboriginal domain would have as goals, to "stnagthen Aboriginal identity and 
to maintain distindvely Aboriginal ways of doing, feeling, l e h g  and believing, and to 
'hold''~bori~ina1 know1edge9' (pp. 148, 149). 
Within this model, Hams (1990) suggested that the Aboriginal domain was in its 
infmcy, and would develop in unpredictable ways if tnily under Aboriginal control. 
Aboriginal staff action groups, with power bases in both the school and the community, 
wodd be instrumental in shifting school control and defining curriculum (p. 121). The 
Western domain shodd take place in Western classrwms, with Western organization, 
maiuiers, and rules ofpunctuaiity (p. 146). Still, within these confines, H a m s  described 
"key ingredients of an effective teaching methodology" for remote Aboriginal contexts 
(p. 144). These are similar to many found in the iiterature for use in Arctic wntexts, 
including the knowiedge of leamhg style preferences of the students. 
3 -49 Jmbediments to comrnunitv control. 
Lipka (1989) cautioned that the transition to commULLities fccling ownership of their 
schools will be a slow process. One problem is that "generational differences in srnall 
Native communities are sometimes quite profound, making it difficult to detenaine the 
community's voice* (p. 229). Lipka and Mc- (1994) wrote that "internai community 
conflict" was a fkctor & d g  the reform process, noting that some Yup'ik board 
members were against moving away h m  ail-English instruction (p. 275). Crago (1992) 
noted that Inuit culture is 'evolving', and pointed to a changing pattern of discoune 
between young Inuit mothers and their children, in the dusction of Southeni school 
noms. The schools, she wrote, were not making the miprocal effort to change toward 
Inuit n o m .  Change of school culture toward Inuit culture- which itself is changing, d l  
be a difficult process. 
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Dwglas (1994) wrote that school-related wncerns can give nse to " M i @ n g  
values arnong Inuit themselves" (p. 162)' while Maguire and McAlpine (1 996) saw some 
Southern teachers making efforts to adopt Inuit pedagogy, at the same time that some 
Inuit parents wanted to maintain c?raditraditional si- of mainStream schooling, such as 
grades and marksn (p. 23 1). Stairs (1994) encountered wmmunity resistence to the idea 
of 'inuitisation' of the schools, and Freeman, Stairs, Corbiere & L m r e  (1994) cautioned 
that communiîy controUed schools sometimes end up transmitting only western values, 
and speculated that indigenous people's tendency to give up control may be a legacy of 
residential schooling. 
It seems likely that the rapid change in Inuit culture, the xhool's former and current 
role in changing huit culture, and the heterogeneity of opinion within huit communitia, 
will make the shift to local contml problematic. 
3.50 Summarv. 
To surnmarize, then, adaptations which move Euro-Canadian school culture towards 
Inuit culture in terms of what is leamed and how it is leamed, are said to increase student 
perfomance and well-being. Inuit teachers may be crucial as change agents toward 
culturalIy-grounded prograrns, but are likely to meet with mistance fiom mainstream 
educators, and to have difficulties in integrating values that are often in opposition. In 
another type of solution, Macias (1987) documentecl a program which would help prepare 
students for cultural discontinuity, thus increasing their success in a Western school. 
Negotiation is said to be needed between the schools and the wmmunities to define 
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how much and in what ways the schools should change. The AOTE process in Alaska, 
and the Sotuzgzamiq process in northem Qwbec are described as successfid models for 
community consultation, It is likely that commUIilty control is needed to ensure cultural 
sumival. Current community control of schools at the present t h e  is thought to be . 
largely an illusion, as the reins of power remain largely in Southemers' han&. An 
increase in community control and feeling of ownership, and therefore valuing of the 
schools, is thought necessary to lead to greater student motivation and success. 
Hams (1990) proposed a 'two1way' mode1 of schooling in Australia, as a possible 
option for education in inâigenous cornmunities. In it, control is held locally. He 
suggested that with true local control, the shape of schooiing might change in unexpected 
and unpredictable ways. To cornpikate a consultative process for deciding how the 
schools shodd fimction, Inuit culture is changing rapidly, and Southem values are 
a l r d y  taking hold (Crago, 1992, Maguire & McAlpine, 1996). This has likely led to an 
increase in the diversity of opinion surrounding the aims of schooling within the 
communities. Furthemore, school cultures are notonously resistant to change, and would 
need to undtrgo 'kadical changes in the existing cultural ideals and organizational 
arrangements" (Clifton & Roberts, 1988, p. 341), if they were to t d y  reflect and value 
Inuit culture (Corson, 1992). 
Despite the importance of meta-lwel approaches to changing school cultures, 
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grassroots efforts are made by teachers and administrators, regardes of whe@er or not 
%e extra energy demanded..to be knowledgeable about and respectFul towarà people 
who are different nom themseIves" (Barnhardt, 1999, p. 115) is supported by policy 
structures. 
3.5 1 Nunavut a&phtions- Joanne Tom~kins' W O Y ~  
Joanne Tompkins, a principal for four years in a small Eastern Arctic cornmunity, is 
a pioncer in adaptations in a Canadian sening. Inspired by Cummins (1986). she initiated 
many adaptations which moved her school towarâs Inuit cdture, and she also descriid a 
process of school change based on work by Fullan (1988), which would benefit any 
school. Tomplcias worked, for example, to build a s h a d  vision amongst staff, and to 
create a safe environment in which educators were willing to take risks, as she tried to 
"spread the good pedagogy @ment in some classes] throughout ail classes in the school'' 
(p. 5 1). The latter involved implementing structures which supported teamwork such as 
team planning tirne, encouraging teachen to be educationet leaders, and involvement of 
the priacipal with teachers in their classrooms on a regular bais. In making certain 
changes which improved the school without especially taking Inuit culture into accounf 
T o m p h  did what 1 referred to earlier, that is, created positive change w i t h  the 
confines of a community which did not wholly support Euro-Canadian schoaling. 
3.51 1 Increasigg Inuit staff and the status of Inuktitut, In her book Teachine in a colQ 
gad w i n w c e :  C w  in an Inuit school, Tompkins (1998) documented many 
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adaptations which she and her colleagues made at one school in what is now Nunavut. 
A key issue to creating schools which reflect the culture of the Inuit is to have 
staff Who reflect the culture of  the wmmmity woricing in the school ...local 
people brought with them the enornous strength of speakiug huktitut and 
sharing the culture of the children. (Tompkins, 1998, pp. 89,93) 
Amoagst specific adaptations discussed by Tompkins which moved the scbool towards 
Inuit culture, she discussed increasing the number of Inuit staff as a key to making the 
school 'Inuit'. When she arrived in 1987 as principal in a community in the Bafnn region, 
38% of the staff were Inuit. When she left in 199 1,72% of the staff were huit, and an 
Inuk had been trained to take over the principalship (Tompkins. 1998, p. 39). The 
Staang cbange affected programming, and the amount of Inuktitut taught increased 
dmnaticdy. Programming in Inulctitut and employing teachers who are untrained or 
qualifiecl through different programs than Southem educators, mark divergences from the 
Euro-lanadian nom. Effects of these changes included "strengthening Inuit language, 
culture, and identity in the school", malciag huktitut more "rear' (Tomplons, 1998, p. 
93)- and reducing staff turnover. 
Makùlg Inuktitut more r d  might cairy with it many benefits. Wright & Taylor 
(1995) determined that Inuit children educated in îheir native language showed an 
increase in selfesteem, would in some cases show fàster academic progress, and pefiomi 
better in English "in the long nm" (p. 242). The N W ï  LASCE (1982) wrote that much 
evidence exists that Native children do well in arithmetic, science and English when they 
spend much time in the s t d y  of their Native language (p. W), and said that the retention 
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of langage is dependent on its daily use (p. 91). Fuzessy (1998) also found that having a 
strong basis in a fïrst culture and language supports the acquisition of a second culture 
and language. Inuqaatiait, the Inuit curriculum, was created in part to help enhance and 
enrich the use of Inuktitut (p. 3) in the schools. 
Maguire and McAlpine (1996) wrote that "Inuktitut..is intimately linkeû to Inuit 
cultural identity', (p. 225), and found in one Northem corrmunity that language is a 
"major political, sociolinguistic, and cultural force and tension" (p. 225). They wrote that 
although "Inuktitut has the power to be a vehicle for wnducting all aspects of their . 
liv =...the power of English is seductive, pervasive, and f?equently associated with social 
and economic success" (p. 226). The cornmuaity under study had adopted a bilingual 
maintenance model, but this was under fire from "some parents who favor English-ooly 
instniction" (p. 226). They also pointed out the difficulty in understanding the subtleties 
of the language issue, including th importance of dialect, as non-Inuktitut speaking 
researchers- 
Corson (1992) and Lipka (199 1) documented some of the specific ways in which 
muiority teachers' interactions with students are o h  ciiffixent nom those of maiastream 
teachers. They include; beginning lessons without much introduction, modelling 
behaviour, joîning students in doing the task, respectiag individual autonomy @y, for 
example, not dernanding that everyone listen or start at the same tirne), using p i i m  of 
communication which differ from the mainsiream nom of 'initiation-response- 
evaluation', students using affectionate f o m  of address for their teacher, and 
privatization (not comcting or disciplinhg individual students publicly). 
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Due to a shoiDige of housing for Swthem teachers, Tompkins secured pepission to 
hire unaaùied people from the community to become tacher-trainees, with full-time 
teaching duties. Ln the hiring process, Tompkins reporteci a shifi from desiring people 
Who had progressed the fîuthest in school and who were the most literate in Inuktitut, to 
seeking candidates who "demonstrated above al1 an interest in chilcirem and good 
interpersonal skills" (p. 93). Stairs (1988) descnbed a similar hiring practice in northem 
Quebec, where teachers were chosen by "comunity standardsn (p. 3 15). 
To support the tacher-trainees, Tomplcins (1998) instituted programming and SM 
development that were "intertwined" (p. 94). Experienced teachers provided support 
during theme planning at biweeldy meetings, and eainees met with their trainers each 
&y after school to ''debief andplan for the next day" (p. 94). Tompkins stressed that 
Inuit and non-Inuit educators leamed fiom each other, which suggests that this team 
approach was not meant to acculturate Inuit teacher trainees to the noms of the schwl. 
3.512 Administrative and scheduline - c h a n s  In order to support al1 staff, T o m p b  
(1 998) made administrative/scheduling changes including getting nd of staff meetings 
and initiating inservicing during lunchtime every Thursday. Her goal was to increase ber 
s t a f f s  feeling of k i n g  a team, and to create a time when problems encountered in the 
rnuiticdtinai environment could be addressed (p. 97). As well, she held orientation 
sessions for staffto explore the nature of Inuit culture (p. 103). Other similar changes 
included successfully lobbyiag the Commmity Education Council (now called the 
Disnia Education Authonty {DEAJ)for bi-weekly early closures, for the aforementioned 
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theme planning in teams: 
These biweeekly meetings became important staff inservice events, because during 
each meeting we were talking about teaching and pedagogy. People began to see the 
connection between behaviour and prognunming and to see that the more relevant 
the program, the more individuaiized and varied the programming, the less T~~SOII  
students had to misbehave. (p. 56) 
3.513 Takine the school into the wmmunity- Tompluns encouraged home visits and 
initiated a community radio show run by students to help get the schwl "out into the 
communityn (Tompkïns, 1998, p. 75). Moll, Amanti, Neff and G o d e z  (1992) 
recommended that teachers visit their students' homes to lem. This, they believed, 
would result in seeing students more as whole people, in changing relationships between 
parents and teachers, and in CCconm'buting to the academic content and lessons" (p. 139). 
Darder (1991) also believed that by leaming about the miwrityculture, and by 
recognizing the hiowledge that students bring to the classrwm, that dominant~~ulture 
teachers would be better able to help d e n t s  '%O affinn, challenge, and transfomi the 
many conflicts and contradictions that they face" (p. 115). 
3.5 14 Assessrnent and rn- chan~es. Tompkins also reported ?hat assessrnent 
changed, with report car& beçoming "much more anecdotal and global in naturen (1998, 
p. 79), while developmental-skills checklists were adopted to track student progress. 
Classes began to be configured to refiect f e l y  groups, rather than ability or age 
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groupings: "For the students, fàmily grouping modelled itself after what happtys in the 
family and the community" (p. 69). In Tompkins' view, al1 these changes taken together 
helped to fit the school to the community in which it was situated, increased student 
attendance, performance, and well king. She reported that school records and data 
producexi by the school board serveci to wnfirm her perceptions (Tompkins, p. 9). 
3 -5 15 Summaq To recap, then, çome of Tomplrias' 'adaptations' were consciously 
aimed at 'contextualiPng' the school, although many 0th- were what might be cailed 
'current best practice'. Tompkins creditd Ciunmins (1986) for many of her ideas 
relating specifically to minority settings, and Fullan (1988) for staff development, which 
helped her p m e  teamwork and the willingness to leam together as a staff. The changes 
reportai, which did not start at the meta-level with the involvement of the wmmunity in 
the setting of educational prionties, nevertheless resulted in improving schoollcommunity 
relations, as well as improving student prfomance and well-being. It would appear, 
then, that no one need wait for change to begh at another level, that current best practice, 
such as the creation by principals of open and risk-taking environrnents within their 
schools, have the potential of creating positive change. 
3.52 Other Nunavut examnles. 
Maguire and McAlpine (1996) reported the @ce in one NunaVUf community of 
hmd-delivering report car& to parents who did not show up at parent teacher interviews, 
and noted that igloo building was part of a cultural inclusion program. Home visits meant 
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to "transform the negative images" of the 'others" culture took place. Whether these 
practices fell outside of normal schwI hours and therefore resulted in an increase in 
teacher workload was not discussed. 
Douglas (1994) mention4 several adaptations in use in Arctic Bay, including the 
presence of Inuit cultural instnictors who teach traditional skills and guide trips on the 
land, and the acceptance by the school of student absences due to hunting or camping 
trips. 
3.53 
3 -53 1 Liaka's work. Many other authors have wrinni about adaptations to the Euro- 
CanadidAmerican system of schooling. Maay adaptations cm also be seen in the 
Alaskan example of a Yup'ik teacher's lesson related by Lipka (1 990). These include the 
following 
1) the teacher is bilingd and is of the culture of the students, 
2) the "social interactional context of the classroom is adapteci in a 
fashion to 8~~0rnmodate he social discourse and social relations of the 
students in a way more congruent with the natal culture" (p. 20), 
3) the teacher does the task while the students observe - no instructional 
comments are used, 
4) the teacher speaks with the students, while doing the tasic, about topics 
relating to îhe îask, 
5) the teacher asks who is ready to perfom the rather t h  
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commanding everyoe to start at once, 
6) the teacher uses the students who were paying attention during her 
demonstration, to teach the other students whni they are ready, 
7) the tescher does not single out students who are perfoRning the task 
poorly, but states that it must be done properly if the student is to be a 
Yup'ik, 
8) the teacher stresses cultural values such as 'helping' throughout the 
lesson, 
9) an 'authentic' task was ued, one which was valued by the comrnunity, 
10) the students had control and responsibility regarding the timing of 
their participation, and, 
1 1) the task, when completed, was used as a basis for a language activity. 
In a later d y s i s  of the lesson, Lipka & Mohatt (1998) suggested that the use of 
modelling, observation, apprenticeship. and the use ofc4 non-standard school discourse 
routines that [result] in lively discussioas" (p. 135) were contributors to the lesson's 
success. 
3.532 Kayg@v3s work. Kawagely (1995) also wrote of culture and prior knowledge: 
Y propose tbat it is possible to teach Native youk-by capitalizing on the Native 
knowledge already existing in their culhue" (p. 1 14). He noted the existence of locally 
developed science curricdum in a Yup'ik community, " a  compilation of ideas for lessons 
[aiat] oould be easily applied and chnaged by the teacher", which encouraged teachers to, 
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in its own words, "'use the ciimculum and adapt to fit educational and cultu@ needs of 
students'" (p. 9 1 ). This is a divergence from the standardized curricula characteristic of 
Ewo-Canadian schools (Wein & Dudley-Marling, 1998). Kawagely also documented a 
teacher who asked his students what they thought would be useful to know, then '~ursued 
those paths" (p. 92), as well as including outdoor expmiential education in his methods. 
3.533 Banihardt's work. Banihardt (1999) documented some of the adaptations made - 
in a small Yup'ik Alaskan comrnunitytY As mentioned earlier, the community took part in 
a goal setting and planning process. The majority of the school staff are Yup7& with 
nearly 50% of the certified teaching staff coming h m  the community7 including the 
principal. There are photos of Elders in the hallways, inspirational posters and paintings 
of local sames on the walls, and a library which bas "neariy every book ever published in 
the Yup'ik language" (p. 107). "The school office publishes a Doily Bulletin that serves 
as an information source for students and sW...it also serves to keep community 
members notifïed about school events" (p. 107). The bulletin also rerninds the 
wmunity that attendance is imporîant, and publicizes the names of those who are 
absent dong with their excuses. 
Barnhardt (1999) reports that the language of instruction in K-314 is Yup'ik, while 
the upper grade d e n t s  receive Yup't language classes h m  a Yup'ik instnictor- The 
local school district "provides summer institutes tnat support Yup'ik educaîors in 
preparing and produchg a wide range of citrriculum materials in the Yup'ik language" 
(p. 109)' while a district-wide K-12 curriculum uses thematic uni& throughout the year to 
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help students '&gain knowledge and skills related to Yup'ik values, beliefs, language, and 
lifestyles" (p. 109). Highschool students take courses which meet Alaska highschool 
requirements7 as well as cornputer journalism, workplace basics, wood I or II, and a 
compulsq Yup'ik Life Skills class. The latter includes Yup'ik language, culture, 
orthography, and life skills, involving "students meaningfbily in the examination and 
solution of some of the moa important and real issues related to the daily life of people 
in Quinhagakn (p. 109). Banihardt also described the structure of the school, whose 140 
students are put in multigraded classes from grade 1 to 8, and then into two groups which 
meet together for most of the &y in higbschool. 
The school district has put emphasis on 'valid assessment', and supports the school's 
use of "authentic and performance bgsed [assessments] that allow for more than one 
correct response'' (Barnhardt, 1999, p. 109). Pordolios which may inciude work done in 
both languages are used by al1 shidents. As well, family and community participation is 
solicited by the schwl, which identifed 15 initiatives '30 promote increesed parent, 
family, and community involvement and participation in the school" (p. 1 11). An 
'Advisory School Board' has duties including approving program changes, i d e n m g  
budget priorities, and approval of the principal. The AOTE process used community 
volunteers for various pupses,  and held wmmunity-wide pot lu& and meetings, and a 
discipline cornmittee involved community members in drafling a discipline 'plan' in 
1997. As well, the school building was used for a multitude of dinerent community 
functions. 
In her surnmaiy, Barnhardt (1999) identified support of the school district as a factor 
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in the implernentation by the school of "seIfdetermineci educational priontiesn (p. 1 13). 
As well as those alreaây mentioned, supports inciuded c%ihgual program options, 
bilingual training for teachers and aides ...hiring processes that give priority to Yup7 ik 
teachers when other qualifications are equal, and strong and consistent career ladder 
development.programsn (p. 1 13). She also noted the contribution of severai sîate-wide 
refoxm initiatives, and the AOTE process which she described as "a bottom-up effort 
rather than a topdown mandaten (p. 113). 
3 334 Dull7s work. In Nelson-Barôer and Du11 (1 998), Dull, a Yup'ik, described 
modiwng her teaching from the 'clinical' style she Leamed as a teacher traïnee, to 
teaching using themes familiar to her students and local experts: "Not only vas the 
content relevant to the students, but the students were able to make meanin@ 
wnnectious with them using local and recognhb1e strategies for transmitting 
knowledge" (p. 96). Ddi also moàe11exi her classrmm afkr the community, by, for 
example, allowing anyone to visit at any t h e .  She also gave students a voice in decisions 
affecthg instruction in the classrwm. Both of these practises fa11 outside the noms of 
Ewo-American education. 
3.54 Northem Ouebec a-tions. 
3.54 1 -0's work Crago (1992) documented differences in discourse patterns 
between Inuit caregivers and their children, aud the normal discourse in Euro-Canrrdian 
schools. She recommended 2unple input that is weii stnictuted by the teacher" for 
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classrooms Ywhere the teacher is the only fluent second language speaker" @,500), and 
comprehension-based second language programs for the Inuit, whose culture stresses 
leaming by listening As weii, cooperative, pr-intexactive activities were recommended, 
with the caveat that ccsuccessfd implementation of cooperative learning strategies will 
require accommodation to the precise cultural repertoire of the students involved" (p. 
50 1). 
As well as these ncornmended adaptations, Crago (1992) describes in a footnote (p. 
499) some adaptations the Kativik School Board in northern Quebec undertook as a resdt 
of her research. They inlude: 
A course on the educational ramifications of huit child rearing and cultural 
values was initiated and made available through McGill University to al1 non- 
Inuit teachers in northem Quebec .... Courses on cooperative leamhg have also 
been iastituted for non-Inuit teachers and content fiom the research has been 
integrated into courses for Inuit teachers. (p. 499) 
3 .S42 Stairs' work. Stairs (1 99 1) provided an 'open leaming' example in which upper 
primary students worked together 
makuig beginnllig reading bookiets for younger children. Students worked in 
groups with no clear leaders, variously contributhg art work, writing, or 
technical skills according to their abilities or interests, helping and correcting 
each other and responding to the reactions of their young teader 
clientele .... Evaluation was largely qualitative and was on a group rather than on 
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an individual basis. (p. 284) 
Stairs (1994) also noted increased peer interaction and increased physical movement as 
modifications made by indigenous students themselves in classrooms. 
It may be noted that much of the literature on adaptations describes Native teachers 
who follow culturaily relevant practices in ways thM ofien diverge radically fkom a Eure 
Canadian school model. Tompkins (1998), who sees the Soidhem-Canadian role as 
diminishing but likely ever present, attempted to encourage emulation of this divergence 
fiom EuroCanadian noms by e d u ~ t k g  her Southem-Canadian teachers about Inuit 
culture. It is not likely that Southern-CanAdian educators wïil soon disappear fiom 
schmls in Nunavut. As well as leamhg about Inuit culture, educators need to be aware 
of adaptations which are in use, so that they too can wnsider alternatives to Eure 
Canadian noms, as well as  general strategies for improving schooling. 
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CHAPTER 4: FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
The g d  of this study was to create a reference documenting cunent and desired 
adaptations of EinoCanadian schools to Inuit culture, as reported by educators in one 
region of Nunavut- In so doing, a partial picture of where schools in the region are, on the 
path to culturally congruent schooling, dso emerged 
Data analysis yielded three main types of findings h m  the interviews. They were: i) 
cumntiy employed adaptations as reported by participants in the study, ii) desired 
adaptations as reported by participants, and, iii) statements about Inuit culture, and 
problems posed by participants- In the initial ciraft of the findings 1 described curent and 
desired adaptations by category, then reported general statements and problems. This 
approach fhgmented the findhgs and seemed inadequate. While it created the reference 
to adaptations that this study had set out to constnict, it did not lend itself to 
interpretation. 1 have used it to create a list of ail of the adaptations in use or desireci 
This can be found in appendix B. 
The listing of adaptations under the headings of discipline, pedagogy, and so on, 
might be helpfùl when searching for solutions to a specific problem. It will however, 
lave the solution out of the wntext it needs, if the reader is to be able to weigh the 
possible impact of the change, and understand in what way the adaptation is related to 
the contextuajization of Northem schooling. We have seen through the literature that how 
educators do things may be more important than what they teach. We have also seen that 
negotiating the direction of the schools with the comrnunities may be the only way for 
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communities to fe l  the ownership required for them to valw schooling and support it as 
an institution, and that without this support, it may be unlikely that Inuit students will 
s u d  It is important then, that educaio~~ know where adaptations fit in tem of these 
ideas. 
The presentation of hdings begins in section 4.1 with the theme of 'negotiating 
culture', which explores to what extent the communities are involved in setting the 
direction of the schools, as well as presenting adaptations which can be seen as attempts 
to accommodate (or acculturate) the community to the values of the schooI. Very few 
instances were reported of attempts to include community voices in &g the direction 
of the schools, while a theme of changing the community to have its members value 
Euro-Canadim schooling nui through a number of the adaptations. This is a cause for 
concem, as without cornmuni@ control, or, at the very least input, the goals of schooling 
are imposed h m  without, and the probability that students will succeed is diminished 
(Ogbu, 1992). Furthennon, if the aimz of schooling are clearly de%& issues of 
curriculum and pedagogy can flow from them @ersonal communication with Joatine 
Tomplons, May 1: 2001). In the absence of a clear idea of whaî xhool is for, or that the 
goais of education might be dinemit in N m m t  than in, say, Ontario' Souîhern 
educators rnay k fhstrated, and may Ml back on Southern ways of doing tbings to cope 
with 'problems' in the North. This is often to the detriment of themselves and their 
students. 
Section 4.2 presmts findings which fâll under what S t a k  (1994) called 'me 'why' 
. of e d u d o ~ u i t u r a l  values and goais* (p. 73), although 1 give the 'why' a somewhat 
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circumscriï meaning compareci to Stairs, who uicluded m e  pictures. -1ving 
identities and meaning'' (p. 73) in her description. This category includes instances of 
Inuit values king brought uito the schoois to be taught or transniw a practice which 
was reported as occiming on a very limited basis. This again, is a cause for concem, and 
may be a result of the limited consultation which seems to have occurred, to include 
commwty members in setting the goals and priorities of the schools. It may also be that 
Inuit educators would have reported this ptactice more fiequently than Southern 
educators. Nevertheless, the majority of teachers in the North are still Southemers, and 
EurcKamiïan schook which pedominantly exist to teach Inuit students, and which 
don? teach or transmit Inuit values, will be agents of acculturation, whether or not that is 
the intent of the educators who staff them. 
Section 4.3 presents findings fiom the category defined by Stairs (1994) as "the 
'what' of schooling--the choice of language iastniction, content, rnaterials" (p. 73). A 
number of this type of adaptation were reporte4 especially relatùig to curricula which 
were perceived by many to be culturally insensitive, and tberefore inadequate. It appeafs 
that the 'what' of schooling, which should flow fiom the goals of schwling, could be 
interpreted as following from the goal articulateci by one participant, which was not to 
"be that much different than schoois elsewhere in the worlr, d e  decting "some of 
the beliefs and values of the commUdities" (0: 13). These changes do not address changes 
in the bchmental nature of the schools, but seek to make them fiuiction more smoothly, 
and more relevanly for their students. 
Section 4.4 presents findings which fit into Stairs' (1994) category of '%he 'how' of 
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1 e a . g  and teaching-attending to cultural modes of interaction" (p. 73). Many 
strategies *ch saw participants doing things that were more congruent with Inuit 
culture, more like Inuit do (or would have done) things, were reporied in some cases 
these adaptations were not conscious attempts to be culnually congruent, while in other 
cases they were motivated by the g d  of better matchiag Inuit students' cultural 
expectations wïth the way they things were done in the classroom. The latter represent 
attempts to contextuajize Northem schools, and must have proceeded fiom a conviction 
that the goal of doing so is valuable. 
Paradise (1994), in an article discussing culhirat compatibility, noted that in her 
study neither the dominant-culture principal, nor the minorityculture teacher "wuld 
describe any feature or characteristic of what went on in their school and classrooms, or 
of their sîudents, in temis of cultural particularities" (p. 69). Many of the participants in 
the current snidy piB specifically make reference to Inuit culture. For example, one 
participant said that she dealt with discipline "like Inuit do". Still, most of the cumnt 
and desired adaptations were not r e f d  to culture. In this study, while 1 set out 
specifically to find 'adaptations toward Inuit culture', participants reported numerous 
strategies for improving education which arr adaptations to better fit the schools to 
Inuit culture, at least not in my understanding of Inuit culture. b y  are, however, ESL 
or other best practice methods, which WGely improve the performance of students, the 
hamony in classrooms, and even students' selfdeem. Some are attempts to cope with 
what may at least in part be the effects of rapid culture change and cultural dissonance. 
As well, a number of 'non-adaptaîions' were reported-Southm practices which were 
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descn'bed as being aimed at inneasing student 1ea-g- These types of strategies are 
prespnted in sections 4.5 - 4.7. They are included because they were described as 
successfid by participants. 
It has been seen through the literature (and appears in the findings) that there is no 
unanimous agreement amon@ Inuit about how much (or even if) the schools should 
f 
change. A strong mandate to include western knowledge and values in the schools along 
with the strengthening of Inuit cultural identity (ICC, 1992) precIudes the discarcihg of 
adaptations which increase school performance but may seem unrelated or even against 
Inuit culture. C W n  and Roberts (1988), for example, found that demanding teachers 
increase student performance at the price of being incongruent with huit studen?sY 
cuitural dispositions (p. 341), aad Crago (1992) reporteci that the Inuit directors of the 
Kativik School Board wanted their secondary schooi students to be exposed to the 
dominant culture discourse patterns in order to prepare them "for pst-secondary 
education in southem Canada and for other fonns of interethnic dialoguen (p. 499), 
despite her findings dacumen~g their negative effects. The value ofan adaptition, then, 
rests on whether or not it succeeds in fulfilluig the fimction for which it is chosen 
If, for example, it is decided to adopt a Southem-style discipline code to help bruig 
order to the l d g  environment, and more order is achiewed, then this change is 
valuable for use in increasing order, even though the change is not an adaptation toward 
Inuit culture, and does not help to contextuajize the school. If, on the other haod, it is 
decided to structure a program to make small group interaction with an elder possible, in 
order to facilitate 1-g and reduce discipline problems, and these goals are achieved, 
thm the change is valuable for those goals, and ais0 adapts the school toward Inuit 
culture. Communities, when consulted, may chose some changes which do not move the 
schools toward Inuit culture- It is for these reasons that it is important to remember that 
'value' c m  only be assigneci to an adaptation when one has a goal in mind. 
Within these themes, the fhciings are explored in relation to official documents 
(prïmarily huaatiaiit:The Curriculum from the Inuit Persoective), and the literature. 
There is overlap between the themes, and some adaptations were ciifficuit to place 
because too little idormation was included to indicate intent. For example, the intent in 
desiring more Inuit teachers to help motivate d e n t s  w i t .  the h e w o r k  of the 
typical Euro-Canadian school, is different from the intent in desiring more Inuit teachers 
to help transform the school toward Inuit culture. The adaptation may look the same, and 
too little information may have been available for me to judge intent. I have noted when 
this is the case. 
Not d l  adaptations have been presented in this chapter. A table to give the reader an 
o v e ~ e w  of adaptations begins each section; an asterîsk (*) denotes adaptations which 
have not been described. The adaptations which have been chosen for discussion were 
chosen because they help to illustrate a theme, wre describeci by a participant as 
panicularly successhil, were mention4 frequently by participants, or would have been 
difficult to understand in point fom in a table. 
The North is a vast space physically, but is small with respect to people. Some 
adaptations which are described may be recogmzable as wming h m  a certain place. For 
this reason, to maintain the confidentiality of participants, I have w d  an u n u d  method 
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of referencing the in te~ews .  Quotes are referenced by letter and niniber to m y  pages of 
grouped coding, rather than to a particular participant or a particular interview. 
The intent of this research was not to evaluate or judge Nmvut educators' strategies 
or beliefs. It is acknowledged that participants' motivation for making adaptations was to 
increase the learning, q d t y  of scbool experience, or well-king of their students. 
4.1 Neaotiating Culture 
Table 4.1 Negotiating Culture 
-pursue positive parental contact 
-use empathy (when deding with parents)* 
-1Opm siren to remïnd parents/ students to go to bed* 
-homework to put responsibitity ont0 parents 
-homework to develop student respoasibility 
-teaching to use basic supplies (individual ownership and tare)* 
desired: develop homework responsibility early (school is par& of life) 
desired: pre-school program to prepare students for school structure 
-NTEP gwduates paireci with Southem te* for planning support 
desired: raise standards of those accepted to NTEP* 
4esired: more Southem-trained Inuit t e a c h n  for the p r h u y  grades* 
-desired: English upgrading opportunities for Inuit stafF 
4ce cream social at start of year (for positive contact with parents) 
-phone calls home when problems mise 
-parents in for lunch/activities/chacking about concems they might have, keeping good 
relationship for support 
-school activity ni* ('Just mom end meY/'Jwt me and my Dad') 
desired: lengthen NTEP program fiom two yean 
desired: focus more on assessrnent in NTEP* 
curriculum night early in year to meet and discuss expecbtions 
-contact through school teams/activities, lead to support later' 
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des- more parentai involvement* 
-desird more assemblies* 
Takinn the school toward the communi~ - 
-srna11 gmup culture program with wmmunity developed curriculum 
- District Education Authority helped with discipline policy 
-NTEP to get more Inuit into teaching 
-having many Inuit teachers has a positive impact on gettiag school into community 
-school opens early to accommodate working parents* 
-school year shifted to accommodate spring campinglgoose hmting' 
-school building used by wmuniw 
-Inuit teachers go on radio to inforni community about 'what's happening' in the school 
-desireci: local participation by bilingual educators in curriculum development 
desired: classroom teachers to design curriculum* 
(*asterisks denote 'adaptations' which are not discussed) 
It is at this level where the battle over what the schools will look like gets played out. 
On the one side there are educators and wmmhty members aiming to improve student 
perfonnance in the Euro-Canadian school. This side, consciously or wt, often reinforces 
and defmds the cultural values of the institution in their pursuit of d e n t  success. By 
desiring comrnunity support of the school as it exists, the consequence is that people in 
the community must change their values, an accdturation towards E u r 4 h d i a n  school 
culture. On the other side, there may be community members and educators who would 
like the school to change to better refle* the wmmunity's culture. This group will make 
moves to include Inuit cUmcdurn, incorporate Inuit pedagogy, share decision malong as 
to how the schoois will fiuiction, incre8se commrmity input, or work toward a wmplete 
shift of control to the community. 
Many people will be members in both groups, desiring the increased performance of 
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students in the traditional E-an school, and at the same tune a greater 
reflection of Inuit culture in the schools, and a greater m a u r e  of community control. 
Although sometimes wnfusing, this need not be contradctory, as we have seen the 
-date of the schools to be the teaching of both western and huit ways of knowing and 
valuing @CC, 1992; Kawagely, 1995). We have also seen that largely Inuit commdties 
may elect largely nomInuit DEAs, and thM DEAs elected by Inuit communities may 
adopt measures such as discipline codes rvhich do not reflect Wtionai Inuit ways of 
doing things. In this section, in the absence of substantial community input, 1 describe the 
pull to each side as d e s c n i  by paiticipants Who are al1 educators in the schoois. We 
find that while there werr many attempts to move the community towards supporting the 
school as it existed, there were few cases describeci where community memben were 
consulted or otherwise involved in settuig the agenda of the schools. 
4.1 1 pull in^ the communitv toward the school, 
... there isn't a whole lot of, generally speaking, -fer fiom school to home, 
because you kmw the Inuit language is very different, many of the parents have 
had very msatisQïng and mpleasant experiences with school. They haven't 
been in school for a long t h e  and they don? view education as as important as 
we do. Most of the kids that we've dealt with in the South, they kind of expect 
that they should go to school and so on, but a lot of the kids here and the parents 
haven't imemalkd that view, tbat it's important (0:3) 
This participant said that the effects of lack of tramfer baween home and school can be 
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seen in 'problems' such as lateness, poor attendance, and lack of support for homework 
These may not be seen as problems by the parents: "you have some parents who have no 
shame or no reticence about telling you, weii, they wm sleeping this morning 'we just 
didn't wake up ... we were tir& we went to bed late'" (0:4). This participant clearly saw 
parental support ofschooiing as valuable and necessary for student success. Cummins 
(1988) wrote of the positive academic wnsequences of gamenng minority parents' 
support of their children's academic progress. 
There was a high level of awareness amongst the participants in this study of cultural 
incongniity between the school and community. In some cases it is clear that a shifi of 
parents or students towards Euro-Canadian school values is desired by participants, what 
Crago and Eriks-Brophy (1994) called a "pressure for assimilation" @A). %me 
examples include: 
Homework is another a m  - they simply haven't been used to their students 
doing homework, it's just a veiy foreign concept..I think we should really be 
working on developing that responsibility early, from the time they start, say in 
grade one. Grade ones s W d  have some homework, not so much that you're 
trying to extend what you're teaching them as you're trying to teach them that 
responsibility, and that school is a part of life and not just fiom 9 to 4. (PD:2) 
School still is not a high priori@ for some people, and how we're going to 
change that I'm not sure...parents that corne mat, the parents of the best 
students, went fiuchest in the school system themselves ... they've seen the 
value.. .most have excellent jobs.. . .(O: 1 ) 
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In the South it is very easy to motivate children because the parents have an idea 
more about education. We're desling with childrm, some of the parents haven't 
had a very long educational background, possibly to grade 4 or 5 or 6, and then 
the luckier ones to another t o m  ...[ if they had gone M e r ]  they might have a 
sense of pushing their children, wheteas that push that you get from the parents 
down South to continually be competitive and to txy to advance themselves isn't 
quite as ongoing as it should be up here ... other things are more important to 
them than pushing their child through a White education system. @D:6) 
Implicit in these accomts is participants' appreciaîion that there were rrasons for lack of 
parental support for Emo-Cansrdian schooiing, as well as the expression of their desires to 
m e r  parental support for the schools. in respome to this perceived lack of parental 
support, participants descnbed several stmtegies to encourage positive parental contact. 
These included a 'cumiculum night', an 'ice cream social', activity nights with parents, 
inviting parents in for lunch and activities with their children, and making phone calls 
home to discuss performance and discipline issua. In one case a participant report4 that 
the effort spent in meeting and contacîing parents had helped to generate good 
relationships with parents and support from hem, even in times when bad news needed 
to be delivered. 
Another way in which the desire to accommodate students to Euro-lanadian school 
n o m  was expessed, had to do with structure: 
... there's not a lot of structure in the homes, there's not a lot of structure before 
school, and then thcy corne into school and that's where some of the batdes 
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start As sani as you have to discipline a child, parents do becorne defensive. 
(SD: 8) 
This participant noted that a preschaol was under consideration to help prepare students 
for the structure of school. Macias (1987) wrote of a preschooI program specifically 
design4 to do this in an Americaa Indian mmmunity, while cushionuig students nom 
the worst effects of cultural fiction. 
Ogbu (1992) noted the necessity of parents and students valuing schwling for the 
success of minority students in dorninant-culîure schools. It is also generally understood 
that discontinuity in expectation or experience can lead to conflict. Educators attempts to 
win parental support, and to decrease discontinuity by preparïng children for schooling, 
can be seen as efforts to increase students' chances of success in schools. Still, the locus 
of responsibiiity for change is, in this paradigm, clearly in the community, with the desire 
that their values shift toward school values. As sûategies aimed at increasing d e n t  
success, they should be considered with this in muid. 
4.12 Takine the school toward the communitv. 
One participant said: 
. . .10 Inuit teachers, inciuding one h u k  administrator, and thst's had a big effect 
on education in the wmmunity because it, well, a), it means that meny of the 
teachers can speak the same language as their -dents, which is a huge bonus. It 
also means tht the commimity is not viewing the school as some exteml force 
king used agaïnst them, it's their school, their people are running the school. I 
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think that helps a lot Thafs another very big fixtor, is the cornrnunity. Our 
teachen are on the radio a lot telling the commUI1ity wbat's happening-..We are 
able to bring a lot of Elders into the classroom a lot more because of the Inuit 
teachers, and then we've also had a program when we've had Inuit Elders in the 
school just helping..that seems to be helping a lot too, even helpïng the 
teachers .... (STP:4) 
This participent described a situation where the benefits of having many Inuit staf f  are 
much like those reported in the iiterature (Bamhardt, 1999; Stairs, 1991; Tompkins, 
1998), and those predicted by Kirlmess (1999)- who wrote that parental and community 
involvement would increase in schools with a "significmt presence" of Native Indian 
-(p. 57). Having more community teachers increases the community's sense of 
ownership of the school, makes it las  foreign, and helpr briag the school to the 
community: "Nonnative teachers identify primarily with the formal education system and 
strive to bring the community into the school, while native teachers identify with their 
communities and strive to make the schw1 a signïficant part of the students' community 
Iife'' (Stairs, 199 1, p. 288). The one adaptation of hiring many Inuit teachers, then, even 
in the absence of a report detailing the conscious planning of a shif't to community 
wntrol, has had a profound effact on the community's feeling of ownership of the school 
accordhg to this participant 
Another example of giving voice to the community o c c d  when a schwl invited 
community members in to consult b u t  the cUmculum for the cultw program. This 
involvement, according to the educator who described it, had led to a highiy successful 
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program. 
It was also reporied that a commhty was consulted during the creation of the 
discipline code at one school, and tbat the DEA created a zen, tolerance policy at 
another. There was not enough information provided by the interview to detemine at 
what level the consultation took piace, or wbat motivated the DEAs to adopt Southem- 
style discipline codes. 
Finally, one educator expressed the belief in local participation in curriculum 
development: "You need people fiom up here who have gone through the system, people 
who are aying to teach them now, people who speak both languages. They have to be 
consultedn (CD: 17). Consultation and decision making together with the community is 
probably the most powerfbl way to move Emdanadian schools toward community 
culture and ownership. 
4.13 Discussion, 
Why were there so few examples of consultation and power sharing reporied? It is 
possible that my questiondapproach tended to focus participants on the &y to day 
business of what goes on in schools instead of enwuraging them to think of initiatives at 
many levels. Is it possible that it is taken for granted that the schwls are aiready under 
local control through the power of the elected DEAs, and therefore believed that other 
consultation is not necessary. It may also be that, in the words of one participant, the 
"communities aren't realiy sure what they stand for" due to the ment and rapid changes 
in Inuit saciety: 
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1 don't know if al1 people in our wmmunity want our schools to be that much 
different than schools elsewhere in the world I think they wsnt hem to reflect 
some of the values and beliefs of the cornmunity, but again 1 don't think they 
want them to be any less challenging or effective than schwls, say, in Ontario or 
B.C. or the United States- They want their kids to hope to be on a similar par so 
that if they do go elsewhere besides the North, that they don? feel their h d s  are 
behind. (0: 13) 
In this participant's perception, there is considerable confunon in the community about 
what "the)r want fiom the schds:  
what are the values and beliefs of the community with the big changes that are 
happening and aii the other things? Maybe that's where the communîty is 
lacking, they're not sure what they really stand for themselves yet Like in the 
pest maybe they d i4  but now with ail the changes happening it's pretty 
codùsing, and 1 don't think we can straighten al1 that out. We need evcrybody to 
work on that. (0: 13) 
He cautioned that with the Ministry of Education wanting schmls to be "'more Northem 
than ever before," there is a danger that "if they malce them so much 'Northem' that it 
takes away h m  standards that are already in place, people are not going to be happy 
with îhat" (0:14). He also believed that there is a "distinction between teaching land 
skilis and school skills, and the same with languagen (0:15). The commUIljty didn't 
protest, he said, when the culture progmm was scaled back, and most parents don't 
choose the Inuktitut stream for their children. 
These perceptions are found in the literature involvhg Arctic (for example Stairs, 
199 1; Lipka Bt McCarty, 1994) and other peoples (for example Harris, 1990). Other 
participants, tw, perceived conflictùig messages fiom the community. At one school the 
demand for the Inuktitut stream is low "people who corne in with grandchildren, even, 
you how, older Inuit, they Say, 'you can't open the Internet and find Inuktituî, these lcids 
need to learn in English'" (0: lO) .  M e r  participant said that on the issue of language 
of instruction, the school is "mixeci up in the middle7', with the wmmunity wanting the 
schools to preserve Inuktitut, but the parents choosing to put their children in the English 
stream (0: 1 1). Clearly, then, the d o n  exists that there is some resistance within the 
communities to adapting the schools toward Inuit culture. 
Stairs (1988) wrote that the basis for this type of resistance stemmeci nom an 
orientation that the school, as a Southem institution, should prepare students for succeu 
on Southem terms, while Inuit cdture should be leamed in the home. She points to two 
problerns with this position, the fragility of Inuit language/cdture as evidenced by its 
disappearance in Labrador and the Western Arctic, and the problem with dominant- 
culture institutions (especiaily schooling) overpoweriag the indigenous culture. Both of 
these problems are addressed if the schools are C'transformed into a new Inuk form of 
education" 6.324). 
1s resistance within the commmities partly why more initiatives to negotiate the 
direction of the schools with the communîties are m t  in existence and were therefore not 
report&? If so, perbps it would be prudent to consider Jordan's argument that dominant 
groups don't agree on al1 subjects, and that ethnic p u p s  should not be expected to either 
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(1988). Rather than let a lack of clear consensus lead to paralysis, it could be viewed as a 
M e r  sign that open discussion is necessary. 
It was reporteci that one DEA was comprised of one In& with the balance 
Southeniers. In one instance, a comxnunity took piin in creating a very Southern sort of 
code of conduct. Consuliation, it would appear* becornes less rneaningful and is perhaps 
perceived as less necessary when both sides appear to be making the same choices. 
Tompkins suggested that "the huge power imbalance between Southemers and huit" is 
rarely discussed in the literature, and rnay be of central importance in relations between 
Southemm and Inuit, especialiy when it remains unacknowledged (personal 
conespondence, May ln, 2001). Understanding that this power imbalance exists may help 
us to d i z e  thst we cannot necessarily consider instances of democratically elected 
bodies, or those populated by a majority of Inuit, as tnily representing the desires and 
aspirations of their Inuit constituents. This may be difficdt for some to accept, and may 
prove harder dl1 to overcome. 
This power imbalance may muifest itself partly by the lack of a process which huit 
comrnunity members peraive as legitimate, through which they couid take part in setting 
the direction of the schools. Douglas (1994) was unable to wmprehend the fiame of 
reference in which the Arctic Bay DEA fiinctiond, and it might reasonebly be assumed 
that huit would find it equally difficdt to understaad the workings of institutions created 
by Southemers to elicit their input. It is also iikely that the recent adoption of western 
vaiues (Crago, 1992; Maguin & McAlpine, 1996) coupled with the Inuit tendency to 
aeceps authority (Anaahatak, 1994; Tester & Kulchyskï, 1994)- make it relatively easy for 
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Southem educators to sway policy making bodies toward decisions which, Le in the 
cese of suspensions, do not reflect the desires of the majorïty of commU12ity members. 
Kïrlmess, a Native Canedian, wrote (1998) that aboriginal contml of education has been 
hampered by the desire of policy makers "30 have us simply admuiister the schools as 
they had in the past", and because Native Canadians have been insecure in talting control 
of education. It is likely that both of these mechanisms are at work in the Eastern Arctic 
as wefi. 
Without greater input fkom the communities, Southem and Inuit educators may be 
left guessing as to what the Inuit communities expest from the schmls. Their conscious 
decisions to adopt or eschew adaptations &ch would alter the course of the schools 
toward huit culture, or reïdorce their paths as Southem institutions, wïil be made 
without the authority that could be conférred upon them by the exercise of community 
atww- 
By successfully soliciting clear input from the comrnunities, we risk finding 
ourselves in Tompkins "swampy ground", where eesy and formulistic decisions cannot be 
made, and the %est7 way forward may be over unknown ground Some voices, like Verna 
Kvkness (1998) who wrote about control of First Nations education, might d l  for 
r a d i d  changes. She blarned colonial domination for an attitude amongst aboriginsl 
people that accepts "Baad-Aiding, adapting, supplementing", and recommended instead 
the creation of "a unique and meanin- education" (pp. 1 1,12). Simon (19%), part 
huk, called for "a system that is not simply adopîed nom other societies" (p. 71), 
whereas Kawagely (1993)' a Yup'ik Eskimo, felt that the c u m t  Eystem should "serve as 
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one of the foundation Stones upon which a teacher-studentcommunity collaborative 
approach can be developed to address the needs of a fast-changing society" (p. 170). 
How wodd 'the system' react if community consensus fell dong the lines that one of 
Stairs (1991) contacts suggested, that Euro-Canadian schools do not change, but that the 
school day is shortened to leave t h e  for children to leam about Inuit ways outside of 
schools? This model was also discussed by Henze and Vanett (1 993), who wrote that 
western schools in anything like their present incarnations, would be unable to help 
students learn their own culture: 
The communities that really wsnt to reyitaiize their laquage and culture would 
do better to him to tbeir own members: the parents of the children now in 
school. The school can and should do its part to k supportive, but the 
Iimiîatîons of that part must be recognhd  (p. 130) 
Harris (1990) also proposai a separation of the Aboriguial and Western culhual domaias 
in a process of 'two-way' schooling in Australia He noted that with tme aboriginal 
control. the way schooling would be stnichueâ might be very different fkom the current 
Western model, which suggests radical changes. He di4 however, envisage the Western 
do& as following many of its cumnt protocols, implyïng less change for educators 
involved in this area. 
It is critically important that wnsultation with the communities takes place to define 
the role that schools are to play in the future. Wbat is taught, and how it is taught, h d d  
flow nom the aims of education, once they are clearly defined. In the absence of this 
process- it can be hoped that strategies aimed at increasing contact with parents, although 
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assimilative in the short term, may create a group of parents who are more cornfortable 
with the schools, and more willing to be a part of coasultations, should this process 
begin. The danger, of course, is that as they are drawn into the Euro-Canadian school as it 
presently euists, their capacity to advocate for changes to the model may be weakened. 
4.2 Adaptatio ns to the 'Whv' of Educatio n 
Table 4.2 Adaptations to the ' Why' of Education 
-Elciers in during afternoon to counsel stu&nts/ be a presence in halls, encourage respect 
for elders 
-use of Inuit Elder author as role model* 
-photos of Elders and Inuktitut writing on walls 
desired: building which reflects Inuit culture* 
desireci: encourage higfischool teachers to use more Elders in their classes* 
Few examples of adaptations to the 'Wny' of education were reported, whtre cultural 
values were clearly brought into the school to be conveyed to students. In some cases too 
little information was available to accurately determine whether or not this was the intent 
of the adaptation, 
Bringing Elders into the school ce-y has the potential to operate in the realm of 
'why'. In one instance, a K-12 school ernployed Eldm who rotated wming in for 
aftemoons. They counselled students who were having problems, as well as whole 
classes, and sometimes told stories or did cul- activities. The presence of these elders 
in the school was reported to have motivated the students to listen more and spend less 
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the in the halls, and it was ho@ îhat their presence in the school would help increase 
students' respect for Elders. 
Elders couaselling students would appear to belong in the 'how' category, as it is a 
traditional way of interacting to solve disputes or problems. In this instance, however, the 
participant explicitly stated that respect for Elders, a naditional value, was meant to be 
leamed. The desirability of having elders in the school was afiïrmed by many of the 
participants. Elders were brought in for different purposes, including leadhg cultural 
activities, guiding, to help with discipline, to serve as role models, and to translate 
materials. 
Respect for elden is a foundational Inuit value (Boult, nad, p. 9; BDBE, 1996, p. 9), 
and "ideaiiy, every classroom, should have elders adding their living wisdom and skills" 
(BDBE, 1996, p. 15). Inuug8tieiit also recommended having photos of Elders on display 
in the school, a pactice reported in this study. 
It is possible that othm who repted hiring Elders to guide or lead 8Ctivities might 
have encouraged or expected that they wodd transmit cultural values as they taught or 
led In Lipka's (1990) exemplary Yup'ik teacher's lesson, the cultural value instruction 
was a n a d  part of the teacher's discourse. It is much more likely that this will occur in 
circmstances like the culture program describecl in section 4.4, where community 
members bave set the cmicuïum to follow the traditional things valued by Inuit, and 
where the 'lessoas' îake place with some reflection of Inuit pedagogy. 
That so few examples of the teaching of Inuit values in schools were reported may 
have been a k t o r  of so few of my participants king Inuit It is also possible that 
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Southern participants might try to incorporate Inuit curriculum and pedagogy, but would 
not feel that it was their place to convey Inuit values. It might also be that the culture of 
the schools is so strong and so foreign to aspects of Inuit cuiture that the two don't o h  
meet. Whatever the mechanism, ifthe schwls are not teaching or transmitting Inuit 
values, then they are teachhg or transmïtting Southmi values, and assimilation is taking 
place. 
4.3 Adggtations to The 'What' of Schooliqg 
Table 4.3 Adaptations to the 'What' of Schooling 
-use materials students caa relate to 
-use Inuit literature 
-revamping Social Snidies 10 as Geography of Nunavut 
-year plans showing wnnection to expected 
-curriculum documents 'Noxthernized' in Yellowknife 
-use Inuit games in physical education program 
-use cultural activities in physical educaticm program, with local assistance and teacher as 
fuilitator 
-resource person collects, translates, and transforms resources 
-1nuktitut immersion to and including grade 3 
-choice of Inuktitut or English immersion in primary grades 
-grades 4-12 get just under or jiist over one hour of Inuktitut laaguage arts instruction 
each &y 
-basic resources provided for students* 
-Elders used to translate books for PD* 
d e s i r d  hïre a full-time bilingual resource person* 
desùed: equivalent to WELA in Inuktitut 
desirecl: more In&tut cmicula (reduce planning time, help atûact Inuit teachm, help 
increase rigour of instruction) 
desued: more Inuit content 
desïnd: develop own curriculum (don't buy fiom Alberta) 
desired: focus on local things, include distant things in a sensitive way to broaden 
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paqmztives 
-desireci: Nunavut content 
desired: curriculum sensitive to students' backgrounds 
-desireci: replace Departmental Exam sections with more relevant sections 
-desired: create Departmental for Northem students (Southem can then be challengeci if 
desired) 
-desired: 'Access Program' like in northem Quebec to prepare students for pst- 
secondary ducation, instead of m e n t a l  Exam 
desirad: equivalency rating like ôetween counfnes instead of Departmental Exam 
desired: Inuktitut stream shouid last longer 
desired: English should start earlieP 
A participant reported: 
... they corne to the gym and then there's a place where they can excel, and it's 
hast di of them acel  there, so I thinic it's good to have phys ed, and a lot of 
it, so it acnially creates some sort of Mance where they're not stniggting al1 the 
time at school ... some shdents might be doing academically poorly and they 
corne into the gym and they're briliiant, so it's a real boost for hem, it's 
something that they d l y  need. @P:40) 
This participant included Inuit games and dvities Wre igloo builduig in her physical 
e d d o n  classes. Crago (1992) reported-that "early physical cornpetence of children is 
more highly valued than the display of spoken language7' (p. 500). Content, language, and 
maîerials which appear to be adaptations towsvd Inuit cuitme are pnsmted here- 
4.31 70% 
The most obviously different thing about these Arctic schools is the use of Inuktitut 
as the language of iastnrction in the ptllnsry gracies7 although some schools have parailel 
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Inuictîtut and English streams that parents aut choose between. The existence of an 
Inuktitut stream was characterized by one educator as "the best thing that's been good for 
our students" (SP: 1). One participant said that where a choice exists, parents are 
encouraged to place their children in the stream in which they themselves will be bea 
able to help their children Several indicated their desire to extend the period 
in which students are immersed in Inuktitut, or to make the transition into English happen 
more slowly- 
Along with immersion in Inuktitut, students in the remaining grades receive some 
Inuktitut insmiction each &y, h m  an Inuit Inuktitut instnictor. The importance of using 
Inuktitut in the schwls in order to ensure that it remains a viable language was discussed 
in the literature review (NWï LASCE, 1982)' as were the perceived benefits to children's 
self-esteem (Wright & Taylor, 1995)' and their ability to acquire a second 
language/culture more easily (Crago, 1992). Models where the fïrst language is used in 
primary grades and then taught as a subject thereafter c m  be found in Alaska (Bamhardt, 
1999) and northem Quebec (Wright, Taylor, Ruggiero, 1996 j. 
4.32 Curriculum and resources. 
We reelized tbat the curriculum in the older grades, especially in social studies 
was the Alberta curriculum and they weren't interested in i t  It didn't grab them 
at dl .  Now maybe it's SM they should leam, maybe the French Revolution has 
its importance, but they don't get enough geography7 and geography is one of the 
subjects which can k d Inuit are good at it because it involves what their life 
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is about, The land, maps, GPS, rocks, weather- d l  this sort of stuff is something 
which cornes naturally to ou. kids but we don? get to teach it. So we tbought 
that this geography courre in grade 10 would be a great way to break in I think 
ideas like that will help a lot. (CP:3) 
Many of the participants exprrssed hstration with the exïstîng curriculum, stating that it 
is culturally inappropriate, &or that it doesn7t match the students' abilities. Different 
initiatives such as the creation of a course called the Geography of Nunavut, described 
above, were reported. The creation of such a geography course fulfils part of one of the 
recommendations of the Inuit CKcumpolar Conference SBdh General Assembly (1992, p. 
1 13). 
'culum fi0 Inuuaati&:the cum t - b e m v e ,  a K-12 curriculum document, 
is an adaptation noted by severai participants, one of whom said that al1 teachers in their 
area are expected to make year plans which include connections to the document, "so tint 
they see we are at least making strides in ûying to make those connections" (CP:4). This 
participant also said that ample fun& are available to hVe guides and Elders to support 
teacbing fkom In- but acknowledged that "it takes a lot of work outside the 
classroom to organize those things" (CP:4). 
One educator felt that many of the curriculum documents in use had already been 
'Northemized' to some degree, havùig corne h m  Yellowknife. Another noted that things 
like the Canada Food Guide have been adapted for the North. One expressed concem that 
the Yellowknife modifications "may not be as fiaing for our students as [they] could be", 
but said that ?ive have been dealing with this for so many years that we are becuming 
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quite good at adjusting ciimculum to meet students' needs" (CP:8a). This eduaor also 
spoke of needing more Inuit content: "now that we have the Department of 
Education ... they should realize that Inuuaptieiit is just the begînning, you know, we need 
a lot more'' (CD5). 
Many people expresseci the desire for more and better curricula in Inuktitut. One 
questioned why there is no Inuktitut equivalent to the Western Language Arts Curriculum 
(WELA). More comprehensive climcula in Inuktitut, it was thought, would lead to Inuit 
teachers spending less time planning fiom scratch, and an increase in the ability of 
schools to hire Inuit teachers. Another said that curricula in Inuktitut would help Inuit 
teachers to teach more rigorously, and would help with the transition into Englisb 
Although the necessity of modifjing ciimcula and resources was hquently citeci, 
and it was suggested that Inuit teachers could translate and use English cmicuia, there 
were many who said that new, culturally appropriate cmiculum was necessary: "...if it's 
totally the wrong curriculum and it doesn't fit this culture, then maybe we do need to 
develop our own SIX&+' (CD:7); They caawt rnodifj. thei. current curriculum for the 
simple fact that it's too culturally specific to the South" (CD:8). More Norihem and more 
Nunavut content was desired, as well as English language arts ciimcuta which includes 
Inuit legends and stories. 
Cornplaints were made about the general muitability of resources as well as 
curricula: 
... here I am reading a story about little squïrrels jumping Born tree to tree and..a 
lot of these ici& don't ever see trees... fimi of al1 you have to explain what a tree 
is, then you have to explain what a squîrrel is, and by then they've kind of lost 
the flow of the whole story anyways. (RD:5) 
One participant noted that as well as translating resources into Inuktitut, they must be 
'transfomied' to make them relevant in a Northem setting. Watahomigie and McCarty 
(1994) claimed that for the success of a Hualapai language program, it was critical that 
translatai English language cUmcuium had & been used (p. 40). The NWT LASCE 
(1982) report declared as weil tbat "Native-language teaching maîerial cannot be 
prepared by merely translating existing English matenal" (p. 93). 
Along with these specific conceras about adapting curricula and resounxs to the 
needs of the students, the broader theme of creation and implementation ofcuniculum 
was r a i d  1 include it here because of participant feedback which suggested that not dl 
of the resources which might help them seem to have reached them, despite evidence of 
their existence (for example, Van Meenen, 1994). This participant spoke of the need for 
continuity between design, resources, and implemeniation of cUmculum: 
1 think you have to identify the resources, time, days, and free up teachers. 1 
think the best people to do this are classroom teachers, but you've go- have 
cornmitment fiom higher up, nom the regional boards, a d o r  Education 
Nunavut to get this stidodone, and they're going ta have to put some dollars out 
1 sound lke a broken record, but 1'11 say forever that the North, al1 these little 
Arctic wmmunities, that they are underfbded and under serviced education- 
Wise in perpetuity, like forever, and until the greater authonties and jurisdictions 
decide to put some money on education it's going to ga worse. (CD:20) 
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Concerns expressed by about the la& of currïcular relevame resonate 
with the literature. Van Meenen (1 994) cited a 1971 study which fomd that students 
couldn't relate to the teaching materials. In 1973 The Arctic I n s t i ~ e  of North America 
said that new curriculum was king  developed, talong cdture into account in 1982 the 
NWT LASCE report recognized the gap between curriculum conception, production, and 
implementation (p. 34), and stated that inadquate resources had historically been 
dedicated to curriculum development (p. 75). They recommended that community 
members, classroom teachers, curriculum specialists, linguists and language specialists 
take pari in curriculum development (pp. 80.98). and noted the lack of curricuiua in 
Inuktitut (p. 8 1). The cornmittee also acknowledged that local teachers "can develop 
usefid prognuns and teaching materials on theu own" (p. 81). and suggested that these be 
shared and distributed. The necessity of creating resources. and "creating my own path" 
(CP: 1 1) were mentioned by mmy participants, although this was a default strategy, rather 
than one which was reported to be recognized or supported by policy structures. 
The desire for culturally sensitive materials is also echoed in the NWT LASCE 
(1982) report. It rewmmended the creation by ESL specialists of a library of relevant 
books in each school (p. 100). Congruent with one participant's suggestion, the report 
recomends "high-interest, low ski11 materials which reflect life in the no*" (p. 100). 
Kleinfeld, McDiarmid, & Hagstrom (1985) fouad teachen in rurai Alaska to be similarly 
seeking "material that wodd motivate and interest students r a i d  in a unique 
geographical and cultural environment" (p. 62). The NWï LASCE report also suggested 
scnitiniang existing materiais to determine what can be adapted for use in the north (p. 
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100). Although they recommended that this be done by ESL specialists and board 
representatives, many pdcipants reported that teachers currenîiy do this work 
thernselves, 
I n u u e  (NWTECE, 1996) recornrnended the use of Inuit legends and stories (p. 
i), and stated that cunicdum should not deal exclusively with "traditional and historical 
information7', but should %gin with the life of the child and the commUIZityfl (p. 14). 
This is similar to an educator in this shidy who suggested a primary focus on local and 
Nunavut content, together with looking outward to b r d e n  students' perspectives. 
McGrath (1988) recognized the sociahation value of Inuit myihs and legends. Leavitt 
(1991) cautions against using Inuit legends es artif-, but States that Inuit life stories are 
"behg used widely in Inuktituî ducation" (p. 271). Accordhg to participants in tbis 
snidy, students enthusiastically received the inclusion of huit stones and writing in 
English language arts prognuns. 
4.33 m e n t a l  exams. 
Several participants noted advanages to using the Alberta Departmental E m s .  
niey included giving teachers a standard for which to aim, ensuring qua1 access to 
Southem colleges and universitia, and the belief that students who gduate feel really 
good about themselves, knowing that they are on a par with students elsewhere in 
Canada. The majority of comments concerning these exams were negative, witb the most 
commonly desired adaptaiion being the discontinuation of their usage. For example: 
They have to be highly motivated and desd serious about getting their N e  12 
to stick amund and take their Departmentais on the 23" or 24& of June [with] 
nobody to coach 'em, tutor 'em. The solution to that is to get away from Alberta 
Alberta is a long way nom here physically, and a long way from Nunavut in a lot 
of pedagogical aspectsaspects. .. (CD:=) 
Concern was expressed that the Departmental Exams are culturally insensitive, and 
biassed egaiast ESL students: T m  sure the Departmental Exams do not really suit our 
children because our children are ESL students" (CD:25). 
They won't graduate if they don't pass English 33 which is an Alberta exam It's 
veiy culturally specific, to the south, and when it's wmected it7s corrected by 
people who aren't even famiiiar, probably have never heard Inuktitut, and 
wouldn't know w b t  first language interferences exist to begin with. (CD:26) 
As an alternative to g&g rid of the exams altogether, one educator suggested 
replacing culturally insensitive sections (for example, questions about agriculture) with a 
local add-on section Another suggested "tinkering a bit" with the exam, and said that 
rewriting them completely would cost "dions"  ((3328). Weber (1996) noted that Inuit 
students have b a n  disadvantaged by tests created for other culîures. 
One participant stated that "studmts that are going to stay in the c~nmuni ty  should 
not be robbed fkom passing the Departmental test just because t k y  think that they will 
eventually go d o m  South" (CD:29). This participant cited Northem opportunities such as 
Arctic College as alternatives to graduates heading South, and pointed to other, non- 
scholastic b e r s  to students relocating after graduation: "So many of them have such a 
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mong culture. Like family ties are so strong, it's very hard to just jump up and go away 
to univeniîy" (CD:30). One solution wodd be to have a ''Departmental for the Northem 
students that lis] more relevant to the North. Then the students that want to challenge the 
Southem ones could do sd' (CD3 1). Ovando (1994) noted a shift in the thinking of some 
educators of Abbaskm Indians, who are beginning to see and recommend alternatives 
to college education, rather than blindly focussing on it as the oniy choice of value. 
One perron suggested that an 'Access Program* (a one year University preparatory 
course similar to one in northem Quebec) could be used to replace the Departmentats, 
while another suggesîed that instead of the Departmentais, an 'equivalency rating' could 
be used to rate Nunavut graduates relative to Southem graduates, in the same way that 
equivalency ratings exist between wuntries. 
It wouid appear that the Departmentais are completely uicongnious with traditional 
Inuit assessrnent (Corson, 1992; Eriks-Brophy & Crago, 1994; Kawagely, 1995; Stairs, 
1994)' as well as king culturaily biassed and unsuited to ESL students. For these rasons 
1 perceive attempts to modify, replace, or retire them as movements toward Inuit culture. 
They join a wide array of cumnt and desired adaptations which move the 'what' of 
schooling closer to cultural compatibility. 
4.34 Çultural inclusion m~gfams. 
Al1 of the culture programs described by participants involved Inuit as 
guidedteachers, and in each case at least some efforts were made to reflect traditional 
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Inuit e d d o n a l  situations. For this reason culture programs will be d i s c d  in the 
section 4.4 which deals with the 'how' of learning and teaching. 
4.4 Adabtations to the 'How' of Learninn and Teaching 
Table 4.4 Adaptations to the 'How' of Leaming and Teaching 
-flexible scheduling (may continue highschwl 'module' in next semester/ school year) 
-work in student-dnven review every &y. 
copy notes fiom board and number handouts for absent -dents* 
-always have something for occasional attenders to do 
-students 'Excused' rather than 'Absent' when on land* 
-schedule most academic work in 1" two semestem, seasonai/ outside units for the spring 
-start &y relaxed academicaily, and welcoming 
-let students sleep on flwr when tired 
-incorporate Inuit ways of discipline 
-lots of physical education 
-inviting parents into school to motivate problem child* 
-plan lots of hands-on activities 
-pacing with students (change activity every 10 to 15 minutes) 
-bring food into class and eathalk together 
-reading program one-on-one with business/govemment volunteers* 
-less more workshoplike activities 
-establish rapport and acceptability of making mistakes* 
- h d s  available for guidesElden to support buuaatigiit* 
-themes nm fkom buuq&g,i& (leaming integrated) 
-use cultural activities in physical education program, with local assistance and teacher as 
kilitator 
-caribou hunt with Inuktinit teacher and guide* 
-1 to 1 1/2 hourdweek culture program, ciass split dong gender lines, talk about and make 
traditional things - 
-cul- pro- through CTS ~ u r ~ e ~ ;  d l ,  foliowing seasonal dvine~ 
ostudents expected to take extra years before graduation 
- m e  7/8 program designed to take 3 years, with a m e r  graâe 10 p p  year available 
-in grade ten offer 16, then 13, then 10 level courses so students repeat grade level but not 
course, progressing at own speed 
-coordinator at board level to support Inuit teachers* 
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-guides/Elders hired to support land trips and cultural activities 
-parent teacher inteniews evolved to include shdent with portfolio of herhs work* 
-fint name basis helps mate feeling of being part of same team 
-physical contact (pushed in snow by student) in relaxed student/ teacher relationship* 
-given more freedom and responsibility 
-studying IiiuktÏtut for PD* 
- d e s i d  give more opportunity for motion, and going outside 
desired: leam what Inuit teachers do* 
desired: implement evening classes to replace missed classes* 
desired: get more Inuit teachers for senior high* 
desired: get more Inuit teachers as role models* 
-desin& increase pay and improve working conditions to attmct more Inuit teachers* 
desired: increase guide wage* 
desired: develop coaching locally* 
desired: one week cultural orientation 
desired: one day cultural onenîation 
desired: inservice to 'reach these kids' 
-desired: look at other commmities and emulate successes* 
desired: don't force student to do somethingf 
A participant said: 
Do not discipline someone with the whole class or group of people being aware 
of i t  You would just approach the student or ask the student to corne to you and 
then you would tell them to eonect their behaviour or tell them that you are 
upset with them. You do it oneon-one. You wouldn't do it with the whole class 
hearing you say a negative thing about that -dentt @P:6) 
This type of adaptation, which was identifieci by a participant as emulating the way that 
Inuit do discipline, is presented in this section Staia (1994) called it Whe 'how' of 
learnïng and teaching-attending to cultural modes of interaction" (p. 73). Regarding 
discipline, Inuuq&g& (NWTECE, 1996) said that "discipline is cah  and quietly 
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explaïned" (p. 27), and that "many 'southem' methods of disciplining are not considered 
appropnate by Inuit and these dinerences should be understood by teachersY7 (p. t 1). It 
did not elabrate on these differences. 
4.41 Inuit teachers. 
CerCainly one of the best ways to have teachers interact wïth students like huit 
would, is to have Inuit teachers. The desire to have more Inuit teachers, as well as 
barriers including a lack of Inuktitut cwricula, and workplace stress, were discwed by 
participants. As well one participant elaborated on the many benefits of having Inuit 
teachers on M. Those benefits echoed many of Tompkins' (1998), including 
improving sch001~community relations, and having teachers who share the same fimt 
language as their students. 
In 1982 the NWT LASCE report recomended prioritizing the training of Northem 
teachers, '%O improve the teaching of Native languages and to implement bilingual 
programs of educationn (p. 1 10). Crago (1992) wrote that bilingual teachers teaching in 
the second language would make the language transition "less abrupt and educationally 
hazardous" (p. Sol), in part because they can use the first language to explain difficult 
concepts. Many of the other benefits of having Inuit staffin Northern schools are related 
to their greater ability to teach in culturally compatible ways, the 'how' of teaching and 
leacaing, due to their intimate knowledge of Inuit culture. 
Despite the obvious advantages, some participants noted cornmunity concem as 
well as their own reservations about Inuit teachers and the Northem Teacher Education 
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Program -1. Delpit (1 995) and Lipka (l99q 199 1) explaineci how it is t+sy for 
dominant-culture teachers to misundentand and therefore mis-evaluate minority-cuiture 
teachen. As well as the danger of king  mis-perceiveci by administraton and colleagues, 
Inuit teachers face the problem of teaching within a system which has a culture, including 
values and practices, that can be radicaily difiereut nom theV own For example, some 
participants reported that Inuit teachen needed help with assessment Stairs (199 1) wrote 
that EurwCamdian school a s m e n t  is an exîremely foreign concept for a people 
whose leaming is traditionally "monitored by their direct testing of social and 
environmental msctions" (p. 283). She wrote that consultants and Inuit themselves 
believed that trauung in Southem testing and assessment methods would be irrelevant or 
damagiag for -dents and teachers (Stairs* 1988). Corson (1992) wrote as well that 
"minority peoples often see tbis [dominant cult&re] preoccupation with assessment and 
evaluation as a strange interest at besk, and as a culturally offensive obsession at worst" 
(p. 491). 
It would appear that a diaiectic exists with respect to Southem educatoa' views 
about Inuit teachers . If'they are expected to fit into the culture of Ewo-Camdian schools, 
problems are bound to arise. If their inclusion is expected to help change the schools to 
better reflect Inuit culture, latitude must be given for this to occur. In the latter instance, 
the hlTEP mode1 shouid not be seen as a stepping stone to full teacher accreditation 
progcams of a Eufo-Canadian nature* or the risk is run that a greak deal of the benefit of 
hinng Inuit teachers will be lost. Lipka and Mohatt (1998) cautioned against alienating 
minority students by providing them with minority teachers who act White, and Lipka 
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(1990) cited Labov's study which recommended îeachers who did pass through the 
formai educationai structure, which d d  have socialized them "into the patterns of 
mainStream teaching" (p. 20). Eriks-Brophy and Crago (1994) also credited Inuit 
teachen' abilities to bring traditional patterns of discourse into the classroom, to different 
seleetion criteria and a different experience for most Inuit teachers in teacher training 
prognuns of northem Quebec. In this light, the pairhg of NTEP graduates with Southem 
teachers, reported by participants in this study, can be seen to be an adaptation which 
prevents the school fiom adaptiag to Inuit culture, if the tearning is meant to help N E P  
students leam to plan and teach in the Eurolcanadian way. Thus, while the increased use 
of Inuit teachers was desired by participants in this study, and while it holds great 
potential for adapting the schools toward Inuit culture, it should not be taken for granted 
that an increase in the number of huit educaton will guarantee this outcorne. 
4.42 Cultural inclusion mopams. 
There's always the indication for elders to be part ofthe school. Moa schobls 
have budget for cultural programs, either it be hiring someone on a full-time 
basis, or putting money aside from their overall budget to hire people for special 
events. (CP: 16) 
Culture and cultural activities taugbt separately, still wmtitute Stairs (1991) 'what' 
of schooling. Numerous authors have wamed about the limitations of 'adding-on' some 
cultural content, without teaching fiom a cultural base (Leavitt, 1991; Lipka & Moffat, 
1998; Stairs, 199 1; Witt, 1998). Staia explainad: 
Native languages were fbt taught as cultural inclusion programslimited - 
components appended to the mainStream curriculum .... These pro- gradually 
moved beyond language to include elements of native cultural content, and in 
certain regions native language spread into lower levels of the standard primary 
curriculum. With rare exceptions, however, the leaming-teachiag proceses in 
the education of native children have been unaffected by this inclusion (p. 281) 
She postdatecl that language and culture "cm ody be adequately pmued when 
embedded in traditional cultural values concerning ways of using language, of 
interacting and of knowing" (p. 281). 
In one of the culture programs describeci by a participant, splitting of the class on 
gender lines was congruent with huit culture, although no M e r  idonnation was 
provided about its structure. In both of the other descriptions, conscious efforts to 
structure the program to be congruent with Inuit cultural noms were reported. Small 
groups and seasonally appropriate activities, ~aught by Inuit elders, were design elements 
chosen to make these wurses mily Inuit wurses: 
... we used to have a program where we had a man and a woman, they would take 
a whole grade 6 class. The man would work with al1 the boys and the woman 
would work with dl the girls and they were large groups and we found it wasn't 
working very well. The kids were disrespectfid to them and they weren't 
producing anything interesthg so we said, 'what's wrong with this?', and we 
said. 'how do elder Inuit really teach?' They don? teach in classrwms large 
groups of kick, they wouid be teaching one on one or srnail pups you know, 
and they'd be demonstrating. So we totaily changed our cultural inclusion 
pro-, and we actually got community people in to say what they wanted the 
kids to leam in culturai inclusion. Some men saying what should a boy know by 
the time he's 10. by the time he's 1 1 in different fields such as meat preparation, 
hunting, trapping, carving, al1 these different things. And we developed a little 
curriculum so we wuld have a checklist and we could make sure the kids were 
leaming those things and check it off. And they work in a small group of 4 or 5 
kids and we have 5 standoing cultural inclusion. It costs a lot, so we don't nin it 
the whole year, thai's the hwback..and we have one coordinator who's 
coordinating, making sure they cover the curriculum and making sure if 
someone's not there they can fiil the position with someone else, and making 
sure the kids are weil disciplined ... it's been highIy successfûl, it meam that we 
take the kids out of the classroom. Four or five are leaving grade 2 Say, but that 
also helps because we have a large variety of leaming abilities in the classroorn, 
so that allows the teacher to work more one-on-one with some kids of different 
groups and abilities. (CP20) 
At one highschool the culture program was partly Camed out through CTS courses. It 
involved land trips: 
We do thm land trips a year ... the Elders are the main guides, they're the ones 
who do the main instruction When we do &ose field tnps it's pretty much ali 
culairal activities, of course using modem technology, but as much culture and 
language as possible ... and those trips are anywhere fkom 2 to 3 days. ..we follow 
the seasom, so, for example in the fa11 ...we went to hunt cariNu and the kids 
leamed how ?O cache them which is a traditional thing that's done at that time of 
year .... (-21) 
1 asked this participant if there were wncerns about coordinathg guides, and about how 
much Iearning actudly takes piace on the trips: 
I only allowed 8 -dents to enter the course ... that was one of the main concerns 
that their group be kept small, because having a large group they have less one- 
on-one with the Elders ... and 1 felt the course had to go throughout the year 
following the year sctivities, cultural activities that were relevant to here, 
because in the past I've been on those trips, the day mps where there was too 
much money king spent on food, on supplies and gas ... and there was nothing 
much culturally leamed-..This class is more specific. 1 have a year plan that 1 
follow. The elders laow weil in advance what they bave to do. For example, in 
November we went fox trapping for about a month, so there's a fox trapping 
module developed by the board of education. That module covea the theory on 
foxes, and how to trap them. and the history of the fur îrade in the North, and 
then we go out on day trips. ..the elders and guides know well in advance what 
they need to teach,..stafhdly helped out by suggesting to the guides and elders 
for the spring trip exactly what to do ... they wouldn't be offended by that at dl .  
(CP:22) 
This participant said that using different Eiders for different activities, but the same one 
cach time that activity was done, aiiowed the work to be spread mund while benefihg 
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the students who built a rapport with the Elder. 
Due to their structures it would appear that both of these programs provide the 
possibility for culturaily congruent patterns of interaction to occur. In the latter, although 
the curriculum has been detemiined by outside agents, stress has been placed on 
appropriate activities at appropriate times, in appropriate puphgs.  This greatly 
increases the likelihood of culturally congruent interaction between participants. 
Two of the participants spoke of problems with culture prognuns which had &sen 
and had been successhilly addresse4 including spenâing too much money for t w  little 
gain, and creating uainteresting poducts- In the liîeraturey Oakes (1988) detailed some 
problems facing cultural inclusion programs which included too little dedicated time, 
merences of opinion in families withia a communïty, the production of products which 
are obsolete in today's huit cuiture, and the problem of fïndùig Elden "that can adapt to 
teaching large classes with set tirne limits" (p. 44). The latter again illustrates 
lindamental inconsistencies between traditional Inuit culture and Euro-Canadian schwl 
culture, but would appear to have been successfully overcome in the accounu given here. 
4.43 Lateness, absence- and tired student.. 
Students with fiequent absences, and those arriving to school late or tired were often 
mentioned by participants: 
In terms of attendance in the lower grades ... it seems like every moming 1 walk 
in (and this happens just about every moming), there's maybe 8 or 10 kids there 
- there's supposed to be 22 in my class. Within the first 5 to 10 minutes after the 
bel1 you get a couple more dribble in By qupner to ten or so you have maybe 
12-15 in my class - by noon hour you have close to 18. Then people even corne 
at aftemoon recess for the last hour or so, so you're pushing 20 by the end 
OP: 13) 
A number of different approaches were reported to these 'problems'. Traditionally Inuit 
children Leamed d e n  they chose to, and as long as their interest held (Bo& ad). 
Whether motivated by a sense of powerlessness to change the situation, or by txyïng to 
acco~~l~~lodate children's nghts to prïontize their lives, several participants descnbed 
approaches which diverge fiom normal Eurd=anadian school policy. They did so by 
attempting to work aromd the 'problem' of lateness, rather than by trying to change it. 
One participant said that she scheduled most of the academic work in the first two 
semesters, aad tried to be outside doing seasonal things in the later spring when many 
children are absent with their families out on the land. This participant also noted that 
she starts the &y relaxed academicaliy, and d e s  sure that students feel welcome, 
despite amïving late. Lipka (1991) noted that a successfbl Yup'ik teacher, respecting the 
autonomy of the individual, did not reprimand late students. -Tompkins (1998) descnbed 
a program where the students spent two weeb in the spring doing outdoor activities with 
half of tky teaching staff. This had the added benefit of aiiowing stafY to plan the next 
year's themes before the end of school. 
Another participant said that tired students sometimes fa11 asleep on the floor, and 
reported that she lets them sleep. One said that kachers always have somethuig for 
snidents to do when they do come to schooi, in order to encourage hem and keep them 
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fkom king totally lost Flexible scheduling was also reported: 
the kids in highschool ... we let them work on modules and if they don't get 
finished their whole grade 1 1 social studies 23 course by the end of this year, 
they can start in August working on the next module ... we let them work at their 
own speeà basically and it seems to work the be st.. It is hard in some courses 
like science where they're doing experiments to let everyone work at their own 
speed - it's easia in some other subjects. (DP:14) 
Maguire and McAlpine (1996) noted of Inuit students that: 
They come fkom a culture where precision in t h e  is not a valuable commodity. 
Yet punctuality is a fkquently articulateci topic at assemblies, in teachen' 
ciassrwms, and in staffroorn discourse, and it is an explicit, expected 
institutional social convention. (p. 23 1) 
In 1982, the NWT LASCE found attendance to be a common mncem, but looked 
upon it as a "'symptom of the problem, not the problem itself" (p. 77). JnuuqatiPiit 
(NWTECE, 1996) sets out as a responsibility of the parents that they "do their best to 
ensure the child is well-rested and well-fed" (p. 25). Paradise (1994) descnbed the 
flexibility of a Mazahua child's principal and teacher, who encouraged a child to come to 
school two days a week raîher than drop out due to financial concems. This, she felt, did 
not compromise the academic value of schooling, while it reflected the life circumstances 
of the -dent. 
In Harris' two way schwling model, the Western domain would bc t ion  with 
Western nom,  including emphasis on attendance (1990). This is newssary for two 
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fessons. Aitendance is important for achievement in Westem schwls, and if tqiching 
Westem values is a goal of the Westem domain, punctuality and attendance rank among 
the highest of these values. The majore of wage-labour jobs in Araic and maiIlStream 
communities, so the argument goes, are based on Westem values. It could therefore be 
argued that if  the school is to prrpare sbidents for participation in the world of Westem 
work, it must inculcate the values of punctuality and attendance in them. Harris also 
believed that ~6origina.l wntrol, and e f f d v e  teaching, would both increase student 
attendance. 
It is clear that there is a wide gap between the Jnuit and Eudanadian school 
cultures' valuing of time, and it is likely that no easy solution wili be fomd to mesh the 
two. Hams (1 990) anticipated that with Aboriginal contmi of schooling "what happens in 
te- of tirne and attitudes to time might be quite surprishg to Western obsemers" 
(p. 140). As long as there is high unemployment in many Nunawt communities, and many 
families' schedules are not organized around waged-labour, it is likely that lateness, poor 
attendance, and tiredness wiil remain 'problems' in the fuhne (personal commÜnication 
with Joanne Tompkins, 2001). 
4.44 T i m i n f l a c h  
Timing was reported as king adapted in two ways, with flexible modules, letting 
students work at their own pace, and with accommodations which allow more ycars to 
graduation without fdure. In one cornmunity: 
... the grade 7/8 program is design& to be a three year program. Although some 
kids are able to wmplete it in two y-, the majotity stay in that Stream for 
three yean. Also, when they get out of the JH stream, they can either go directly 
into grade nine or into a graâe nine prep program, so there's even an additional 
year where they can catch up, mainly in math and English literacy, so they can 
successfûlly challenge the highschool credits. (SP:8) 
In another 
. . . once they get into grade 1 0 you can offer the 1 6, the 13, or the 1 0 level 
courses. Someone who's weak in the subject might decide to go into the 16 level 
course and then the next year they continue with grade 10, bey go into the 13 
level class. We use grade 10 beceuse there's more flexibility in the curriculum 
there.. .we do tend to have a lot of kids repeating grade 10, but they're not 
repeating everything. (SP:9) 
Inuuaati~it (NWTECE, 1996) stressed that children l e m  at their own pace, and in 
traditional Inuit culture children observed (leafned) as long as their interest held, then did 
something else (Boult, nd). Thus it would seem like flexibility in timing serves to fit 
schools to the students' culture. 
The concept of pacing, expressed by one teacher, seems also to correspond to the 
idea of children learning 'while their interest holds': 
. ..with Inuit students you should not give any activity for more than 1 O to 15 
minutes without completely changing it and doing somethiag totally different, 
and if it m e .  a fun thing in the middle of something b o ~ g  then do the fun 
thing and then go back to the boring..show something on tv - if they move after 
5 minutes&art activities changing at 5 minute intervals, ifit's 10 minutes, 10. 
You must pace yourself with your students. (l?P:9) 
4-45 Creatingrelationshi~. 
Food is important in one participant's class: 
Eating together is very important-..every time we have birthdays 1 make a cake. 1 
don't go more than a week without bhging in some kind of interesting food ... to 
have a nice chat t h e  and eat time together, 1 think that's very important - it 
relaxes the students.-.  (PP: 1 O) 
Another participant said thet using fht names helped to foster a 'team' feeling between 
staff and students, and a teacher named building rapport with her d e n t s  as king 
important. Stain (199 1) wrote that in a traditional Inuit idea of education, personal 
relationships between teachers and leamers are important, and the teacher should be seen 
as part of 'the team' (p. 284). Lipka (1990) descnbed a successful Yup'ik teacher wbo 
had created a "familiar and cornfortable environment" (p. 30), and Clifton and Roberts 
(1988) fomd that "effective teachers of Inuit students create emotionally warm and 
personable classrmm environments" (p. 332). The sharing of food is also a traditional 
Inuit practice that created community and symbolized interdependence (Minor, 1992; 
Tompkins, 1998). 
4.46 J3ands-o - - .  n actiwbes and fkedom. 
Planning lots of hands-on activities was reported as a strategy for avoiding behaviour 
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problems. Another participant reporteci using less structured, more 'workshop+ke' 
activities. One respondent said that midents are given more fkedom and respoosibility, 
"...that is, really linle kids. If they need a new book, they just go and find it" (TP:4). 
Giving students more of an opportunity to move a m d  and be outsiée was desired by 
two educators: 
To take them nom hopefûily king outside a lot during theû normal life and al1 
of a sudden for these many hours you're going to sit here and do paperwork and 
just no kind of blenduig of the two, it must be quite a shock! (PP:5) 
uuc@hgiit (NWTECE, 1996) provides support for the idea that leamers should be 
fiee to move around more than in traditional Euro-Canadian settings, stating that 
"learning involves the whole bodyn (p. 14), ad, umcipation and king actively 
involved will hold a child7s iaterests longer than sitting at a desk doing sheetwork" (p. 
24). Minor (1992) also noted that fieedom was encouraged in the Inuit culture, and Hinds 
(1958) cornmentecl that it is Lhecessary for lessons to include as many practical exercises 
as possible, otherwise talkïng and bookwork are almost meaningless to muit students]". 
For her these took the form of games, which '%vise and test les sons... and also provide 
activity" (p. 103). Stairs (1994) also noted that indigenous students often have an 
increased tendency towards physical movement, and Weber (1996) wrote that in her 
experïence many Inuit learned well through hmds-on activities. 
4.47 Theme teaching 
Two participants descnbed using -(NWTECE, 1996) to: 
..mm a lot of themes and hit a lot of your different objectives in language 
and science and social -dies ... in the older grades where we have Inuit teachers 
say teaching Inuktitut, or we have an Inuit teacher teaching grade 7, they use the 
Inuit curriculum a lot. (CP:5) 
u u a h ~ i t  (NWTECE, 1996) was designed to be used for theme teaching. Leavitt 
(1991) stresseù that Inuit children leam best when things are in conte= not - e n d  
Moving away from hgmentation is one of the ideas behind theme teaching. Barnhardt 
(1999) documented the use of themes by Yup'ik in Maska 
Many participants noted the need for an orientation and inservicing: 
There's a big need for some kind of ... an inservice, 1 don't thuik it's in existence. 
We need sometbhg to train the teachers to get to these Lids. The kids say, "we 
don't r W 7  'We don? tailc", "we don? sing", so how do we get to them, there's 
got to be a way to get to thëm? (PDD:6) 
One thing that we need to go back to is an orientation. That was very successful. 
It was mandatory for us to corne for at least a week before school started 
Somebody would meet us, get us set up; each &y something MIS planned We 
met people, went to schools, pronounced kids names. We were briefed on things 
to avoid, and went out on the land for a fish fiy and tented for several days. 
Here's a connecfion to what life is Iike in the north-..we haven't done it for years 
now. ..it hasn't been on the agen da... that7s dortunate. (PDD:8) 
You walk into the classroom the first day - what do you do? You're not preped 
for this kind of stuff- and there's no book and there's no guide. Most of the kids 
haven't got a due what you're taücing about (PDD: 1 1) 
While it may never be possible and perhaps not even desirable for Southem teachers 
to act like Inuit, an orientation to culture and inse~cing to help Southem teachers 
undemaad their students was recommended by many. One favoured an orientation: "by 
somebody who has been up here for 10 to 15 years or more ... somebody that's been hem, 
somebody who knows the culture, somebody who knows what the problems are. That's a 
necessîtyn (PDD: 12)- 
The l i t e r a ~ e  isreplete with calls for an adequate orientation and ongoing 
inservicing to ensure that Southern teachers in the North have some understanding of 
Inuit culture and sound teachùig approaches for use with Inuit students. In 1973 the 
Arctic Institute of North Amenca reported that the teachen in the North were not 
properly prepared to do their jobs, and d e d  for an extension of the 2-3 week orientation 
pend In 1982 the NWT LASCE report recommended that "a teacher orientation 
program shall be established imrnediately" (p. log), the previous 'inadequately long' 
program having been entirely abandoned in the interim. It cautioned that 
disciplinary problems may also occur in wnfiicts of will between persons of 
different cultures, as might happen when a new teacher anives without proper 
preparation in a small community .... Souîhem teachers corne to northem schools 
with littie or no knowledge of the Native cultures, littie or no training in cross- 
cuiturai education, little or no understanding of instniction in a second language, 
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and unable to make use of a classroom assistant- Turnover amoag these teachers 
is hi& and intemrpts the continuity of education programs." (pp. 29,3 1) 
Inuu- -CE, 19%) also ncommends the "appropriate insemcing and 
orientation of al1 partners in Inu (p. 24). Stairs (1991) noted that in the absence 
of a Southern teacher orientation to d e n t  leaming expectations, it is the -dents who 
s s e r  the consequenees of the rift between their prior leaming experiences and the ways 
they must laun in school. In cuiture-based native education programs, she wrote that 
teacbers 
have as their nrst priority to esrablish classroom processes of learning and 
teaching which coma  with the patterns of adult-child and childchild 
relatiomhip expected by their students and the community.. ..their ways of 
-A 
teaching are as important as the knowledge itself" (p. 287) 
For Southern teachers this is a formidable task, and is untenable without a solid 
orientation and continuhg support through inservicing. 
Even if Southem teachers are not able to emulate Inuit discourse styles, it is 
beneficial for educaton to leam about those patterns (Douglas, 1992; Crago, 1992). 
Crago (1992) viewed the leaming of a second language as synonymous with the learnhg 
of a second culture, and m e  that "school becornes a form of secondary socialization 
where the ptagmatics of the nnt language interfere with the leaniing of the second 
language" (p. 488). For instance, she reportai that a parent apologized at an interview 
when the teacher said tbat the son was "talkllig well in class" (p. 496). Being socialized 
to speak too much to adults is a cultural, rather than a purely Iinguistic factor, which 
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slows Inuit children's acquisition of English. Crago's study pointed to teachers who 
misperceived their shidents' reticence to speak as a laaguage difficulty. She worked witb 
teachers fkom the Kativik School Board to help them understand and interact with their 
students more productively. Kawagely (1993) wrote that "teachers must be willing to 
leam at least the rudiments of the Native language and culture in order to do an effective 
job of teaching" (p. 162)- 
Crago (1992), Leavitt (1991), Roberts, Clifton & Wiseman (1989), Watahomigie and 
McCarty (1994), and Williamson (1987) al1 mentioned the necessity of an orientation or 
of inservicing for successful teaching in minonty cultural settings. In one community in 
Nunavut, Tompkïns (1998) nui orientation sessions to help her Southem staff learn about 
Inuit cultureture While an orientation and mntinuing support would not ensure that teachers 
would be able to respond appropriately to Inuit students, the lack of them virtually 
guarantees that misunderstandings and frustrations will occur, and successful responses 
to the 'how' of leaming and teaching may remain, for these teachers, an elusive goal. 
4.5 Non-Adabtations to Inuit Culture 
Table 4.5 Non-Adaptations to Inuit Culture 
-Kigavik House as an alternative to suspension for disruptive students 
-sead students to a room to think about lateness* 
-remove students until next semester if they have no possibility of p s h g  a course due to 
pcmr attendanceAateness* 
oreward system for motivating situdents 
draw onadmonth to reward those who arrive on t h e *  
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code of conduct emphasizing respect and s a f i  
ouse of detentiond suspensions 
-students fiom suspensions get counselling. 
-zero tolemnce policy for teasing and fighting 
-separate noisy studentsf 
- d e n t  vurites letter of intention to behave* 
-retain students with poor Engiish skills or very poor attendance* 
-grade 2,3,4 ability streamed for language lessons (English and Inuktitut)* 
-desired: support 'problem -dentsy with program* 
-desire& implernent consequences for bad behaviou? 
This section describes strategies ahed  at &creasing student pedormance or well- 
king in the Euro-Canndian school. They are not adaptations toward Inuit culture, but 
may be considered to address certain goals of educators or communities. 
One participant said: 
1 thuik while there might be some cultural considerations to discipline, 1 largely 
thuik that kids are kids and school is a fore@ institution anyway, and we're 
taking about an institution that brings a large number of, in this case, Inuit 
children together for the duration of the school &y. And so al1 of the things that 
would nomally govem traditional Inuit culture and discipline are already 
disregarded by having th is  foreign institution of the school, and bringing large 
numbers of people together to hc t ion  al1 &y. So 1 think we get into, we get 
into a lot of enabling, we enable a lot of poor behaviour when we try to find 
cultural outs for basic questions of cornmon decency and good condu ct-... if kick 
fought or swore at each other or at teachers they were removed fkom the school 
for a p e n d  of t h e .  It was a very bard line, but I th* that kids are quick 
studies and they will adhere to wtiatever line you draw. Eyou want tc have 
leaming gohg on in an institution you need to have order. If you have swearing 
and fighting and disrespect and kids running around - it's not to say that kids 
can't have fun at school., I think they should have a great time - but they should 
have a great time feeling safe and secure and knowing that they're not going to 
get, you know, biffed in the back of the head or their books knocked out of their 
han& ...=y of those kinds of aggressive bebaviom, 1 think they shouid be dealt 
with just like they'd be deait with in any other school in Canada, and that is, 
totally unacceptable. Whatever consequences a principal wants to put in place, 
whatever works ... there needs to be consequences for bad behaviour. (0: 17) 
1 asked this participant whether educators try to understand bad behaviour by looking 
at possible cultural innuences, or whether he has experienced educaton justimg a lack 
of response to bad behaviour by blarning culturai influences? 
Well, 1 mean, dealing with discipline in a very fimi way carries with it some 
potentially very large costs. You have to face the parents, you have to face the 
wmmunity, you have to face the DEA, al1 sorts of negative or potentially 
negative responses, and so the cycle goes like this. The tacher tries to employ 
codes of wnduct and cornmon decency, nias up against one or two of these 
incidents, is so shattered and shaken by them, that they erode their own 
standards. You do that over a period of a year or two and suddeniy you're 
cornfortable with a class that's completely crazy. (0: 18) 
It may be that suspension draws the anger of Inuit because it seems to skip over the 
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steps in traditional strategies of maintainhg hannony, ending with the second- worst, 
ostracizatioa A zero tolenuice policy, reported by one participant, invokes suspension 
for teaskg, which is a traditionally used socialization practice- This would seem to 
confuse traditional modes of discipline to an even greater degree. it is interesting to note, 
however, that this policy was developed by an elected Disaict Education Authority, a 
point 1 will r e m  to later. 
Another discipline related non-adaptation is the Kigavik House Behaviour 
Management Program. It is a non-adaptation in that it is a transplanted Southem system, 
though it in fact could aiso be considered an adaptatioa It is an alternative to suspension 
for disruptive students, and therefore adapts the Euro-Canadian practice of suspension 
towards the reportai wishes of some Inuit parents. It provides a smaller group size than 
the classroom, which is more consistent with traditioaaI Inuit education, and it also met 
with DEA approval. 
One participant described sending students to Kigavik House to leam one skill, such 
as 'not throwing desks'. She said that the studmt would get the same work as the other 
students, and would have a nearly one on one student-teacher ratio *le there, though 
she would miss movies, gym, and other fun class activities. Once the student had 
demonstrated consistent attendance, and had leamed the required skill, d e  would be 
readmitted to the regular class. This participant reported increased attendance and 
irnproved learning for her students once two -dents who were intimidathg others had 
been removed to Kigavik House: 
... a non-attender, since the other two were removed he found that he was able to 
attend- He now anends 100.h He was a grade two level, and I'd say he's corne 
around and is bordering on a grade four level, because he's so confident in 
himself, he hows  he's not gohg to get hurt at school, and that's a big thing. 
The rest of them, those who had problems last year have really improved 
because the ones they were scared of are now not there in m y  class, and that 
means a lot you know. You have to corne to school and be de.. . .  (DP: 10) 
It may be worth considering that the huit had evolved ways to settle disputes which 
were superbly fitted to the environment in which they lived, and which served to 
maintain hannony within the group. In the foreign environment which is a Ewo-Canadian 
school, might the goal of achieving harmony be worth the price of cultural inwngruity, 
and are there better ways to achieve this? The reader is encouraged to consider 
Tompkins' (1998) adopted philosophy of "Catching 'Em Being Good", and the discipline 
policy which followed fiom it (p. 137). This policy represents a different approach to 
discipline, was reported to be successful, and could also be wnsidered as a non- 
adaptation to Inuit culture, suice prair and acknowledgement were not traditiooally used 
in Inuit education (Stairs, 1994). 
Three participants mentioned the use of rewds for motivation. One describeci her 
systern as "a complicated point system, but it absolutely works" (PP:8). She detailed how 
students would eam stars for listening to instructions, remembering things they had 
leamed, or Tust did sornething good because they wanted to do it". For every two stars 
emed, the student's name would go on the board, and on "Friday they get a candy for 
every star they get" (l?P:8). The reasoning behind the system is that: "1 found that unless 
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thcre's a reai challenge that they can see that is wncrete in of them. they won? 
work" (FP:8). This participant also called praise 'number one in teaching'. 
Stairs (1994) claimed that in a traditional Inuit concept of education "direct prm-se 
end rewards for accomp1ishment are rare" (p. 67). Crago, Eriks-Brophy, Pesco and 
McAlpine (1997) wrote that when praise 0cçu.r~ in Inuit teachers' classrwm in northem 
Quebec, it is almost always directed to the whole group and not individuals. Henze and 
Vanett (1993) pointeci out that vast conflict can ensue d e n  students are exposed to 
conflicting values, such as rewards for motivation in schools, which, they wrote, was in 
compkte contnist to traditional ways. Inu- (NWTECE, 1996), on the other han& 
said that children "were praised for their progress" (p. 14). It may be relevant that Inuit 
students are thought to be more present-oriented than Southern shidents (CliAon & 
Roberts, 1988), while Eurdanadian schools are future-oriented (Clifton & Roberts, 
1988; Stairs, 1991). In the pst, rnisîakes were more cntical for Inuit children than they 
are in a "protected leaming siaiation" (Stairs, 199 1, p. 282), which might serve to 
prevent students 6rom attempting things they don't feel confident with. Thus, while 
exûinsic rewards may not be cuiturally congruent, they may help to increase student 
pedormance by providing the 'something concrete' that Inuit youîh would traditionally 
have had as they learned îhrough authentic tasks and received immediate feedback nom 
their environments (Stairs, 1991). Whether this increased perfomuuice is worth the 
culturai inc~ngruity~ is an open question. 
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4.6 Adantations to the ESL Environment and Sound PedêgQgl! 
Table 4.6 Adaptations to the ESL Environment. and Sound Pedagogy 
don't assign too much work or work not at snidents' level 
-student support teacher used to helg students who are fat behind* 
-Kigavik House used as quite place to work* 
-modï@ things to meet class where they're at 
-do somahing different every day to keep schwl excitine 
-m&e food available to supplement breakf'soup program ('you can't teach a hungry 
child")* 
-choose vocabulary carefûlly 
-use more repetition 
-avoid too much teacher talk 
- E t  higher level questionïng* 
-analyse stories for easier things lilce plotlcharacteP 
-read aloud to class, go back to explain words 
-use three novels concurrently for different student abilities* 
-do things in small steps/ scaffold 
ogive mode1 test first, then follow format exactly* 
-prepare for Departmentah by giving and explaining questions from past exarns* 
-explain things more to students 
-relate WWI history to local examples* 
-one d e ,  "'be kind to each other9'* 
-focus on reading/writing 
-adjust expectations 
-mate own path through curriculum 
-use curriculum as source of ideas and resource for teacher 
-focus on developing language 
-teach g- (to overcome first language interferences) 
-adj- curriculum to meet studenîs' ne& 
-enhancements from Nunavut Highschool Project to help with course delivery* 
-enrichment activities at lunch hour, including school papeP 
-kachers go to PD, then corne back and give workshop* 
-princi@s supported by the h d  through meetings, tele-conferences, md allolowing 
input* 
-staff supported by principal encoumghg openws/inpuP 
-staff supported by principal through letters of recognition* 
-cumulative files provide outline of material coveredf 
thoosing principal fiom staE led to smooth transition* 
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conferences put on by people here usually best, for example by principal of a bilingual 
school* 
-desireci: teaching vocabuiaxy and gr- 
desired: high-interest, low skills curriculum 
desired: ESL cmicuIa 
desired: look to norîhem Quebec for ESL sensitive curricula* 
desired: get continuity between design/ resources/ implementatiod inse~cing and 
follow-up 
desired: resources for crnricdurn development 
desired: change Departmental Exam timing to fit school y& 
desired: a new school* 
-desi&: govenunent decision standardizing Wnnen Inuktitut* 
-desire& more staffto reduce class size* 
4esired: more stafffor d e n t  support* 
-desireci: more staffto nm more programs* 
-desireci: hire second language specialists* 
-desired: hire translators for each class to help Southem teachers determined how much is 
king uademood* 
4esired: more flexibility in scheduling* 
-desi&: shorter daynonger recess* 
desired: more planning time for tuuns* 
desueck structures which support teacher collaborationC 
-desireci: educate Southem hires to ESL nature of job so they do not think the students are 
unintelligent 
-desind: ESUculhire orientation by longtime Northern teacher 
-desired: more money to b ~ g  people up or fly out* 
desued: increased Internet hdwidth* 
-&sire& more money for team travel* 
4esired: more flexibility in the PD conference yeaP 
4esired: ESL training 
desired: 'SRA-like' readers with relevant stonedquestions* 
-desireci: dictioaaries, encyclopaedia, atlases, cornputers* 
An educator said: 
They cal1 their Skidoos 'machines' or 'Skidoos'. 1 used the word 'snowmobile' 
one day and one of my brightest students said, 'what's a snowmobile?' .... You 
have to m e  things and you have to meet your class where they are and try to 
get them dong fiom there. If you're coming in expecting to meet them at a 
regular grade two level or grade five level or grade seven level, then y o u ' ~  just 
going to be burting your head agakt the wall al1 year, and wasting their time 
and wasting your time, and malang them develop into al1 kinds of behaviour 
problems that happen in junior hi&, 'cause they're just completely out of their 
league in what they're able to do. (DP:9) 
The most cornmon types of adaptations reported by participants do not directly move 
the schools toward Inuit culture, but often reflect the reality of Northern schools as 
(primarily) ESL schools, and schools where educators try to improve their students' 
leaming and well-king using their "'kacher radar" (Paradise, 1994). The pedagogy 
quoted above, to 'meet the students where they are at', may seem 1ke a euism, but will 
in reality take courage to employ in situations where initial expectations are far different 
nom 'reality' (Kawagely, 1995), and in the absence of legiîimïzation in policy. Tompkins 
(1998) noted that misjudging students' language and cognitive abilities, aiming work 'tw 
hi@ or 'too low', and consequently facing severe discipline problems, is a common 
problem of Southern teachersùi Northem schools (p. 96). 
Many teachers expressed fnistration at the inadequacy of curriculrmi, resources, and 
training for them as educators in an ESL environment They named a number of 
stnitegies which are primarily teaching ESL strategies, but which someîimes coincide 
with traditional Inuit cultural practice. Repetition, speaking slowly, speakùig less, 
choosing vocabulary carefblly, explainuig more thoroughly, reading out loud to the class, 
scaffolding, and teaching grammar were al1 mentioned. 
Stairs (1994) wrote that in indigenous teachers' classrwms there is "more efficient 
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use of tak4ess elaboration and thinking out loud" (p. 68). Inuu- noted *t "short, 
verbal instructions were used" in traditional Inuit education, that children learn in small 
steps, and that repetition is important (p. 14). The NWT LASCE (1982) report declared 
that reading aloud and giving t h e  for students to read were two of the most important 
classrwm activities (p. 100). The participant who mentioned teaching gramrnar 
ackrmwledged that it has fdlen out of favour to do so in the south. Delpit (1995), 
however, supporteci the usefiilness of teaching with this approach when students don? 
have a home environment which familiarizes them with the unstated d e s  of standard 
EngIish discourse. 
"1 think what I need is probably a little help on ESL, because I started to teach like 1 
was teaching in the South and it's not possible" (PPD3). The NWT LASCE (1 982) report 
recommended that fûnding be made available for the development of ESL programs, 
resources, and to increase the number of professional development days to. provide in- 
-ce ESL training @. 19). The report warned tbat few teachers had any training in 
teaching ESL, that resources had primarily been intended for EFL speakers, and that 
"teaching English, and only English, as if it were a Native child's fht language is 
detrimental to leaming" (p. 97). Participants' views seem to suggest that little has 
cbanged in the past twenty years: 
I was not prepared for what 1 found when I came up here, and that was basically 
that these students an being treated as if they don? speak Inuktitut as a first 
language. Right now I'm being paid to teach English Language Arts - what I'm 
doing is creating my own path as 1 go through this curriculum ... .they 've 
introduced the new crnn'cuiurn this year, the WELA program, and there's no 
recognition whatsoever that these kids speak Knuktitut.... 1 cannot follow the 
curriculum, they just can't do it (CP:ll) 
The NWT LASCE report went on to state that if teachers are untrained in ESL, they '-y 
mistakenly regard some c h i l m  as retarded and in need of remedial work" (p. 98). Sharp 
(1994) echoed the concem that indigenous people are labelled as "handicapped" by 
dominant culture teachers who don't redize that the problem is of an ESL nature (p. IO), 
a concem expressed by one participant in this study: 
We d y  bave to stress to teachers who corne up to our community, these are 
ESL students, they don't speak in English as their first language and they're not 
dumb, it's just that you have to realize that English is their second language, so 
you have to explain to them a little bit more for them to understand. (Pm: 10) 
The NWT LASCE (1982) report also stated that "teachers of every subject must, in 
some sense, be regarded as teachers of English as a second language" (p. 98). This 
sentiment was also expressed by a participant: 
You know 1 have a grade 5 health and a grade 5 social studies [curriculum]; 1 
may look at that and get ideas from it, but I certainly cannot teach the concepts, 
they sirnply don? have the vOC8bulary....you can use ideas from health and 
science and social studies as sort of s$ngboards from which to teach the 
Engiish. Whether you teach sentence structure using a story about a little bird or 
whether you are developing English using science ideas, that's really seconnSIy 
to making sure whether you're teaching English, social studies, hedth or 
whatever, that your maùi focus is the development of the language. (CP: 13) 
Corson (1992)- however, cautioned that a prime focus on Iiteracy cm serve as a 
disincentive to minority language leamers. Freernan et al. (1994) and Shearwood (1987) 
noted resistence to literacy, or at lest  western essayist literacy, in some indigenous 
cultures. Van Meenen (1994) wote that ESL materials were created for use in Eastern 
Arctic classrooms, and yet rnany participants commented on their total absence. If such 
ESL materials or prograxns exist, many participants in this stuây were not aware of h 
Another area mentioned by several participants as important in the success of certain 
-dents, was participation in extra-cUmcular sports. The ability to travel to sporting 
events is hampered by the cost of flying in the North, and one participant wished 
additional fùnds were available to gïve more students this opportunity- One described 
retuming students as king "upbeat and positive', and said that the pnvilege of travelling 
is tied to class expectations. He said that "struggling students get a boost", and that 
teacher involvement as chaperones and coaches meam that teachen get the benefit of the 
doubt fkom the community later, "in a crunch" @P:38). Another described students who 
were 'on the h g e '  before becoming involved in sports and travelling to a cornpetition- 
Now "they feel good about themselves and the other kids see them as leaders now. ..now 
they have the one thing that makes them feel good about school* @P:39). 
Some of the strategies named here are valuable for their potential to increase student 
performance or well-being. For the most part, they will achieve this without digning the 
school or classroom more closely with Inuit culture. Other examples of adaptations to the 
traditional 'transmission' *le of EuroCanadian educafion, currently recommended for 
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use in the South and found in the literaîure but not in this study, include experiential 
learning, inquiry learning, and authentic or 'real-life' conte- leaming (Leavitt, 199 1; 
Stairs, 1994; Kawagely, 1995). 
4.7 ,4daotations to the Eff'ects of Cultural Dissonance 
Table 4.7 Adaptations to the EEects of Cultural Dissonance 
-counsellor helps with problems coming fiom the home 
-non-academic Monday moming program to ease students back after potentially 
traumatic weekend 
-breakfast served before schwlf 
-soup served after moming recess* 
desired: hire child psychologist 
desired: identiQ leaming disabilities* 
desired: spend more time making kids feel d e *  
desired: throw away curriculum and help studenîs feel good about themselves fht 
-desire& better implementation of the soup program 
desired: ability streaming should start eariier to compensate for students with leaming 
difficuities 
desired: social services to train school staff about dealing with problems/effects of 
abuse, etc, 
desired: speech and language therapi* 
desired: more staff for special projects* 
An educator said: 
... because so many children corne off horrendous weekends with drinking and 
abuse, or witnessing it if they are not part of it themselves, and so Monday 
momings nom 9 o'clock until 10:20 ... everybody in the school took a small 
group, and it was h m  grades 1 to 4, al1 integrated. Some kids square danced, 
some did butterflies, some did beadmaking, al1 different things. Some did- 
drama They just loved that tirne, and it gave them a time when they could come 
in and just feel safe and not have to think about anyihing academic, just do 
something fun... we never, ever had any discipline problems during that time. 
(PP:34) 
Several participants described or desired changes that would help the schools deal with 
the effects on students of problems in their homes. Communities everywhere have 
problems in varying degrees, but in the Eastern Arctic some problems seem acute as Inuit 
struggle with the radical changes in their life circumstances which have taken place since 
contact with Southemers and Southern culture. Witt (1998) blamed the education system 
itself for some of the problems in indigenous wmmunitiw: 
The tendency to devalue Native culture by grounding the education in a 
framework that gives preference to western values will weakem self-esteem 
iostead of promoting i t  Emphasis on western structures and values in the 
education system offered to Native people has now had the effect that the 
violence done ta Native people is sometirnes continued by Native people 
themselves r a i d  to fit into western society. (p. 269) 
The participant quoted above described a program to help cillldren ease back into the 
school environment Several voices called for the discarding of the present curriculum: 
...there9 s too many chiIdren in the No rth... that need to have their hearts fïxed 
before you can sEart working on their braim. They just come in and they shut 
right down the minute they come in b u s e  they know they're d e  hem, and a 
lot of their time at home they're not safie. And 1 think we have to accept @t and 
we have to throw away the curriculum and not, you know, say you haye to have 
an hour of science every day. You have to get the kids feeling good about 
theniselves ... because they're incapable of leaming a lot of them, anything, 
because they're going through such unbeiievable things at home ... .we have to 
teach to the students not the curriculum. ((26) 
One participant, womed about the high incidence of fetal alcohol syndrome, called for 
strearning, and awther called for early streaming: 
1 thuik we need to start streaming early. I mean it7s nu secret, right off the bat in 
kindergarten you can see which ones need extra help, and 1 think if they're put 
with regular Stream Li&, none ofthem benefit, they're al1 being 1 0 s ~ .  (SD:6) 
The involvement of social seMces was desired by one educator, to help the schwl 
deal with issues such as aicohol problems and abuse of children within the community 
(SD:9), while another participant wished to get access to a child psychologist to help the 
schwl in dealing with behaviour problems which might be rooted in problemsh the 
child's home (SD: IO). Following Cummins (1988) work, it would k imperative that 
professionals were specialists in Inuit culture and ESL environments, to avoid 
prescriptive measures which might be based on misinterpretation, and which might be 
h a d  to the students. Usïng a school counsellor to help students was another strategy 
in use at one school. 
Moll, Amanti, Neff & G o d e z  (1992) noted a tendency for teachers to have 
misconceptions about working class students' households. In Northern settings, where 
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there is generally little contact between Southem teachers and the households of their 
students, beliefs about the nature and the extent of problems in the home might in some 
cases be exaggerated Following Crago's work (1992) analysing discourse patterns, it is 
also possible that the 'shuning dowd of some students upon theu return to school 
Monday morning may in part be a cultural phenornenon, which helps the student deal 
with the discontinuity between their home and school environments. Nonetheless, 
participants asked for heip, and reported success with initiatives to help students make 
the transition fiom schwl to home. Haaze and Vanett (1993) reported social problems in 
smail Aleskan villages with s imik histories of colonkation, and cited aicoho1, dmg and 
suicide problems as stemming from changes brought by Western influences. 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Along with a great variety of strategies to increase the performance and well-king of 
students, some prominent pictures emerged fiom this research While the former may 
immediately be used by teachers and principals looking to increase student peflomance 
and well-Mg, the latter suggest directions to move in at al1 levels to address the same 
goals. These are presented as recommendations. 
5.1 Communitv Ownershi~ of School~ 
Perhaps the most significant finding was the narrowing of the gap between school 
and community which was descnbed by one participant The presence of many Inuit 
teachen was said to have changed the relationship of the cornrnunity to the school. This 
is reason for great optimism. That wmmunity membm were included in the creation of 
curriculum for that schwl's cultural inclusion program, and that this program was 
consciously stnictured using Inuit pedagogy, is also enco~raging~ especially in light of the 
participant's perception that the program was extremely successfut. 
More study would be valuable to assess whether community members feel more 
ownership of the school following ther changes. One way to approach this would be 
t h u g h  a longitudinal study of one of the more salient iadicators of parental support, 
such as the problems of attendance, lateness, and students &vhg at schwl tired These 
were reported to be problematic in the school, despite the community's greater feeling of 
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ownership. As the dramatic increase in the number of Inuit staff was a recent event, it 
may be that support for the school, manifested in increased parental concem about 
atîendance, lateness, and tiredness, and a resultant improvement in these ùidicators, will 
experience a tirne-la&, and wiil be noticed at a later date. 
Atîempting to mesure a cornmunity's perception of its own agency in this way, may, 
however, be dangerous for two reasons. First, in communities with high unemployment 
rates, d e r e  nimily life is not organized aromd a waged job, these indicators may not 
reflect parental support to the same extent as they would in other settings (personal 
commUILication with Joanne Tomplrins, May 1*, 2001). Second, as these indicators 
represent Southern values, it may be possible that parental support of the school could 
increase without any signifiant change in these indicators. It may be more helpfid to 
engage other methods of determinhg the extent to which the community in question feels 
p a t e r  ownership of the school. 
5.2 Lack of Communitv Pansultation 
Few participants reported initiatives intended to involve the communities in helping 
to set the direction of the schools. In light of colonial history, the desirsbility of Inuit 
controlling Inuit education, and litemture suggesting the necessity of community suppofi 
for d e n t  success (Darder, 1991, Ogbu, 1992). this is a cause for concem. That elected 
DEAs have considerable control over the schools, yet were not reported as spearheading 
efforts to contextualize the schools, deserves M e r  exploration- 
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Regardless of the mechanisms at work here, be they colonial legacy, the Igck of a 
valid process, or the Inuit tendency to defer to authority, it would seem prudent to 
investigate the processes by which the Yup'ik in one area of Alaska, and the Inuit of 
northem Quebec have pmued greater community involvement and control, through the 
AOTE and Sazuigiorniq processes (Barnhardi, 1999; Armstrong et al., 1997). Lipka's 
work with the Ciulistet, involving indigenous teacher groups in consultation with 
cornrnunity Elders, shouid also be examineci Gipka & Hutsik, 1996; Lipka & McCarty, 
1993). Of interest would be follow-up studies, which attempt to determine if community 
involvement in negotiating the direction of the schools in those regions bad resuited in 
greater parental suppon of the schools, and increased student eonnance, as ho@ 
The true involvement of Inuit in sening the agenda for Northem schools might result 
in 'schooling' which lwks very different fkom the current model. Some of the current 
stalceholders' roles might be diminished or even discontinued if a model based on Inuit 
values was created. At this tirne in history, when a preâominantiy Inuit government has 
recently assumed control in the temtory, the conditions may be conducive to makllig 
radical changes, if these are indicated These prescriptions, however, are uniikely to came 
fiom processes initiated or controlled by stalceholders who have vested interests in the 
continuance of the system as it now exists. They should, therefore, corne fiom the 
ministry level, and include consultation with al1 those who are or will be involved in the 
process of change. 
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5.3 Partîcimnt Awareness of Cultural Issues 
A finding that bodes well for the future was that Southem participants recognized 
that problem arise fiom the clash between school and Inuit cultures. Whether they 
responded by trying to move the parents' beliefs toward valuing school culture, or by 
moving their own practice toward Inuit ways, the a w m e s s  and desire to help chilken 
learn and succeed was strongly and often eloquently expressed. The soi1 in which the 
seeds of larger change will be able to take roof may therefore be fertile. 
If a path of meaningfirl wmmunity consultation is pumied, current educaton and 
administrators will need to be ready, as mentioned previously, for the possibility of 
extreme change. They will need to be able to live without neat, prepackaged solutions, 
and will need to "'possess a high tolerance for ambiguity" (Kawagely, 1993, p. 161). It is 
my belief that participants in this study have, by and large, already accepted unceriainty 
and a move away fkom pat solutions, as evidenced by their own divergences fiom 
Southem n o m  in trying to teach effectively. Thus, at lest  some of the cumnt Southem 
teaching complement will be assets in the change process. - 
Philips (1983) expressed concem that teachers were too busy to create the changes 
needed for successfbl bicultural education. This study found that many teachers are 
nevertheless actively involved in creaîing change, and will be assets in the change 
process. In aying to generalize this finding, however, caution is in order due to the 
potentiai b i s  introduced by the participant selection process, toward those supportive of 
change. One educator, when introduced to the study, said, T m  not sure that we should 
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changew, and did not volunteer to be intewiewed Thus, while this study f o w  teachers 
who are and will be supportive of change, it cannot be assumed that al1 educators share 
this goal. 
Teacher attitudes are crucial in any attempt to change systems (Postman & 
Weingariner, 1969). In bicuitural education, the attitudes of the dominant-culture 
teachers are perhaps even more crucial than they ordinady would be. Reflection on one's 
own values and beliefs, and an openness to other cultures, are prerequisite for respecthl 
teaching in bicultural setthgs (Darder, 199 1, Tompkins, 1998). 1 recommend that hiring 
policies for teachers and principals foilow Kawagely's guidelines (1993, pp. 161, 162), as 
well as Tompkins' criteria, ui both cases prioritizing attitudes over academic 
qualifications. In this way 'the system' will becorne staff.ed with educators more able to 
work together, be flexible, accept, and facilitate positive change. 
This recommendation, of course, flows largely &om my 'Southem analysis' . It is 
entirely possible that Inuit might decide, for example, on a tw*way schooling model, and 
desire only Southemers with high acadernic qualifications to staff the Southern domain, 
and only the most respecteci Inuit elders to staff the Inuit domain Without negotiaîing the 
direction of the schools with the wmmunities, this recommendation remains an 
outsider's work. 
5.4 The Need for an Orientation and Insemc . . mg 
Another clear picture which emerged fiom the study was îhat many educators don't 
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feel that they have al1 the tools that they require to do their jobs well. The Iack of an 
orientation to Inuit culture, the lack of appropriate curricula and relevant resources, and 
the lack of trainùig for teaching ESL students were al1 cited repeatedly. In some ways it 
seems strange that it should be this way. Some participants reported the creation of 
curricula and rem-, as well as ESL rnaterïals. Where are they? The indequate 
preparation of teachers for Northem teaching assignments and the consequent necessity 
of an orientation to Inuit culture and appropriate teaching is a theme which has been 
repeated many times in the literature. Why is there no orientation of this type? 
Perhaps the latter is a question of resources. It has been suggested that communities 
may not want to invest time and energy in showing Southemers their culture when they 
know that most Southemers only stay for a year or two. Perhaps the school boards or their 
cunent day equivalents don't feel that money will be well spent on an orientation for the 
same reasoa It seems likely, though, that this investment would pay off in reducing 
teacher tumover (which saves a lot of money), as well as by increasiag teacher 
effectiveness, student leaming, and well-king on both sides. 1 strongly r ecoeend  that 
an orientation perioâ and inse~cing toprepare and support Southern teachers for their 
work in schools with ESL Inuit students be urstituted. Properly programrned, these would 
becorne selling features for potentid teachers from the South, many of whom are 
interested in teaching in the North for the experience of learning about a different culture. 
In the current climate of teacher shorîages in the South, it would appear likely that 
well qualified Souîhern teachers will be even harder to find for Northem schools than 
they have been in the past The draw of an orientation and ongoing support, while liLely 
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to met more appropriate candidates, will also serve to compensate for the probable 
lack of extensive multicultural and ESL training in applicmts' backgrounds. Inse~cing 
is also imperative in order to address the fkustratiom of educators who currently teach in 
the North, but who feel that they are less effective than they wouid like to be. 
An immediate impediment to expanded orientation and professional development 
activities is cost. Several models could be considered to minimize cost and maximize 
benefit fiom these programs. For new hires, 1 do not believe that it wodd be 
unreasonable to require that they arrive in their wmmunities one week before the nart of 
school to take part in cultural activities and learning about Inuit culture. Upon king  
hired, they could be provided with textual or visuai fesources to begin tbeir orientation, 
so that they would arrive primed with basic howledge. Some of the activities wodd be 
led by Inuit, some perbaps by seasoned teachers or administrators (huit or non-Inuit), and 
a pmion of the week by an itinerant consultant specialinng in ESL Inuit education. New 
teachers could be encouraged to bring a patent, niend, or partner to take part, thereby 
emphasizing the rewarding nature of the process. 
Another model might see al1 new hires meeting for a week of activities together on 
the land in the central hubs of their respective regions. This would simplify the 
involvement of the consultant, and would serve to forge relatiowhips between starting 
teachen which could later be facilitated through tele-conferences or Intemet meetings, 
supported by release tirne. The differing start dates of schools in different communities 
rnight complicate this model. 
Inse~cing will be needed to support these brief orientations. A program of ongoing 
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inseMcing will be more effective than one-time events (Spinane, 1999). A part of the 
COS of insenking stems k m  the need to free-up teachers to take part, and the pyment 
of specialists to instruct. A suggested response to this is the approach taken by Tompkias 
(1 998) in approaching the DEA for early closures. Stain (1 99 1) reported an Inuk's idea 
to m the Southern school for half days, leaving more time for students to leam of their 
own culture outside of school tirnes. By committing to muent half-&y closures, the 
DEA would be supporting al1 educators' needs to leam more about the special 
environment in which they teach. This time could be used by students for cultural or 
other activities. My experience with grade seven d e n t s  was that they enjoyeâ the fke 
time realized by early closures, but were generally sorry when the school closed for 
whole days. 
During these inse~ces,  staffs could draw on the strengths of their members for 
learning about Inuit culture, and successfiil teaching strategies. School operations centres 
and the Ministry of Education could support staff efforts of this nature by providing 
itinerant consultants with extensive ESL or Northem expenence to lead L MC^&, or 
they could send d m e m b e r s  South, to Alaska, to northem Quebec, or to other 
communities with the intention that they r e m  to teach their peers. The strategy of 
iwvicing by a staEmember who bas travelled to a coderence war already reported as 
king in use in one communïtytY The involvement of Southern and Inuit staff, working 
together in meanin@ ways, could benefit ail and increase the staff3 sense of king part 
of a team. 
In an age of budget cuts and mder hding,  effective orientation and inse~cing are 
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too Unportant to neglect, if the g d  of biculîurai education is to be realized C ~ t i v i t y  
may go a long way toward reducing cons, but, ultimately, capital will be required This 
should be a priority. 
5.5 Curriculum and Resources 
Many participants were unsatisfied with the lack of availability of relevant, cdturally 
sensitive curriculua, both in Inuktitut, and of an ESL nature in English. Many related the 
necessity of heavily modifjing curriculum, as well as creating their own ciirricula and 
resources. 
Where are the resowces that could help teachers cope with bicdtural ESL 
ciassrooms? Ten months ago I was told of a booklet called Promisine btactices: Ideas that 
work in Inuit classroomg M e n  1 was in the mmmunities to do interviews for this study, 
I asked rnany people if they had a copy for me to look at. No one had heard of the 
booklet Three months ago I d e d  the N~lliivut hiluiistq of Education, Culture and 
Employment to ask where I could get the booklet. No one knew of its existence. This 
leads me to believe that the mation and existence of quality resources means little if 
there are no effective mechanisms in place to distribute them and ensure that educators 
are aware of their existence. Ideally, resources would be coupled with effective 
inse~cing, and each school wodd maintain a hirary of theoretical materiais relevant to 
bicultural education in North- settings. This could hclude some of the materials 
referenced in this thesis. 
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Along with orientation and inservicing to ïncrease the understanding of effective 
ways to teach in ESL Inuit environments, and along with resources to M e r  these goals, 
a major empbasis on the development of culnirally and ESL sensitive curricula and 
resources in bot. languages should be undertaken. As a tacher in Nunawt, 1 used to 
wonder why structures weren't in place to facilitate the sharing of teacher-generated 
resources within schools and regions. Since most of what 1 used 1 had either created 
myself, heady modified, or borrowed h m  colleegues Who had created it, and since 1 
knew immediately if it had been a success or a fiailtue, it seemed sad to thuik of isolated 
educators across Nunavut reinventhg wheels that could eEectively be shareâ for the 
benefit of dl .  I propose, then, that concunent with mlliistry and board level efforts for 
curriculum and resource developmenî, that release time be provideci to al1 educators who 
apply for it for the purpose of polishing their best resources These would then be sent to 
a publishing centre, cataIogueû, reproduced, and made available to al1 educators in 
Nunavut. Thus, a resource base would grow which was created and tested at relatively 
low cost at a grassroots level. The r d y  availability of relevant Northern ideas would 
d u c e  time spent searching for and r n e g  currently available resources, and wouid 
allow al1 educators to draw on the strenghs and successes of all who chose to participate. 
Ultimately, the best path to foliow with respect to curriculum and resources will 
depend on the direction set for the schools through the consultative process. If, for 
insiance, the transmission of Inuit values became a priority, then Inuit curricula and 
resources, as well, perhaps, as English language curricula and resources, would need to 
reflect that goal. 
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Many educators shared strategies that were predorninantly ESL or %est practice' 
strategies. This can serve to remind us that much of what is currently considered good 
pedagogy for dominant-cultrrre classrooms often resonates with cunent prescriptions for 
minority-culture classrooms: 
We know that students leam best when new ideas are connected to what they 
already hrow and have experïenced, when they are actively engaged in applying 
and testing their knowledge to real-world problems, when their leaniing is 
organized around clear goals with lots of practice in reachiag hem, and when 
they cm use their own interests and strengths as springboards for leaming.. . We 
also Lww that expert teachers use knowledge about children and their leamuig 
to fashion lessons that connect ideas to students' experiences. (Darling- 
Hammond, 1998, cited in Barnhardt, 1999, p. 10 1) 
1 recommend that dong with exploring ways to make teaching more compatible with 
Inuit culture, educators continue to pursue %est practise' growth. Teachers, as they 
broaden their knowledge of "new" educational trends such as cooperative leaming and 
experiential education, may increase student well-being and performance. 
Simultaneoudy, many of these practices may move classrooms towards Inuit culture, 
although Lipka and Mohatt (1998) cairtioned that, for example, Southern ' cwpedve 
leaming' is not identical to the way indigenous people rnay use group work 
Administrators, working as Tompicias (1998) did to improve her school through the 
application of nimnt leadership theory, will similady reap performance benefits, as well 
as creating conditions in which human interactions become more vaiued. This type of 
school culture will Ïnvariably be more responsive to student needs, a likely precunor to 
any çignificant changes toward cuituraily wmpatiible education. 
In the best case, communities wouid be iategrally involved in considering the 
application of %est practice' methods. In the event that al1 educators becorne more aware 
of issues involved in bicultural education, through orientation and inse~cing, in the 
absence of comxnunity consultation they will still be better able to assess the potential 
impacts of these methods on their students, and thus able to make more infomed choices 
about whether or not to implement them. 
Another p i c e  that crystailized fioxn the data was one of educators discarding 
curriculum (as well as modifjmg it) in preference for meeting their çtudents' needs. This, 
as noted earlier, takes courage in a system that is driven by measmement and 
expectations, when no explicit policy structures were reported which support such 
divergences. Teachers, too, can be creatures of habit Kawagely reported that "my own 
early teaching showed the same proclivity to conformity to the way 1 was taught" (1995, 
p. 100). Uany of the educators in this study were able to 'break out of the box' of 
standard teaching practice, to their grrat credit 1 recommend that teachers be officially 
encouraged to respond flexibly to student needs instead of to status quo ideas about what 
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school shouid be. 
Tomplrins (1998) wrote that "the teachers who were really aying to meet the kids 
where they were at we re3n the swampy ground" (p. 121), by which she meant away 
f?om the dk ty  of applying abstract niles to decide courses of action, in a place where 
much more judgement had to be exercised, and where mistakes were made. She felt that 
this was essentid, and supported her staffby noticing the positive changes, and 
sometimes bending the d e s .  This willingness to nsk, and the ability of administrators to 
be supportive and open, were found in this study, and are signs of hope for positive 
change. 
Cummins (1988) noted that individual educators who challenge the status quo of 
institutionalized racism, by, for example, allowing more student interaction, risk censure 
fiom mainstream educators. 1 recommend that policy statements be drafted at the 
ministry and 'board' levels, which encourage principals and teachers to be flexible and 
creative, and to exercise their professional judgement in prioriteg the meeting of 
student's needs. 
While a process begins to solicit community involvement in the direction of the 
schools, sponsored at the board or ministry level, 1 klieve it is necessary to immediately 
rewgnize the potential of Inuit teachers to transfomi schools toward Inuit culture, and to 
take schwls toward community acceptance. In order to do so, they need to be supported 
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in remaining Inuit in th& communication of Inuit values and their ways of inkracting 
with midents. This should remain the case until or unless communities decide that they 
should adopt Southem ways. 
Part of this support will involve educating Southern educaton to be a m  of cultural 
ciifferences which they may (mis)perceive as ineffective teaching or lack of control in the 
classroom. The creation of teamwork amongst staff would help greatly in this process. 
Providing Inuit teachers with the opportunity to meet together in a forum to discw 
cornmon concerm and successes, would also help to facilitate their growth and 
confidence. Special inse~cing which seeks to infonn Inuit teachers about the role that 
other indigenous teacher groups are playing in reconceptualizing schooling (Lipka & 
McCarty, 1994), would help to empower Inuit teacbers, and encourage them to remain 
Inuit in the foreign enviromnent of the schools. 
Finally, Inuit educators should be asked how they view their roles in the schools and 
comrnunities, and what they need to be effective as Inuit educators. The burden placed on 
Inuit educators as bridges between EurolCanad~an school culture and comrnunity culture 
must be recognized. As members of both the school and the comrnunity, it seems likely 
that huit educators will figure prominently in the process of consultation which needs to 
take place in determining the direction of schooling in the communities. 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 
1 kgan this study looking for adaptations of Eum-Canadian Schools to Inuit c u l m .  
nie ianguage 1 used during the interviews, if a participant was confused, was to ask 
"what is done differently here than it would be in the South, to better 'fit' the school to 
the students and their culture?" My assumption, in asking, was that people would 
describe ways in which the schools had changed toword Inuit culture. 
There is a subtle but important diff'ce in the words tu and toward. Adaptations of 
Euro-Canadian schwls to Inuit culture tells nothing about the direction of the change, 
only that a response hes been made. Consciously creating a dernanding classrmm 
atmosphere, for example, would be a response to Inuit students' reported passivity, but 
would move away fiom cultural congruence (Clifton & Roberts, 1988). On the other 
hand, adaptations of Euro-Canadian schools toward Inuit culture will include only those 
things which make the two cultures more congruent- 
1 began the stuày without this distinction king clear. 1 believe that is forninete, in 
that if I had only found and reported on adaptations toword Inuit culture, 1 would have 
rnissed a great number of strategies which were reported as effective in increasing 
student performance or well-king within the Euro-Canadian schwl model. As it seerns 
likely that the current model will not quickly be changed, some of these strategies might 
have immediate application for Nunavut educators. These strategies, however, are not 
enough, and they will need to be used cautiously and conciously. What is needed is 
negotiation of the direction of schooling (Kawagely, 1995; Lipka, 1989; Lipka & ScaVs, 
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1994; Ogbu, 1992; Staîrs, 1994), a tme move towwd Inuit control and therefoy toward 
present &y Inuit culture. As discussed earlier, if the people in the communities do not 
feel that they have some controi, that they are in important ways StakehoIden in the 
schools, it is extrernely unlikely h t  they will support the values and goals of the schools. 
Without this support it is uniikely t h .  their students will succeed (Ogby 1992). 
With the recent advent of Nunavut and a new Ministry of Education, the time for 
changes which would support the forging of links between school and community has 
arriveci. Looking to the processes for encouraging community involvement in Alaska and 
northem Quebec is indicated (Armstrong, Bennet & Grenier, 1997; Barnhardt, 1999). 
Once cornmunity parînership in directing the schools has been forged, educators will 
have the mandate to chose adaptations that fûrther the goais which wïil have been set 
together. This rnight mean consciously choosing strategies wiÿch are opposed to 
traditional Inuit culture, or ones which are congruent with it. Either way, when the 
decisions are made by and with Inuit, Inuitisation of the schools will have taken place. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
What changes have been made at the classroom, school, and board levels, to help the 
school better 'fit' the community? 
- in curriculum? 
- in scheduling? 
- in discipline? 
- in teaching strategies? 
- in wmmunity/school contact? 
- in structure? 
- in professional development? 
What changes would you like to see made at the ciassroom, school, and board levels, tu 
help the school better 'fit' the wmmunity? 
- in cumculum? 
- in scheduling? 
- in discipline? 
- in teaching strategies? 
- in community/school contact? 
- in stnicture? 
- in professional develojment? 
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APPENDIX B: FINDINGS SUMMARY 
'Adaptation' 
Discipline: Cumnt Adana - tions 
Different Expectations: -pursue positive parental contact 
empathy (when dealing with parents) 
Discipline as an Academic Problem 4on't assign too much work or work not at 
students' lever 
-must motivate students 
ostudent support teacher used to help students who 
are far behind 
-Kigavïk House used as quite place to work 
-modi@ thing to meet class where they're at 
Xigavik House as an alternative to suspension for 
dismptive students 
Lateness and Poor Attendance -flexible scheduling (may continue highschool 
'module' in next semester/ schwi year 
-always have something for occasional attenders to 
do 
-do somethùig different evexy &y to keep school 
exciting 
-work in student-driven review every &y 
-copy notes fiom board and number handouts for 
absent students 
&w once/month to reward those who arrive on 
time 
ostudents 'Excused' rather than 'Absent' when on 
land 
-schedule most academic work in le two semesters, 
seasonab' outside units for the spring 
-start &y relaxed academically, and welcoming 
+end students to a rwm to think about lateness 
-remove students until next semester if they have no 
possibility of passing a course due to 
attendance/lateness 
-10pm siren to remind parents/ -dents to go to bed 
-let students sleep on f lwr 
-El- in during aftemoon to counsel studentd be a 









-maLe food available to suppiement bre&ddsoup 
program ('Vou can't teach a hungry child") 
-code of conduct emphasizing respect and safety 
4etentionsl suspensions 
-students returning fiom suspensions get counselling 
-lots of physical education 
-0pportunity to travel tbrough sports 
-incorporate Inuit ways of discipline like oneon - 
one 
-zero tolerance policy for teasing and fighting 
-one de, "be kind to each othern 
-separate noisy students 
-coumeilor to help with problems wming nom the 
home 
-uiviting parents into school to motivate problem 
child 
-student writes letter of intention to behave 
-plan lots of handS-011 activities 
-leam what Inuit teachers do 
-support 'problem d e n t s '  with program 
-implement evening classes to replace missed 
classes 
-hire child psychologist 
-iden* leaming disabilitis 
-implernent coI1SBquences for bad behaviow 
-use materials dudents can relate to 
-use Inuit literature 
-use of Enuit Elder author as role mode1 
-choose vocabulary carefiilly 
-use more repetition 
-avoid too much teacher talk 
-Lunit higher level questioning 
-analyse stories for easier things like plot/character 
- r d  aioud to class, go back to explain words 
-use thme novels concurrently for dinerent student 
abilities 
d o  things in small stepsl scaEold 
-give mode1 test first, then follow format exactly 





-explain things more to students 
-reward system for motivating students 
-pacing with students (change activity every 10 to 
15 minutes) 
-bring food into ciass and eat/talk together 
-ntain students with pmr English skills or very poor 
attendance 
-non-academic Monday morning program to ease 
students back afier potentidly traumatic weekend 
-reading pro- one-on-one with 
busïness~government volunteers 
-homework to put respomibility ont0 parents 
-homework to develop mdcnt respons~'bility 
-les structured, more workshoplike activities 
-teaching to use basic supplies 
«tablish rapport and acceptability of malring 
rnistakes 
-relate WW 1 history to local examples 
-teaching vocabuiary and grammar 
-develop homework responsibility early (school is 
part of life) 
-spend more t h e  making Li& feei safe 
-give more opportunity for motion, and going 
outside 
culum: Cunent -fions 
Northemizing Content -revamping Social Studies 10 as Geography of 
Nunavut - .. -year plam showing comection to Xnuuqatieiit 
expected 
- b d s  available for guidesElders to support 
In- 
-themes run fiom 
-focus on readinglwriting 
-curriculum documents 'northernized' in 
Yellowknife 
-adjust curriculum to meet students' needs 
-use Inuit games in physical education program 
-use cultural activities in physical educaîion 




-create own path through curriculum 
-use curriculum as source of ideas and resource for 
teacher 
-focus on developing laoguage 
-teach grammar (to overcume nrSt language 
interferences) 
-caribou hunt with huktitut teacher and guide 
-1 to 1 1L2 hodweek culture program, class split 
along gender lines, tak about and make traditional 
things 
-small group culture program with community 
developed curriculum 
-culture program through CTS courses; small 
following seasonal activities 
-enhancemen& fkom Nunavut Highschool Project to 
help with course delivery 
-enrichment activities at lunch hour, including 
school paper 
Curricula in Inuktinit -equivalent to WELA in Inukîitut 
-more Inuktitut curricula (reduce planning tirne, 
help attract Inuit teachers, help increase ngour of 
M o n )  
Cdturaily Sensitive Curricula -more Inuit content 
develop own curriculum (don't buy fkom Alberta) 
-focus on local things, include distant îhings in a 
sensitive way to broaden perspectives 
-Nmavut content 
-hi&-interest, low skilis cUmcdum 
-curriculum sensitive to students' backgrounds 
-ESL cunicda 
-look to northem Quebec for ESL sensitive cllmcula 
-local participation in curriculum development of 
bilingual educators 
-get continuity between 
design/re~~~~ceslimplernentation/inse~cing and 
follow-up 
classrwm teachers to design curriculum 




-change timing to fit school year 
-replace sections with more relevant sections 
create Departmentai for Northern students 
(Southem can then be challenged if desired) 
-'Access Program' iike in northem Quebec to 
prepare d e n t s  for pst-seîondary education, 
instead of exams 
-equivalency rating like between corntries instead 
of exams 
Self-Esteem Curriculum -throw away curriculum and help stuclents feel good 
about themselves f h t  
Structure: Current Adabtations 
Language Streams -1nuktitut immersion to and including grade 3 
choice of Inuktitut or English immersion in 
pnmw grades 
Inuktitut Instruction -grades 4-12 get just under or just over one hour of 
I n u k t i ~  Ianguage arts instruction each day 
Ability Strearning -grade 2,3,4 ability streamed for language lessons 
(English and Inuktitut) 
BreakfdSoup Program -breakfast served before school 
-soup served after morning recess 
Timing -students expected to take extra years before 
graduation 
-grade 7/8 program designed to be 3 years, the 
M e r  grade 10 prep year available 
-in grade ten offer 16, then 13, then 10 level courses 
so students repeat grade level but not course 
-w-ordinstor at board levd to support f i t  teachers - District Education Authority helped with 
discipline policy 
-principais supported by the board through 
meetings, tele-conferences, and allowing input 
-staff supported by principal encouraging 
opcnnesslinput 
-stafT supported by p ~ c i p a l  through letters of 
recognition 
cumulative files provide outline of matenal 
covered 
-basic resources provided for stuâents 
-photos of Elders and Inuktitut writùrg on walls 





-1nukti~ stream should last longer 
-English should start earlier 
-should start earlier 
-pre-school program to prepare students for school 
structure 
-social seMces to train school stafYabout dealing 
with problems/effects of abuse, etc. 
-a new schml 
&etter implementation of the soup program 
-'Access program' 
-building which reflects Inuit culture 
-government decision standardizing written 
Staffi ne: Curren t Ada~tatioa 
Northem Teacher Education 
pWram(NTEP) -NTEP to get more Inuit into teaching 
-NTEP graduates paireci with southem teachers for 
planning support 
Inuit Teachers -many Inuit teachers has positive impact 
ûîher -resource person collects, translates, and transfomis 
resources 
-staff involvement in community creates balance 
-staff stability due in part to communications 
technology 





-raise standards of those accepted 
-1engthen program fkom two yean 
-focus more on assessrnent 
-get more Inuit teachers for senior high 
-get more Inuit teachers as role models 
-increase pay and improve working conditions to 
atbact more Inuit teachers 
-more Southem trained Inuit teachers for the 
primary grades 
-to reduce class size 
-for student support 
child psychologistl speech and language thempist 
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Professional D ~ ~ e l ~ ~ ! n e n t :  
Structure and Flexibility 
Descriptions 
I k s M  
Orientation 
-for specid projects 
-to nin more programs 
-increase guide wage 
develop cuaching locally 
-encourage highschool teachers to use more Elders 
in their classes 
ohire a full-time bilingual resource perron 
-hire second language specialists 
ohire tramlators for each class to help Souttiern 
teachen determinai how much is king understood 
-school year shifted to accommodate spring 
camping/goose hunting 
early dimUssals once/month to team plan (made up 
in evening contact tirne) 
-school opens early to accommodate working 
parents 
-more flexibility 
-shorter dayAonger recess 
more planning tune for teams 
-structures which support teacher collaboration 
-two years individual choice, one year regional 
conference 
-almost automatic PD approvd 
-conferences put on by people here usually bea 




-Elden used to translate books 
-one week cultural orientation 
-one day cultural orientation 
-educate Southern hues to ESL nature of job so the 
do not thhk the students are unintelligent 
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-ESL/cdture orientation by longtirne Norihem 
teacher 
-more money to bring people up or fly out 
-more flexibility in the conference year 
-English up&rading opportunities for Inuit staff 
-ESL training 
-look at other wmmunities and emulate successes 
-training in assessrnent and standards 
ommunitv/School Contact: 
Cunent Adabtation~ 
General -parental contact to prevent prejudice 
-ice cream social at start of year (positive contact) 
-phone cails when problems arise 
-parents in for tuncWactivitiedchecking about 
concems they might have 
-schwl actïvity nights ('Just rnom and me'/'Just me 
and my Dad') 
-curxicuium night eariy in year to meet and discuss 
expectations 
contact through schwl teamdactivities 
-school building used by community 
-notes sent home by teacher 
-parents invited in at any time 
-Inuit teachers go on radio to S o m  community 
about ;what's happening' 
-parent teacher interviews evolved to include 
student with portfolio of herlhis work 
Communitv//School Contacti 
&sinxi 




General -fmt nsune b i s  
-feeling of king part of same team 
-physical contact (pushed in snow by student) 
-given more W o m  and responsibility 
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4 o d t  force student to do something 
-dictiodes, encyclopaedia, atlases, cornputen 
-increased Inteniet bandwidth 
-'SRA-like' readem with relevant stones/questions 
-more money for team travel 
